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The topic of our thesis is the connection between music and identity as it is relevant from the
point of view of future teachers. We aspire to be able to support students’ identity development
musically, and this can only be done if we ourselves acknowledge the potential influence music
has on identity development. The focus of our thesis is teachers, as they themselves have more
life experience than students, as well as experiences from within the school context. The primary participants for our study are 11 teachers from around Finland, each with their own individual stories to tell. Our aim is to comprehensively examine how music has, according to their
narrations, influenced varying dimensions of their identities. The dimensions we will focus on
are self-identity, social identity, national and cultural identity, musical identity, and professional
identity.
The methodology for our study is qualitative narrative research as we felt it adequately suits
our needs. We set out to biographically examine our participants experiences, and thus, lives.
We conducted our study in two phases: (1) an online questionnaire and (2) a follow up interview
via Zoom. Hence, we will discuss two sets of data, connecting them when necessary. When
analyzing the data, we utilized Ricoeur’s triphasic mimesis theory as well as Polkinghorne’s
theory of temporality. These theories aided us in understanding how identity is constructed and
can be perceived through narratives.
Some key findings we discovered are, for example, the importance of music in social interaction
and teachers’ professional identities, exploring cultures, and self-expression, the various different ways we can define ourselves through music, and the influence of music on self-esteem. In
addition to verifying previous research, our study provides some new knowledge to the field of
music and identity: Some of our participants reported having experienced some negative impacts of music on their identities, such as music causing feelings of exclusion, as well as humiliation and lowered self-esteem stemming from forced musical performing in front of others.
In this thesis, we will endeavor to neutrally research the positive and negative aspects equally,
taking into consideration every participant’s individual and unique experiences.
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1. Introduction
Music plays an important role in the development of the differing dimensions of our identities.
In this thesis we will dive deep into this topic. We began researching the connection between
music and identity in our bachelor’s thesis (see Ryökäs & Toivanen, 2020), focusing on how
music affects identity development in adolescence. Choosing to continue with this topic
stemmed from the abundance of available research focusing on adolescence and the desire to
broaden the area of research to take into consideration further stages of life and to bring forth
the perspective of teachers’ identity development. The context of our study is Finland, and the
participants are all Finnish. As future teachers, we see the perspective of teachers relevant and
intriguing both for personal and communal reasons. When spreading information and awareness on this topic, we hope that we as a community can make a change: More effort is needed
to support and sustain the status of music as a universal and comprehensive factor that serves
human needs and promotes wellbeing. To reach a larger audience, we decided to write our
thesis in English. In addition, this choice stemmed from the fact that both of us are graduating
as English language teachers as well, and hence, the writing process supports this occupation.
Regarding the choice of language, we have chosen to utilize English pseudonyms for our participants, which felt natural and logical. We will discuss and justify this in more detail in chapter
4.
In recent years there has been concern over the resources available for music education in primary schools in Finland (see for example Korkeakoski, 2010; Laine, 2010; Sulonen, 2010). In
addition, resource cuts have also been made at the university level, in teacher education, which
not only affects but worries us: Music seems to be a powerful force that affects the identity
development of many and should therefore be valued. According to Hyvönen (2006) the status
of music cannot become strong without proficient music education and teachers (p. 57). We
argue that because of these resource cuts, future teachers will lack the necessary skills and
knowledge to adequately teach music in a way that enables the use of its full potential in supporting students and their growth. Based on these changes and the concerns about their future
impact, we find this theme highly topical and necessary. We feel that the target group for our
thesis is mainly teachers and education administrators, knowing that they are the ones who have
the most to gain from the information produced and presented here.
The process of choosing this topic began at the start of our bachelor’s thesis. We were both
interested in the concept of identity and wanted to pair it with a creative aspect. After many
4

discussions, we came to the conclusion that music would suit our needs perfectly as it has affected our own identity processes throughout the years. We both feel that we have utilized music for example in forming relationships and based some aspects of our appearance on metal
music. For this reason, we wanted to further examine whether the same experiences have been
shared by others. However, we decided to broaden the concept of music to encompass other
musical preferences as well, seeing as we could not find enough previous research regarding
only metal music in this context. We see this as an area that warrants further research because
the metal community continues to be vast and thus it is likely that there are various stories to
be told pertaining to music and identity.
Music seems to be an important aspect in identity development processes. According to von
Helden (2017) music offers us an intense feeling of self and other and therefore functions as a
key to identity (p. 20). This became evident in the majority of research that we found on this
topic. From previous research, we could not find any evidence of negative impacts of music on
identity development. Nevertheless, some negative effects were brought up by our participants
while conducting the empirical part of our study. We argue that this is a remarkable finding that
produces new knowledge to this field of research, and we will discuss this more in the empirical
part of this thesis.
The basis of our thesis is qualitative research with a narrative approach, for we are more interested in detailed personal recollections and stories than broad opinions and statistics. Hence,
during the planning process, we modified our research problem into its final form: How are
music and identity linked throughout the life cycle? The next step was to create and hone our
research questions into a fitting form. As we decided to focus on teachers, we opted to pose the
following research questions:
1. How do teachers determine the role of music in their identity processes throughout
their life cycles?
2. What do teachers narrate about the significance of music in their lives?
3. How do teachers experience their proficiency and available resources in supporting
students’ identity formation through music?
The first of these is our main research question, because it effectively operationalizes our fundamental research problem. The two following research questions fit under the main one, with
the third one taking into account the students as well. We can make a link between teachers’
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professional identity and their experienced proficiency, which is a large part of their professional identities, thus linking the third research question to our research problem. The reason
for us considering the students is that supporting their identity development is what teachers
aspire to do, and hence, they require proficiency and resources for it.
As we explored the connection between music and identity through literature, some theorists
appeared central. From the perspective of music, these theorists include Hargreaves, Miell, and
MacDonald, Connell and Gibson, and Campbell, Connell, and Beegle. The researchers mentioned first are at the forefront of researching musical identities and have published an edited
book pertaining to this topic. Connell and Gibson on the other hand have researched popular
music and how it relates to the identity formation process. Lastly, Campbell, Connell, and Beegle’s research focuses on the different environments that learning music can take place in.
Erikson is one of the most well-known theorists in the field of identity. His theories are based
on psychosocial development through different stages. How we define identity in this thesis is
primarily built on Erikson’s theories. We chose his theories because they outline the identity
formation process through phases, which, when put together, form the life cycle. For this very
reason we have recapitulated Erikson’s theories for conceptualizing the life cycle as well. Another theorist that we perceive as important to the definition of identity is Kroger, who focuses
on identity formation processes in adolescence, which appears to be the most relevant phase in
forming an identity. We will approach the research questions listed above by utilizing these
theories as well as forming links between them and our empirical research.
For our empirical research, we designed a questionnaire that our participants filled out online.
It mapped teachers’ experiences regarding the connection between music and their identities.
Based on whether the participants wished to participate in a follow up interview, they were
invited to a remote online meeting. The purpose of the interview was to dive deeper into the
teachers’ experiences and gain insight into this topic in the context of education and the school
environment as well. The data was gathered during the spring term in 2021 at the University of
Oulu.
After the conclusion of the interviews, we began analyzing and examining both forms of data
in parallel. First, we gathered relevant sections from the data into a table. This was a way for us
to keep track of the answers the participants had given, answering our research questions. While
doing this, we combined the data from both the questionnaires and interviews for each interview
participant. Second, we started making observations and conclusions based on our data.
6

Throughout this process, we made connections between the theoretical background and our
findings.
Lastly, we would like to outline the contents of our thesis. We will start it off by presenting a
theoretical background, including central terms, the connections between them, how narration
plays a role in identity development, the roles of identity and music in the educational context,
and the status of music in education. From this, we will move on to the empirical part, where
we will discuss our study. This section will introduce the research design and approach, participants, methods, and the analysis of the data. The next chapter focuses on answering the three
research questions by presenting findings and linking them with the previous research presented
in the theory part. Lastly, we will provide our conclusions and discuss the topic more profoundly while also considering the limitations and ethics of our study.
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2. Theoretical Background
As we conduct research, it is important to begin with providing a theoretical frame in which to
work. In order to provide this frame, we must familiarize ourselves with previous research and
narrow down the focus while simultaneously determining the central concepts. The previous
research we use was found through multiple databases, such as Scopus, ProQuest, EBSCO, and
Ellibs Library. The majority of the previous research is international, and we will apply them
to the Finnish education context where applicable.
2.1.

Terms

When approaching the connection between music and identity in the life cycle, we argue that it
is justifiable to choose music, identity, and the life cycle as the main concepts of this thesis.
Going through previous research on the topic of identity and music, these concepts were the
ones that stood out throughout the research as central terms. For this reason, we will provide a
comprehensive definition of them. In addition, from the point of view of our study, these terms
are the ones we will look into when gathering data. Therefore, they are the most relevant concepts for our thesis. In the next chapters we will define them based on previous research, providing supportive arguments from different theorists, and weaving them together to form the definitions that will be useful in understanding our study.
2.1.1. Music
We would not be exaggerating if we claimed that music is a part of our everyday lives. When
making this claim, we turn to Rissanen (2016) who acknowledges that music has been a part of
rituals and ceremonies for tens of thousands of years and thus a natural way of being in the
world (p. 108). From the perspective of future teachers, we find school festivals to be a splendid
example of music as a central part of social events. In this sense, music is seen as a valuable
aspect of society because it relates to joyous occasions. We are indeed not narrowing music to
only apply to these occasions as it also has a role in dealing with complex feelings and situations.
When we think of music, our perception of it lies on sound. According to Alperson (1987),
music is an auditive branch of art and it can take on many different forms (p. 3). It can be
produced with our bodies, voices, or instruments. In addition to this, music has different genres
that utilize a wide variety of instruments and sounds, making unique combinations from which
we can choose according to our preferences. Connell and Gibson (2003) make an important
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statement of music representing culture, place, and identity, bringing together people and communities (p. 9). Viewed in this way, von Helden (2017) argues it has the power to unite or
separate people or groups (p. 20). This has become evident in our lives when we have made
connections with people through music.
In addition to what we have stated above, music is also seen as a means of communication (see
Connell & Gibson, 2003, p. 72; Hargreaves, Miell & MacDonald, 2002, p. 1). Supporting this
claim, Connell and Gibson (2003) bring forth the idea of individuals being able to communicate
their feelings through music without necessarily using words (p. 72). Body language is also
something we use to express feelings through music, for example in the form of dance, which
is mostly social interaction without words. To that, Hargreaves et al. (2002) add that music can
be used as a unifying aspect between people who might not share a language or have difficulties
in expressing themselves in conventional ways (p. 1). This could be the case for individuals
who lack the ability to express themselves verbally. As Alperson (1987) states, music is a universal way to express feelings (p. 3), and we can use it to express complex and manifold emotions that cannot be sufficiently described in words.
There are, however, alternative views for what we have discussed above. Denora (2013) expresses music being much more than just a form of communication but also more than stimuli
that awakens feelings of pleasure in the brain (p. 82). We can define music in terms of entertainment as well, with Häyry and Häyry (1989) elaborating that the aim of entertainment is to
awaken feelings and produce gratification (p. 82). Rissanen (2016) shares this thought by stating that music affects emotions on many levels (p. 108). Music has the ability to make us cry,
laugh, and everything in between. Häyry and Häyry (1989) state that music is a way for us to
convey emotions (pp. 42–45). Makers of music often use music as a medium to channel their
emotions, using lyrics and melody to achieve various emotional expressions. Dissanayake
(1988) notes that we can use music as a tool for expressing and dealing with difficult emotions
(p. 67), and how we go about doing this is highly individual. Some people listen to melancholy
music to overcome sadness, whereas others need cheerful music in similar circumstances.
Campbell, Connell, and Beegle (2007) discovered in their study that respondents see music as
a means to control or release their emotions as well as to find ways to cope in difficult situations
(p. 228). Overall, music can, according to Denora (2013), promote wellbeing in many ways (p.
138). Dealing with overwhelming or difficult emotions is one way music can enhance our wellbeing.
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The findings presented above are supported by Hargreaves et al. (2002) who state that music
has the power to stir up deep emotions and help formulate and express individual identities (p.
1). For this very reason we find it prolific to examine music in relation to identity. Von Helden
(2017) dives deeper into this topic by stating that music works as a key to identity for it offers
an intense experience of self and others (p. 20). We can experience music as a means of exploring and showing who we are. It can be a guide in forming our identities and creating our paths
for self-discovery. These experiences with self-discovery are supported by a statement made
by Hargreaves et al. (2002) that music can be used as a means for individuals to present themselves how they prefer (p. 1). We can choose what others see of us and how we express our
identities through music. In addition, Dissanayake (1988) notes that music has in itself a social
aspect (p. 63).
When diving into researching this topic, we found a study conducted by Campbell et al. (2007)
relevant as respondents described music as a way to build character and direct their development of a broader sense of self (p. 230). In other words, music is a tool for self-discovery, and
it can be used as a roadmap to who we want to become. While reading the study conducted by
Campbell et al. (2007), it became evident to us that respondents value music as a fundamental
aspect of their identity processes (p. 225).
Because music is a part of our everyday lives, we can encounter it in many different contexts.
The context we find important for our thesis is the educational context. We will discuss how
music is represented in this context in more detail in chapter 2.4. where we link it to identity,
whereas in this chapter, we will focus on the larger, societal perspective of music. Hence, in
what follows, we will discuss the status of music in education as it firmly links to our research
problem and especially RQ3.
As noted before, we as future teachers are concerned about the status of music in Finnish primary education. It would seem that music has, over the years, lost its position as a universally
and comprehensively profound school subject. According to Kovanen (2019), the philosophy
of music education has not been fully able to articulate the significance of conventional
knowledge gained through music education (p. 148). We see it evident that, through music
education, we do not only learn music but other useful skills as well. For this reason, it is not
reasonable that the status of music is undermined. Hyvönen (2006) notes that the status of music, and arts in general, in education has been weakened by decisions of education policy and
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individual establishments (p. 46). In Finland, these decisions are made by the Finnish government together with the Ministry of Education and Culture as well as the Finnish National
Agency for Education, with each school being responsible for the practical implementation.
Kontturi (2017) emphasizes the significance of creativity and arts by stating that they should
not be left out of the curriculum and school (p. 3). As we know, the formal context of school
provides guidance and support by an adult instructor. According to Hyvönen (2006), areas of
knowledge and skills gain their status in the education system based on how meaningful they
are considered (p. 48). In other words, in order for a subject to achieve a strong status, it requires
positive changes in appreciation and attitudes towards it.
Hyvönen (2006) states that in primary school, music is the subject with the fourth least number
of hours (p. 50). However, it is not completely justifiable, according to Kovanen (2019), to
argue that Finnish reforms regarding the division of school hours and the curriculum made
during 2010s have only weakened the conditions for music education since the reforms have
also created beneficial improvements that serve both the conditions for music education and the
pedagogical aims of school (p. 130). This is an important notion when exploring this topic
because our point of view tends to be primarily problem centered. Kovanen (2019) states that
in the latest Finnish curriculum, music has gained one more compulsory weekly lesson per year
for grades seven to nine (p. 130). We find this change advantageous as during our years in
junior high school, music was based largely on voluntary action, while only being compulsory
in the seventh grade. This change is, according to Kovanen (2019), a historic turning point as
this is the first curriculum in which the hours dedicated to music have increased instead of
decreased or stayed the same (p. 130). Hirvonen (2003) concurs by stating that the resources
available for musical activities and festivals as well as academies of music have significantly
increased (p. 132). This, however, is unfortunately not the case for teacher education. For example, in the University of Oulu, there have recently been major budget cuts regarding music
in the Faculty of Education.
One vital job for teachers is to adapt to changes in the curriculum and school environment. In
a study conducted by Lamont et al. (2003), teachers’ commitment towards music was visible:
Regardless of budget issues, time pressures, and the availability of skilled teachers, they saw
music as a highly valuable subject (p. 231). Although the potential of music may be overlooked
by many, it appears that teachers value it as a singular subject as well as the contributions it can
make to other subjects. Lamont et al. (2003) add that students share the appreciation towards
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music as they would not voluntarily drop music when they were asked to choose between subjects; in addition stating that school music is a welcome diversion compared to the academic
subjects (p. 236). Music is highly based on experiences and multisensoriality, thus making it a
pleasant break among the other more academic subjects.
Additionally, Hyvönen (2006) poses a question about the sufficiency of primary teachers’ musical backgrounds: Is the current number of weekly lessons per year in primary school enough
in order for them to form a base for music studies in university through which they are supposed
to gain the competence to teach the compulsory music in primary school (p. 50)? To be honest,
we feel unsure about our own abilities to teach music competently enough in the future. We
would have benefitted from having more music lessons both in primary school and university
as it would have allowed us to build a stronger base for our future occupation as primary teachers.
According to Hyvönen (2006), music seems to be a humane need, and therefore its status in
education should reflect it but this cannot happen without adept teaching (p. 57). Therefore, we
argue that more resources should be put into not only primary but also teacher education as we
cannot have adept teachers without properly educating them. Hyvönen (2006) states that at the
core of the issues with the status of music in education is the question of the terms that are
required for guaranteeing proficient music education (p. 46). We insist that without sufficient
resources, we cannot secure proficient teaching. The status of music in teacher education has,
according to Hyvönen (2006), been weakened by decisions of education policy, signifying that
music as a significant area of humane action and an educating force has been forgotten by the
educational administrators (p. 46). For this very reason, one aim of our thesis is to spread awareness of this dilemma. Hyvönen (2006) further questions whether the status of music in the curriculum is accurately proportional to its cultural, societal, financial, and even therapeutic importance (p. 50). In this thesis, we aspire to examine music and its effects multidimensionally
and from several points of view. In order to fully examine the relation between music and identity more closely, we find it important to first define identity. Hence, in the next section we will
focus on defining and scrutinizing the concept of identity from the point of view of various
theorists including Erikson and Kroger.
2.1.2. Identity
Identity is, according to Erikson (1994), the cornerstone of a unique individual development (p.
109). Therefore, if it is information about the individual we are after, the concept of identity
12

becomes central. Erikson (1968) highlights that we do not feel alive without the sense of identity (p. 130). When analyzing identities, Skaniakos (2012) states that we examine people and
what they represent, such as values and meanings (pp. 195–196). In other words, people have
differing but also individual values and the extent to which they adopt them as a part of their
identity is relative and subjective. For instance, someone might value musicality in others but
may not proudly link it to the description of themselves despite being musically active. When
defining identity, it is important to note Kroger’s (1997) point about identity development forming from stages that, rather than being separate structures, overlap and are thus not mutually
exclusive (p. 192).
Huttunen (2013) adds that our identities do not develop at once, but it is a lifelong process
which is at its peak during adolescence when we form a conception of self-identity (p. 126).
Kroger (1997) elaborates this lifelong process by stating that identity contains a past (p. 21).
This means that identity formation happens constructively and aspects that were once a part of
it may not be included in the future. Respectively, we found Skaniakos (2010) supporting this
statement by arguing that while identities are always creating something new, they are still in
some ways linked to prior forms of identity (p. 35).
Woodward (1997) states that our identities are formed in interaction with others (p. 315).
Kroger (1997) specifies that the balance between what is considered self or other defines the
basis of identity (p. 8). For example, some musical genres have a strong distinction between
what is specified as the characteristics of it and what of others. When we adopt a musical genre,
we may also adopt this distinction as a part of our identities. An addition is made by Skaniakos
(2010) who states that the core idea of the identity formation process is based on the interaction
between the self and the other and elaborates that this notion of sameness and difference is
fundamental to the concept of identity (p. 34). On the other hand, Woodward (1997) states that
our identities are also constructed in relation to our other identities, and these identities may
conflict with one another due to the tension between them (pp. 23, 35).
Two important aspects we need to consider when talking about identity are according to Lamont
(2002) self-understanding, which is how we define and understand ourselves, and self-other
understanding, which is how we define, understand, and relate to others (p. 41). Hence, we state
that identity does not develop in a void but rather is influenced by the environment and the
people around us. An individual’s construction and understanding of the multiple social, cultural, and personal elements of self-identity is, according to Westerlund, Partti, and Karlsen
13

(2017), what identity refers to (p. 495). Woodward (1997) annotates that globalization provides
us various outcomes for identity (p. 16).
Skaniakos (2010) notes that, in addition to psychology, the concept of identity can be theorized
from a multitude of disciplines ranging from sociology to cultural studies and anthropology (p.
33). In this thesis we view the concept of identity from the point of view of psychology as
proposed by Erikson (1968) who, in his theory, divides identity into I, self and ego (pp. 216–
218). This distinction is frequently known and used in the field of psychology. In Erikson’s
(1968) theory, I is conscious and consists of multiple selves that are preconscious because they
are subconscious to the individual, but one does not deny their existence, whereas ego is subconscious (pp. 216–218). According to Erikson (1994) ego, in turn, can be seen as a center for
organized individual experiences and it integrates new identity elements with the already existing ones (pp. 19, 124). Simply put, our identities are constructed based on various conscious
and subconscious processes and aspects that occur throughout our life cycles.
Kroger (1997) highlights that we cannot see the stages of identity development as separate
functions but rather as multiple overlapping phases that are harmonious (p. 192). Huttunen
(2013) states that the concept of identity is so multidimensional that it is not likely there will
ever be only one exclusive definition for it (p. 126). Respectively, Kroger (1997) argues that
our mutual perception of identity is perhaps obscured by the way we understand the nature of
the stages of identity development and their possible overlap (p. 192). Therefore, it is important
that we acknowledge the existence of these varying perspectives. Kroger (1997) emphasizes
that the differing understandings can prevent the formation of a comprehensive definition of
identity (p. 192).
According to Hargreaves et al. (2002), there are various elements to identity that are more or
less dominant, with some manifesting more strongly than others, and thus it may not be simple
for us to define identities (p. 2). Identity consists of multiple dimensions such as social identity,
cultural and national identity, and self-identity (see, for example, Green, 2011; Lamont, 2002;
Oksenberg & Wong, 1993; Woodward, 1997). In this thesis, we base our conceptualization of
identity on the dimensions that arose from the data gathered by the questionnaire conducted as
a part of this study. These dimensions are built upon self-identity which is the basis for identity
and the ones we will define are social identity, cultural and national identity, musical identity,
and professional identity.
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The first important aspect we need to consider is self-identity, which according to Hargreaves
et al. (2002) is constructed from multiple self-concepts, otherwise known as self-images, that
are parts of a larger self-system, representing the various ways in which we describe who we
are (pp. 7–8). When we view self-identity as the aspect on which the dimensions of identity are
constructed, we could argue that these dimensions represent our self-concepts. Self-concepts
can be, according to Hargreaves et al. (2002), related to a certain domain or either situation or
context specific (p. 8). For example, we can describe ourselves as music teachers through a
domain specific self-concept, whereas through a context specific self-concept we can describe
ourselves as guitarists when the context is band activity. Hargreaves et al. (2002) add that the
self-concepts contain aspects of our appearance, style, musical preferences, personality, and
social roles (pp. 8, 11). As we have mentioned before, identity develops through social interaction when we compare ourselves to other people around us.
According to Hargreaves et al. (2002) we form our self-concepts through comparison as we
monitor our own behavior and that of others (p. 8). It is common for us to contrast our behavior
to the actions of people around us, and by doing so develop our sense of self. When our selfconcepts integrate, they form what Hargreaves et al. (2002) call self-identity, which represents
our comprehensive understanding of ourselves (p. 8). In addition to self-concepts, self-identity
is made up of feelings of self-worth, in other words, self-esteem. Hargreaves et al. (2002) define
self-esteem as an evaluative aspect of self-identity (p. 8). We argue that self-esteem is an integral part of self-identity as it plays a major role in the confidence we have to fully represent our
identities to others.
In order for us to genuinely represent our identities, we require courage. When we expose our
inner selves, we are in a vulnerable position because we give others something personal and
private of ourselves. Therefore, the social aspect of self-identity is central. Jackson (2010) defines self-identity as a social construct that is responsible for the existence of social interaction
(p. 666). We could argue that without this social aspect, we cannot have a well-rounded selfidentity. This is due to the fact that we cannot have one without the other: Identity is formed in
social interaction with others, and self-identity is a prerequisite for social interaction. Jackson
(2010) adds that self-identity is in itself a process and in this process, self-identity is an active
agent instead of a passive one (p. 666). In other words, self-identity develops socially, thus
making it an active participant as it affects the surrounding world through our social actions
while the world concurrently affects it.
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Jackson (2010) divides self-identity into two dimensions: Me and I, that support, yet cannot be
separated from, one another (p. 666). These dimensions complement each other and are unable
to exist without the other. According to Jackson (2010) me represents the social aspect of selfidentity whereas I represents its spontaneous and creative side (p. 666). Pertaining to this statement, we argue that both of these dimensions are important aspects of self-identity as they are
responsible for different functions thus complementing one another and forming a coherent
self-identity. Even though both dimensions are closely connected, Jackson (2010) states that
they still remain distinct (p. 666).
We have now lightly examined the social aspect of identity and therefore the next reasonable
dimension to consider is social identity. Lamont (2002) defines social identity as having its base
on social and group characteristics (p. 42). As we know, humans are social creatures, and we
all belong to various differing groups in one way or another. According to Lamont (2002) the
process of comparing our own groups with those of others makes social identity more influential than personal identity (p. 42). This argument seems valid when we look at the fact that even
self-identity is constructed through social means, also having a strong social aspect to it. Lamont (2002) states that this group comparison begins in middle childhood and is prevalent in
adolescence, helping us shape our understanding of ourselves and others (p. 42). For this reason,
it is imperative that schools offer students diverse groups to become acquainted with. We would
like to think about school as an overall safe and accepting environment, therefore enabling
harmonious interaction between different groups. In addition, in school, each student is equal
and when they are treated as such, it is possible to broaden their view and acceptance of others
and minimize the biases between groups.
Oksenberg and Wong (1993) attach the concept of group identity to social identity, defining it
to be one of its central aspects (p. 23). When we interact socially, we are almost without exception a part of a social group. For instance, we belong to groups formed by family, friends, hobbies, and colleagues. According to Oksenberg and Wong (1993), there are several ways in
which group identity can influence our actions: It may, for example, guide our habits or roles
in certain groups (p. 23). If we take, for example, teachers as a group, the unwritten rules within
the group may affect our everyday conduct both in the school environment and outside of it.
We can go further into this example by examining teachers’ public behavior: They may feel
obligated to be a role model for students and thus, for instance, feel uncomfortable openly purchasing products that are geared only towards adults. This is of course an exaggerated and specific example with the intent to demonstrate how pervasive the unwritten rules of groups can
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be in our everyday lives. Oksenberg and Wong (1993) continue by stating that our group identities seem to bring about social interactions that are somehow specific (p. 23). Woodward
(1997) brings forth the idea that identity functions as a bond through which members of a group
understand their social cohesion (p. 302). This social cohesion includes the mutual values, interests, and feelings of belonging within the group. Woodward (1997) adds that this bond may
be imaginary or real, yet always equally powerful (p. 302). Feelings of belonging enhance solidarity and strengthen the relationships between group members.
Tajfel (1981) outlines social identity as an aspect of our self-concept, deriving from our comprehension about our belonging to social groups as well as the emotional significance and value
we attach to the membership (p. 255). In other words, the group itself is not the intrinsic value
but rather the feelings of belonging and that of membership in the group are the aspects that are
most relevant for our social identities. On the other hand, Tajfel (1981) also criticizes the simplified conceptualization of social identity by stating that it is much more complex than most
definitions imply (p. 255). As we have discussed before, defining identity in an exhaustive
manner is near impossible and the same applies to its different dimensions. Tajfel (1981) adds
that the concept of social identity can be optimally used as a shorthand term in order to depict
some concepts of self that are limited and relevant to specific aspects of restricted social behavior (p. 255). Simply put, the concept of self as well as social behavior are remarkably broad and
in constant flux and therefore embodying them with one simple term is insurmountable.
The next dimension of identity we will discuss is cultural identity. This transition is justifiable
and beneficial firstly, because we can see culture as a certain kind of group, and secondly,
because culture could not exist without social interaction. Gilbert (2010) defines cultural identity by dividing it into two definitions that serve their own purposes: Cultural identity as individual identity and as collective identity (pp. 2–3). This means that we do not have only one
cultural identity, but at least two of them depending on the context. Cultural identity as individual identity is, according to Gilbert (2010), our identities in a cultural environment, including
aspects such as moral education, literary background, socially acquired manners and attitudes,
and religion (p. 2). These aspects vary from person to person, and they affect us and our identities in different capacities. Our individual cultural identity is seen by Gilbert (2010) as identifying and placing us in order for others to understand and respond to us in an appropriate manner (p. 3). We argue that this is the base for every individual dimension of identity. According
to Gilbert (2010), we have an individual cultural identity that is unique to us, encompassing our
own mix of cultural characteristics (p. 3). For example, for Finns, these characteristics include
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literary works like Tuntematon Sotilas and Kalevala, and moral education that is primarily
based on the Bible. These examples may not be aspects through which every Finn identifies
themselves, yet we argue that they have played a role, whether conscious or subconscious, in
shaping our cultural identities.
Gilbert (2010) notes that the collective cultural identity is linked to our membership of a cultural
group and is often shared by the members of said group (p. 3). Woodward (1997) explains
cultural identity as a fundamental part of how we comprehend our similarities as well as being
a dimension of our identities that links us to our society (pp. 16, 21). In addition to society, we
could argue that cultural identity also connects us to our nation and nationality. Folkestad
(2002) makes a distinction between cultural and national identities: Cultural identity is a result
of several cultural encounters, whereas national identity represents a nation-specific identity
that is connected to a specific culture (pp. 153–154). For example, we as citizens of Finland
determine ourselves as Finns. National identity differs, according to Folkestad (2002), between
and in countries (p. 155). This means that different countries have differing national identities,
but there is also a possibility that these identities vary within one country as well. We understand this stemming from the fact that countries may be populated by people with various nationalities. Folkestad (2002) adds that cultural identity on the other hand is not bound to location
and thus we can simultaneously have multiple cultural identities (p. 154). If we consider a
mixed-raced child, they can form their cultural identities based on both of their parents’ cultural
heritage as well as other cultures that may influence the child. Furthermore, Woodward (1997)
notes that globalization and multiculturalism can generate differing outcomes for our cultural
identities (p. 16).
In this thesis, we will utilize both terms, cultural and national identity, but the emphasis will be
more geared towards national identity. We made this decision based on the data collected in
our empirical research: The participants discussed more about the connection between music
and their national identities, rather than cultural identities. Moreover, we feel that national identity is a larger part of music in Finnish schools, with cultural identity remaining in its shadow.
In our opinion, school music, including music education and especially events that include music, such as different celebrations, highlights Finnish and the national music of Finland.
We can link national and musical identities together by bringing forth the idea presented by
Green (2011) that we utilize our musical identities in order to express how we position ourselves
ethnically, locally, and nationally (p. 15). In other words, musical identity is our tool for relating
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to our surroundings and other people. Green (2011) notes that the way in which our musical
identities are constructed is a combination of individual musical experiences on the personal
level and influences from our nation, family, and beyond on the social level (p. 1). Therefore,
much like our cultural identities, our musical identities are based on both individual and collective aspects. Green (2011) adds that our musical identities include our musical values, practices,
skills, knowledge, and preferences as well as the circumstances surrounding their acquisition
and transmission (p. 1). All these aspects outlined above may be transmitted to us by different
agents, such as our family, school, friends, and media. According to Green (2011), our musical
identities begin to develop from an early age, changing throughout our life cycles (p. 1). Hallam
(2017) concurs by stating that our musical identities are affected by changing circumstances,
and as a response, they are constantly evolving (p. 487). As we grow older, we gain experiences
that shape our musical identities. In addition, when we encounter various kinds of music and
different musical contexts, we can find new musical aspects that influence how we see ourselves
in relation to music. Our understanding of ourselves as music enthusiasts and future professionals of music is formed, according to Hirvonen (2003), through a long process in which the
surrounding culture is conveyed in constant interaction with significant others (p. 24). Hallam
(2017) argues that multiple aspects, such as love of music, friends, self-belief, and school, can
influence the development of our musical identities and this influence can fluctuate throughout
our lives (p. 488).
Hargreaves et al. (2002) divide musical identity into two dimensions: identities in music and
music in identities (p. 12). Between these two dimensions, the role of music in identity manifests differently. First, we will look into identities in music, which Hargreaves et al. (2002)
define as possibly deriving from universal differentiations between musical activities, being
central for professionals or skilled musicians to define themselves (p. 12). Simply put, we define
ourselves through different forms of musical actions, for example, music teachers are most
likely to define themselves through the musical activity of teaching. Hargreaves et al. (2002)
add that social and cultural roles in music define identities in music (p. 12). These differing
roles can coexist in the same context. When we think of an artist that publishes music, there are
other people with their own roles present in the process, such as a producer, manager, and possibly other musicians.
According to the definition provided by Hargreaves et al. (2002), listeners of music are active
in a cultural process rather than being passive consumers: They achieve various functions in
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differing locations and social contexts with music (p. 13). For instance, music is typically present in many social gatherings. Hargreaves et al. (2002) further divide identities in music into
two groupings that relate to specific musical genres or instruments, and these groupings stem
from special interest groups, generating specific identities in music (p. 13). These identities can
also originate through hobbies. If you play the piano, you can think of yourself as a pianist and
thus form a connection to other pianists. While you are building your musical identity, you are
simultaneously forming relationships, thus developing your social identity in the process.
Hallam (2017) agrees with this idea by stating that various genres and musical activities can
influence the development of our musical identities (p. 478).
The second dimension of musical identity outlined by Hargreaves et al. (2002) is music in identities, which comprises the ways in which we use music in developing other dimensions of our
identities (pp. 14–15). This conceptualizes and concretizes our statement that music plays a role
in the developmental process of our overall identities and their dimensions. When examining
this role, it is important to take into account the notion presented by Hargreaves et al. (2002)
that our engagement with music varies a lot: Some of us may be highly committed to music,
whereas others may be passive without any investment (p. 15). Hallam (2017) supports this
statement by noting that our commitment to music, involving varied musical activities, correlates to the level of musical expertise we are able to attain (p. 478). When we think about it, it
is obvious that our level of engagement with music has effects on how intensely music is present
in our identities. Moreover, our level of musical expertise also shapes the options with which
we are able to identify ourselves.
Dys, Schellenberg, and McLean (2017) state that our musical identities are influenced by our
personality and individual musical preferences (p. 252). It is relevant to consider that not only
do our musical preferences affect our musical identities, but our musical identities also influence the way in which we engage with music. This is important because it exemplifies who we
are and how we position ourselves in relation to music. According to Lamont (2017), we express our musical identities in multiple ways, which are based on our personal choice and
agency, with choice being central to maintaining our musical identities throughout our life cycles (p. 185). We argue that choice is also central due to the fact that a forced identity is less
likely to persist than one we have truly identified with and personally chosen for ourselves. Dys
et al. (2017) add that musical preferences are closely incorporated into the conceptualization of
musical identity (p. 261). This could be demonstrated by examining people who define themselves through certain musical genres, such as “rockers”: Typically, if asked about their musical
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identities, these people would speak about their musical preference, in this case rock music, as
a central part of it.
The last dimension of identity we will discuss is professional identity, more specifically, teachers’ professional identities. According to Stenberg (2016), our interpretations of ourselves and
the world have a strong influence on our actions both consciously and subconsciously (p. 11).
This is crucial to consider when working as a teacher, because they are regarded as role models
for children, and their pedagogical actions must be carefully considered. Moreover, teachers
cannot act arbitrarily in the school environment, but every school has their own set of guidelines
that teachers are expected to follow and respect. Furthermore, Green (2011) suggests that our
personal identities may conflict with the professional identities required of us by institutions (p.
17).
Our individual, personal identities affect, according to Stenberg (2016), the ways in which we
act as teachers: Our pedagogical choices are always based on our personal values and beliefs
(p. 11). Therefore, it is important for teachers to reflect upon their own beliefs and values regularly. Especially the professional identities of primary teachers affect, according to Laine
(2004), their professional actions, making these identities significant to the teachers themselves,
students, and the entirety of school community (p. 3). Stenberg (2016) argues that the more
teachers know who they are and are aware of their beliefs and values, the less challenging it is
for them to justify their pedagogical principles to others and themselves (p. 11). It is general
knowledge that teachers are expected to be able to justify and reason their pedagogy. Stenberg
(2016) supports this idea by noting that the core of teachers’ professional identities is their
personal theory-in-use, that is the professional frame that guides their pedagogical actions (p.
17). If teachers have a clear image of their theory-in-use, it is quite straightforward for them to
explain and justify it to others.
Stenberg (2016) notes that if our personal identities represent who we are, teachers’ professional
identities express who they are as teachers (p. 17). Huhtinen-Hildén (2012) agrees by stating
that teachers’ professional identities answer questions of who they are personally as teachers
and who they are as a group (p. 51). From this statement, we can see that like every dimension
of identity, professional identity also has a social aspect. In addition, similarly to personal identities, teachers form their professional identities through experiences and interpretations of them
(Stenberg, 2016, p. 17; Laine, 2004, p. 3). These experiences offer teachers opportunities to
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learn and shape themselves as teachers. Laine (2004) explains that professional identity is constructed in the dialogue between our inner and outer realities (p. 5). This means that not only
do our own choices affect our professional identities, but the society we live in has the power
to shape what our identities can eventually become.
On the other hand, Huhtinen-Hildén (2012) criticizes the conceptualization of teachers’ professional identities by stating that there seems to be a lack of a consistent and comprehensive point
of view (pp. 54, 56). We propose that this phenomenon originates from the fact that teachers
teach through their own personalities, thus making it an impossible task to fit everyone under
one single definition. According to Huhtinen-Hildén (2012), one of the most prominent issues
with the absence of an inclusive concept is that every perspective is limited and only sheds light
on its own narrow area (p. 56). Additionally, Laine (2004) states that there is no unanimity
about the professional nature of being a teacher, but only differing interpretations of it: Teachers
have their own visions of a proper teacher which functions as their personal goal (pp. 54, 236).
The image we possess of a proper teacher includes aspects such as knowledge, skills, and professional behavior. Huhtinen-Hildén (2012) adds that teachers’ professional knowledge and
their professional identities are closely knit together (p. 216). If teachers have less than adequate
professional knowledge, it may have a detrimental effect on the aspect of self-esteem in their
professional identities. In the worst-case scenario, this can lead to the crumbling of professional
identity.
Huhtinen-Hildén (2012) notes that teachers’ perceptions of themselves and the group of professionals they are a part of constantly interact with their interpretations of professionalism and
professional knowledge (p. 216). For this reason, teachers’ journeys as professionals are never
complete, but they are expected to develop and hone their skills and knowledge throughout their
careers. According to Laine (2004) we can see professional identity as feelings of our own
skills, value, and meaning (p. 5). As we improve our proficiency and broaden our perspectives,
we simultaneously enhance our professional identities, thus extending what it means to be a
professional, in this case, a teacher.
2.1.3. The Life Cycle
Our theorization of the life cycle includes the perspective of human development as they cannot
be separated from one another. When we discuss the life cycle, we cannot do so without taking
into consideration development because going through the phases of the life cycle is grounded
in it. Lerner and Hultsch (1983) state that it is not simple to outline human development as it is
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a multidimensional entirety that entails interaction between all developmental dimensions
throughout the complete life cycle (p. 18). In this thesis, we will utilize the life-span perspective.
Berger (2011) elaborates the life-span perspective to mean an approach to studying human development that is interested in the life cycle as a whole, not just specific phases (p. 10). Our
focus in this thesis is on the entire life cycle for we aim to examine the trajectory of identity
development as it appears in the different phases of the life cycle.
According to Kaluger and Kaluger (1979) throughout history, the process of maturing and the
subsequent stages of development have been an essential aspect of human life (p. 5). We argue
that our very existence and lives rest on these developmental stages. Kaluger and Kaluger
(1979) note that human development is based on constant environmental, physiological, and
psychological processes that generate social, moral, mental, physical, and emotional changes
in our way of being (p. 5). This emphasizes the fact that defining the developmental process of
humans is not straightforward or simple. Kaluger and Kaluger (1979) highlight that, despite not
being the sole influential factor, the role of the environment in our developmental processes
should not be underestimated (p. 5). A key aspect of the life-span perspective is, according to
Lerner and Hultsch (1983), that development takes place from conception to death, in other
words throughout the life cycle (p. 7). For this reason, the life-span perspective is a valuable
tool when examining identity: The development of identity is a life-long process.
Erikson and Erikson (1998) conceptualize the life cycle through the psychosocial development
of humans (pp. 56–57). We see this psychosocial development as a manifold process that is
never entirely complete. Kaluger and Kaluger (1979) agree by noting that development is a
continuous process, spanning through all of human existence (p. 5). Erikson and Erikson’s
(1998) theory is based on theories of psychosexual development and ego, which are areas of
psychoanalysis (pp. 10–11). We can think of identity as one of the many concepts that fit under
psychosocial development, and therefore the life cycle. The life cycle, in turn, is constructed,
according to Erikson and Erikson (1998), from eight stages that include both a psychosocial
crisis and a basic strength: infancy, early childhood, play age, school age, adolescence, young
adulthood, adulthood, and old age (pp. 56–57). Traditionally, according to Kaluger and Kaluger
(1979), the life cycle has been divided into five stages: prenatal, infancy, childhood, adolescence, and adulthood (p. 2). As times change and science advances, it is practical to revise and
consequently adjust these divisions. In light of this, Kaluger and Kaluger (1979) note that theorists have begun to expand the stages due to there being too much variation within some of
them (pp. 2–3).
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While examining the concept of the life cycle, we came across multiple definitions that divide
the stages of the life cycle based on age. However, Sigelman (1999) clarifies that age is merely
an approximate indicator regarding the developmental level because there can be several differences between individuals within an age group (p. 4). Even though we do not focus on these
numerical representations of age groups in our thesis, it is crucial to outline them to function as
a loose frame for understanding the dynamics of life-long human development. Sigelman
(1999) presents a uniform overview of the different stages in the life cycle including the ages
in which they typically occur: (1) prenatal period, from conception to birth, (2) infancy, which
covers the first years of life, (3) preschool period, from age 2 to 5 or 6, (4) middle childhood,
which typically lasts from age 6 to 12 or until puberty, (5) adolescence, from age 12 to 20 or
until the individual is somewhat independent, (6) early adulthood, which is from ages 20 to 40,
(7) middle adulthood, from age 40 to 65, and lastly (8) late adulthood, which covers the age 65
and up (p. 5).
Next, we will discuss what we consider as criticism towards using distinct ages to determine
developmental stages. Feldman (2008) states that the broad periods in the life cycle are socially
constructed and acknowledging this is vital (p. 6). We find this statement important as the age
groupings are not universal truths and we argue that we should place more emphasis on individuality. Feldman (2008) elaborates that ages within a certain period vary between cultures
and are assigned arbitrarily: The timing of developmental events in our lives is ultimately highly
individual (pp. 6, 8). Simply put, our development does not progress completely in parallel with
our peers. Feldman (2008) states that these differences are in part due to biological factors since
we mature at our own pace, while environmental aspects also influence at what age certain
events are likely to take place (p. 8).
As we made comparisons between different theories on the topic of the life cycle, we considered
Erikson and Erikson’s theory to be the most suitable for our purposes as the development of
identity plays a fundamental role in their theorization. However, we will utilize Sigelman’s
(1999) terms, which correspond with the terms used by Erikson and Erikson (1998), due to the
fact that in his theorization, the age groupings are visible, which helps us in our analysis process.
Erikson and Erikson’s (1998) theory begins with the first stage, infancy, where the psychosocial
crisis is between basic trust and basic mistrust and the basic strength is hope (pp. 56–57). During infancy, we are highly dependent on others and must therefore evaluate and make a distinction between who to trust and not trust. The early childhood stage in turn includes, according
to Erikson and Erikson (1998), the strength of will and the crisis of autonomy which, however,
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can lead to shame or doubt (pp. 56–57). In this stage, we have a strong will to function autonomously. If, however, our actions are judged harshly, this can lead to feelings of self-doubt and
shame.
Erikson and Erikson (1998) continue their definition with the stage of play age in which we try
to balance between initiative and guilt, with purpose as our strength (pp. 56–57). During this
stage, we are venturous and are driven by some sense of purpose. According to Erikson and
Erikson (1998), school age is the stage of competence and its crisis is between industry and
inferiority (pp. 56–57). At this stage, we need plenty of encouragement so that we may gain
feelings of competence and maintain our natural productivity. The Finnish school system aspires to support and encourage students so that they would gain these kinds of feelings and thus
grow as individuals (see Opetushallitus, 2014).
The next stages move from childhood into adolescence and adulthood. Erikson (1994) points
out that identity formation is a life-long process that becomes phase-specific at the end of adolescence, but this does not mean that it is the beginning of the process (pp. 122, 130). It would
seem that adolescence is a particular area of interest as we found much research conducted on
identity processes in adolescence. It appears to be a major phase in identity formation. Berger
(2011) highlights that adolescent psychosocial development focuses on creating a comprehensive awareness of ourselves (p. 434). During the adolescent stage, Erikson and Erikson (1998)
define the crisis as a struggle between identity and identity confusion, whereas the strength of
this stage is fidelity (pp. 56–57). The key aspect of this stage is trying to figure out who we are
and who we want to become. Huq (2006) notes that while our life expectancy has increased,
the stage in the life cycle called “youth” has simultaneously expanded (p. 1).
The next transition of Erikson and Erikson’s (1998) theory is from adolescence to young adulthood, in which the crisis is characterized as intimacy versus isolation and the basic strength is
love (pp. 56–57). During this stage we aspire to form diverse and meaningful relationships, such
as intimate or platonic, with those around us so that we do not become isolated. The second last
stage, according to Erikson and Erikson (1998) is adulthood, where the strength is care and the
crisis centers around generativity and stagnation (pp. 56–57). In other words, in this stage of
the life cycle we look for permanence without, however, being constrained. Finally, the stage
that concludes the life cycle is old age, which Erikson and Erikson (1998) describe as balancing
between integrity and despair or disgust, with wisdom as its central strength (pp. 56–57). At
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this point, we have gained a lot of life experience that translates into wisdom as we have gone
through all the previous stages of psychosocial development.
Our future development is largely dependent on how we manage to navigate through the crises
mentioned above. Campbell et al. (2007) argue that we can see music as a supportive element
in the transformation from a child into an adult (p. 221). As we have implied before, adolescence is a crucial stage of development in the formation of identities. According to Campbell
et al. (2007) music is a remarkable and appreciated force in adolescents’ lives with the potential
to guide their everyday actions and map out their dreams of the future (p. 233). The idea presented by Campbell et al. of music as a tool for supporting the aforementioned transition warrants further research into the link between music and identity. Furthermore, we argue that the
life cycle is fundamentally connected to these concepts.
2.2.

The Connection between Music, Identity, and the Life Cycle

In the previous chapter, we focused on outlining and defining the central terms for our thesis.
After doing so, it is of paramount importance to entwine them together, thus forming a continuum and solid theory base for our study. First, we will discuss how music, identity and the life
cycle are connected on a general level. Then we will move on to separating the dimensions of
identity and scrutinizing them individually in relation to music and the life cycle. The order in
which we will go through the dimensions will follow the same structure as in chapter 2.1.2.:
self-identity, social identity, cultural and national identity, musical identity, and professional
identity.
We would like to begin with discussing the role of music in our everyday lives. Hallam (2017)
states that its role in our lives influences how important it is in our identity formation processes
(p. 476). This was previously discovered in relation to musical identities, yet we feel that it is
important to note that the same idea can be transferred to other dimensions of identity as well.
It is highly likely, that if we do not interact with music, we do not see it as a relevant part of our
overall identities. For example, Hallam (2017) notes that we may describe ourselves as musicians if we engage actively in music making; on the other hand, despite music playing a major
role in our lives, we may not find it as a central part of our identities and therefore may not
apply the term “musician” to ourselves (p. 476). The term “musician” is only one example of
the several terms that we may identify with through music. Other terms may include instruments, such as “guitarist” or “violinist”, occupations, for example “music teacher”, and genres
or have something to do with music in general, such as “music lover”.
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According to Campbell et al. (2007) identities evolve and adapt to new experiences in different
stages of the life cycle (p. 221). Therefore, identity is in a constant flux and is constructed as
we grow. Huttunen (2013) stresses that, as a matter of fact, identity functions as a foundation
of human development (p. 148). This development occurs throughout the life cycle and thus it
is worthwhile to examine it narratively through stories to gain insight into individuals’ personal
growth. Our lives can be seen, according to Karlsson (2013), as stories that function on different
levels, through which we can interpret them and ourselves (p. 172). We assess these different
levels according to how important certain experiences are in our biographies and processes of
personal growth. Karlsson (2013) states that the interpretations, values, and norms that have
been stored in our minds through our experiences dictate what kind of stories we live and tell
ourselves and others while simultaneously constructing understanding of ourselves, others, and
the world around us (p. 172). Based on these ideas, we can seamlessly form a link between the
concepts of identity, the life cycle, and narration.
When considering identity, some of the phases of the life cycle are put on a pedestal. According
to Lerner and Hultsch (1983), adolescence and young adulthood are the periods in the life cycle
during which we choose roles for ourselves (p. 8). By trying out different roles, we become
closer to figuring out who we want to be in the future. Lerner and Hultsch (1983) emphasize
that these roles are forms of behavior that have been socially defined and will affect much of
our lives moving forward (p. 8). This is necessary so that we may advance through the stages
of the life cycle. Lerner and Hultsch (1983) conclude that our identities link us to our social
worlds (p. 404). Hence, the social relationships we have formed throughout our life cycles
would not exist without identity.
According to Sigelman (1999), our identities start to develop in the beginning of our life cycles
as follows: As infants, we acquire some sense of our own existence as distinct from the surrounding world, while also constructing a categorical self (p. 293). We could consider this as
some sort of a blossoming identity. Sigelman (1999) continues by stating that during childhood,
our self-concepts seem to be concrete and relate to our physical aspects, and we use social
comparisons to evaluate our competencies (p. 293). These social comparisons do not end in
childhood but rather continue to be central in our identity formation throughout the life cycle.
Sigelman (1999) argues that our personalities begin to become fixed during middle childhood
(p. 293). From this point onwards, our perspectives of ourselves become increasingly consistent
and coherent.
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Our self-concepts develop, according to Sigelman (1999), towards being more abstract, integrated, and psychological during adolescence, when our self-awareness also heightens (p. 293).
In this stage, we describe ourselves more based on our psychological rather than physical aspects. According to Sigelman (1999) our self-esteem and self-concepts show little change in
the stage of adulthood (p. 294). Most of us know who we are as we enter adulthood, thus making
the changes less drastic. This is not to say that changes do not occur at all, but the process keeps
proceeding. Sigelman (1999) notes that many of us seem to gain autonomy, nurturance, confidence, as well as other strengths between adolescence and middle adulthood, whereas not many
systematic changes, besides raised introspectiveness, occur from middle adulthood onwards (p.
294).
Once we have gained an idea of who we are, we require means by which we can express ourselves in a way that is suitable for ourselves. We argue that self-expression is a meaningful part
of forming and expressing our identities. Kontturi (2017) states that everyone should be given
an opportunity to tell their personal stories using art as a medium (p. 7). We can choose which
art form we prefer from a wide variety of alternatives, such as painting, dancing, writing, drama,
and music. Huq (2006) notes that within music there is also a wide variety of choices: Nowadays we as musical consumers have a broad specter of music from which we can choose according to our musical preferences (p. 159). Kontturi (2017) adds that finding our own ways of
self-expression supports our identity development processes, while having the capability to promote our wellbeing (pp. 4, 6). In this thesis we will regard music as an art form that is central
in developing identities. In what follows, we will discuss in more detail the relation between
music and identity.
Folkestad (2002) highlights the connection between music and identity by stating that the role
of music has always been prevalent in identity formation processes of both individuals and
groups (p. 151). We can see identity, according to Fuhr (2013), as a process that contains experiences and is most intensely realized as music (p. 49). This stems from the fact that, as mentioned before, we can channel our emotions through music. In addition, we can tell our stories
and experiences using music as a tool. Therefore, it can be regarded as a suitable means to
express these experiences. Westerlund et al. (2017) bring forth the idea that popular music
seems to be preferred by younger generations as a tool in forming their identities, whereas older
generations may regard western classical music as more central (p. 499). We view this as an
intriguing finding, however, in this thesis we will not be focusing on genre division, rather we
will discuss music as a whole.
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Connell and Gibson (2003) note that the way in which music affects our identity formation is
not unambiguous nor linear: Within and through music, our identity development processes do
not manifest in similar ways, rather they may possess restricting filters that can be used to marginalize groups, polarize society, or silence voices (p. 15). We can concretize this notion in two
ways. Firstly, different cultures and societies form a frame according to which people can and
are allowed to develop their identities. Some conservative societies seem to be more restrictive
than modern ones, defining such things as what people can look like and how they can act.
Secondly, these restrictions may also occur in musical genres or subcultures, which determine,
for example, what kind of music is appropriate for members of the group to listen to. This is of
course only one example of how music can function as a restrictive aspect in our identity formation processes. We, however, assert that ultimately individuals have the right to decide for
themselves.
Now that we have looked at how music affects the overall identity development process, we
wish to briefly dive deeper into discussing the connection between music and the dimensions
of identity outlined previously. Firstly, Hodges (2005) states that musical activities and experiences can guide us in finding our own sense of self, in other words, our self-identities (p. 113).
We understand this statement to mean that music can help us in discovering what our preferences are and who we are on a deeper level. Waligórska (2013) notes that music does not only
reflect our self-identities, but also participates in forming them (p. 2).
According to O’Neill (2002) we use music to negotiate our self-identities especially during
childhood and adolescence, simultaneously sustaining and perpetuating differences between the
concepts of musician and non-musician (p. 79). Whether we classify ourselves as musicians or
non-musicians influences our views of ourselves in relation to music, for example, it affects our
self-efficacy and future musical endeavors. O’Neill (2002) adds that our self-identities in relation to music evolve as we age from focusing on activities and physical features to placing more
emphasis on psychological characteristics, such as feelings and thoughts, and political, social,
and moral judgements (p. 80). Based on these ideas we find it evident that music can take on
many forms in the development of our self-identities throughout our life cycles.
Secondly, Waligórska (2013) notes that collective identities typically utilize music in order to
form grand narratives (p. 2). We can see music as a way to weave together the individual narratives of group members in order to form a cohesive group narrative and therefore collective
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identity. Hence, Waligórska (2013) argues that we can create and communicate our group affiliations through the semiotic system of music (p. 2). In addition, music is, according to Denora
(2013), a constructive ingredient in social relationships: It is collective as engaging with it indicates engaging with aspects outside ourselves as well as others, therefore, it implies a “we”
(pp. 82, 139–140). According to Hodges (2005), musically formed group identity can be both
exclusive and inclusive: It separates groups from each other while also strengthening the bond
between members of a group with common beliefs, behaviors, and ideas (p. 113). This aspect
of group identity and music also arose in the empirical part of our study.
Selfhout, Branje, ter Bogt, and Meeus (2009) bring forth the importance of music in forming
friendships: Especially in adolescence, we may build our friendships around music as we tend
to choose friends based on similar musical preferences and also adopt those of our friends (p.
97). This, of course, is apparent only if the adolescents are somehow involved in music. In the
study conducted by Selfhout et el. (2009), they discovered that adolescents’ musical preferences
are more similar between friends than random peers (p. 104). This indicates that music is central
in forming friendships and thus, our social identities.
Thirdly, according to Folkestad (2002), global chart music, rather than “national” music, seems
to be the musical preference among many music consumers of today (p. 152). It is possible that
modern people consider national music as outdated, and only show appreciation towards it in
contexts that highlight nationality, such as Independence Day celebrations. We see that national
music may not be a relevant part of our everyday lives, and therefore it has become context and
situation bound. For this reason, we argue that its role in shaping our national identities seems
less prevalent or visible. On the other hand, Folkestad (2002) continues by stating that, especially in countries where in certain periods of time expressing nationality in public was not
allowed, the significance of national music for the formation of national identity is powerful (p.
155).
Folkestad (2002) states that music may aid the development of identities that are more cultural
rather than national (p. 160). Due to globalization, music overcomes the boundaries of nations,
thus being more central in developing our cultural rather than national identities. In the study
conducted by Campbell et al. (2007), they found that the respondents viewed music as culture
and a tool of knowing, not just their own but others’ cultural histories and beliefs as well (p.
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277). Viewed in this way, music has the capability to broaden our worldview and help us familiarize ourselves with cultures outside our own. Additionally, it makes it effortless for us to
identify with various cultures and their customs.
Fourthly, it is needless to say that music plays a major role in forming musical identities. Hallam
(2017) states that, if our opportunities to engage with music are increased, we may be able to
develop multiple musical identities (p. 477). Today’s technology provides us an endless selection of music while also making it possible for us to work with music in a multitude of new
ways. Hallam (2017) adds that we can maintain these multiple identities concurrently (p. 477).
For example, different contexts bring out our differing musical identities: The identity of “musician” is most apparent whilst performing, whereas it may not be dominant in other contexts.
According to Lamont (2002) the process of becoming a refined musician benefits greatly from
possessing a solid musical identity (p. 56). We propose that our musical identities guide our
interests and thus possible musical careers. Lamont (2002) continues by explaining that, regardless of the realm of musical activity, whether it be active music-making or listening and understanding, musical identities have a strong role in this process (p. 56). In other words, engaging
in musical activities influences the development of our musical identities and vice versa. Lamont (2002) notes that a fundamental part of our musical identities is belonging to a group that
is musically active (p. 43). This can be linked to the idea presented before about music being
collective and how other people can have an effect on our identity formation processes.
Fifthly, there is little research conducted on the role of music in teachers’ professional identities.
Nevertheless, we will present our own conclusions pertaining to this topic based on teachers’
professional identities in general and our interpretations about the connection between music
and identity. Our theorization stems from comparing the professional identities of primary
teachers to those of subject teachers as there seems to be some contrast between the two.
Thornton (2013) states that primary teachers seem to be more confident as educators than as
subject specialists, whereas it seems to be the opposite for subject teachers (p. 40). As stated
before, music participates in forming our self-identities. Moreover, teachers’ professional identities are, according to Thornton (2013), built upon teachers’ self-identities (pp. 37–39). If we
consider music teachers, who teach music as their primary subject, it seems evident that music
has had a powerful effect on their professional identities. However, if music has been an important aspect in the formation of primary teachers’ self-identities, only then does it have the
capability to affect their professional identities in a similar manner.
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2.3.

Narrating Identities

Throughout this thesis, we will discuss narratives in relation to identity. Therefore, it is important for us to establish how and why it is beneficial to explore identity narratively. According
to De Fina (2015) identities and narration are typically seen as tightly intertwined (p. 351). For
this reason, the approach we will utilize in our thesis is the narrative approach to identity. Ropo
and Huttunen (2013) bring forth the idea that it is natural for us to produce narratives that are
based on our experiences and the interpretations we have of them (p. 9). If we consider a situation where we want to share our experiences with someone or bring out who we are, the most
practical and natural way to approach this would be verbally, through narratives. Ropo and
Huttunen (2013) add that narration stems from our need to create a personal identity and
through this narration we can position ourselves in relation to our experiences (p. 10). Huttunen
(2013) states that our identities and the narratives expressing them are molded in the environment we live in (p. 148).
De Fina (2015) continues her idea presented above by expressing that some narrative analysts
have argued that our narratives sculpt us and affect who we are because they are our primary
tool for expressing our identities (p. 351). In addition to us forming our identities through narratives, is it possible that not only we make up our narratives, but our narratives also influence
us as individuals? Another question arises from whether both our individual and collective
identities could be conveyed through narratives. Although there are some researchers who disagree, according to De Fina (2015), almost no disagreement can be found pertaining to the use
of narratives to express our individual identities as well as our collective ones (p. 351). Due to
this, narratives can be used to examine not only our individual identities, but also every other
dimension of identity, such as social or cultural identity.
In order for us to delve deeper into the connection between identity and narration in our empirical research, we must first present our theorization of it. De Fina (2015) notes that there are
two common ways to theorize the link between identity and narratives: biographical and interactional (p. 352). Both approaches are used in the study of narratives. In the interactional approach, the focus is, according to De Fina (2015), on the interactional procedure of storytelling
(p. 352). In other words, the focus is more on the means rather than the outcome. De Fina (2015)
states that this approach is not interested in finding out whether positive self-constructions are
formed through narratives or whether coherent self-presentations are attained through them;
contrastingly, the focus is on the identity formation process itself, including the individual’s,
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co-narrators’, and their audience’s narrating strategies used in order to form, challenge, or maintain identities (p. 352).
The biographical approach, on the other hand, is defined by De Fina (2015) as regarding the
individual narrator and their life story as the primary target of research and analysis (p. 352). It
focuses on the individual’s experiences, values, and worldviews that have an influence on our
self-identities and who we are. De Fina (2015) elaborates that this approach is based on the idea
that identity development aims to form a coherent self-identity (p. 352). We can link this to
Erikson’s (1968) identity theory that highlights the importance of a solid identity for fundamentally understanding who we are. According to De Fina (2015) the coherence of self-identity can
be accomplished through narratives (p. 352), and this coherence is due to narrative structuring.
Yrjänäinen and Ropo (2013) state that we form biographical narratives when we modulate our
personal events into experiences giving them meaning and compile them into narratives (p. 24).
In this thesis, the theorization between identity and narration is built upon the biographical
approach mainly because the life cycle is one of the central terms and matters of interest. In
addition to this, our aim is to examine identity as a coherent whole, which is more proficiently
done using the biographical approach.
Huttunen (2013) states that we begin to develop our biographical deduction in parallel with
puberty (p. 147). We can understand biographical deduction as our way of exploring our lives
through our histories as a continuum encompassing within itself our actions, experiences, and
various events. According to Huttunen (2013) we balance between our past and future selves
during adolescence (p. 147). In order for us to fully be aware of who we are, we must reflect on
who we were and how this has shaped our present selves and will affect future development.
By stating this, we can link this idea presented by Huttunen to Ricoeur’s view of narratives and
historicity. Ricoeur (1994) states that narratives have a higher function than to just determine
us and our actions within time: Narration anchors us to historicity with which we can see our
stories as wholes (p. 109). This relates to the concept of temporality, more of which will be
discussed in chapter 3.2.
Huttunen (2013) continues her interpretation about the connection between identity and narration by stating how significant it is to consider the different perspectives that we as individuals
have, what we take as a part of ourselves, what our position in society and different groups are,
and how we see ourselves (p. 147). All the aspects outlined above have their own unique effects
on the identity development process and for this reason we argue that narratively reflecting
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upon how they have influenced this process is central. In addition, this reflection is essential
because we can narratively construct meaning regarding these differing perspectives we have
about ourselves. According to Huttunen (2013), giving, building, and understanding meaning
as a part of our identities is an individual, societal, and cultural process which takes shape
through our diverse developmental paths (pp. 147–148). As we grow older, we come into contact with a multitude of people and events all of which affect and shape our unique developmental paths. Since identity also develops through interaction, we can gain experiences that
have the possibility to broaden our worldview. How this will affect our identity development
process is only a matter of what we decide to integrate as a part of ourselves.
Polkinghorne (1991) elaborates why identities benefit from being examined through narratives:
Firstly, the temporal aspect of human existence is highlighted by comprehending self-identity
as a narrative instead of thinking of it as a substance (p. 135). Without the temporal aspect that
is made possible by narratives, self-identity would lack its biographical nature. Secondly,
Polkinghorne (1991) argues that we construct our self-identities by adapting plot from our collection of different myths and stories (p. 135). Hirvonen (2003) states that the significance of
society in constructing our identities narratively is central: It creates the boundaries and terms
within which we describe our lives (p. 26). This way, we can see how our surroundings and
culture interact with our identities.
Thirdly, according to Polkinghorne (1991), self-identity has traditionally been connected to the
kind of conceptual structure that is utilized to examine substances, however, narrative structuring provides an alternative way for conceptualizing self-identity (p. 135). When we examine
identities narratively, we can also uncover how they came to be. Because narratives include a
temporal aspect, they also include information about the historical development of our identities, from which we can see what events and experiences have affected our identity development processes throughout our life cycles. All in all, Fuhr (2013) concludes that many scholars
agree on the fact that we create our identities using narratives that are related to our sense of
self and other (p. 54).

2.4.

The Educational Context: Music and Identity

As future teachers, it is natural for us to pay attention to the context of school when examining
human development because it is fundamental in children’s overall growth. Hargreaves et al.
(2002) note that for a child to develop a sense of self, the context of school can become highly
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significant (p. 8). According to Opetushallitus (2014), which is the Finnish National Agency of
Education, one of the central goals of primary education is to support students’ individual
growth as responsible members of society as well as enhance the development of a balanced
and healthy self-esteem (p. 19). Self-esteem, in turn, is an essential aspect of identity and therefore it is vital that it be taken into account in the educational goals. Moreover, Opetushallitus
(2014) outlines that the job of primary education is, in addition to education itself, based upon
the principles of society, culture, and future self-sufficiency (p. 18).
In this thesis, music in and out of school contexts is of special interest. Lamont (2017) considers
music and the attitudes towards it as a relevant research area when studying the connection
between music and identity development in school contexts (p. 182). As we will discuss in the
empirical part of this thesis, attitudes towards music in school are, for many reasons, important
to take into consideration. Lamont (2002) regards school as an essential social context in which
the value of music is highlighted by effectively transmitting attitudes towards it between staff
and students (p. 56). For this reason, it is highly significant to take into consideration how music
is regarded and valued in schools. Lamont (2002) adds that, for example, as teachers transmit
values in classrooms, they simultaneously influence students’ attitudes towards music, suggesting that school can encourage students to develop musical identities that are more positive (p.
56). Simply put, if the teacher has a positive outlook towards music, it is likely that this is shared
by the students themselves, supporting the positive development of their musical identities. In
this chapter, we will discuss the role of music in education and how it can be used to aid children’s growth, how identities and their development are acknowledged in education, as well as
how these are intertwined.
In addition to music as a subject, music emerges in a multitude of ways in education. Campbell
et al. (2007) discovered in their study that the respondents found music and music education to
have many social benefits, such as encounters and interaction (p. 230). Students can, for example, form friendships with the help of music. Campbell et al. (2007) add that music can provide
students a sense of belonging in and out of school (p. 230). According to Hallam (2017), school
is an important context in which students should be given opportunities to work with different
kinds of music and musical activities, which in turn supports them in developing their musical
identities if they want to (p. 488). Simply put, school should encourage students to engage more
with recreational musical activities. On the other hand, Hallam (2017) notes that it is crucial for
music educators to be aware, understand, and accept that music may not function as a central
element in every student’s identity development (p. 488). Despite music not being as influential
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in every student’s identity process, teachers should feel free to use it for educational purposes
as it is likely that it still plays some kind of role in the process. Nevertheless, Hallam (2017)
states that, compared to other school subjects, music is seen by many as a key aspect in their
identities throughout their life cycles (p. 488).
Even though we and the majority of the previous research regard school music as beneficial
and an influential setting for identity development, we came across some criticism as well.
Westerlund et al. (2017) criticize school music for its stubborn methods and state that, when
musical identities are involved, it appears to be an artificial and unnatural social context (p.
493). This is the case especially if the focus is more on technicalities and compulsory performance rather than creativity and free will. According to Westerlund et al. (2017), students’
musical realities can differ radically in and out of the school context: School music rarely corresponds with the music students use to express their musical identities outside of school (p.
500). Therefore, school music should expand their canon to include as diverse music as possible.
We argue that we value music differently in different contexts: Some of us find recreational
music as being most meaningful to us, whereas others may have an opposing view, favoring
school music above all. These differences became evident in our study as well. Therefore, it is
beneficial for us to examine these differing contexts. Veblen (2012) brings forth three contexts
for music learning: formal, informal, and nonformal (p. 244). Due to the fact that we will examine music in education, we cannot avoid addressing the concept of learning, though we will
focus primarily on the contexts rather than the process of learning. According to Hallam (2017),
the formal context can be described as an educational establishment, in which a predetermined
curriculum is followed, and assessment is made based on learning outcomes (p. 477). Veblen
(2012) explains that processes in the formal context are done deliberately with the intent to
learn, systematically transferring basic skills and concepts after which more advanced skills can
be presented (p. 247). We can view school as a formal musical context where learning takes
places through structured lessons.
Hallam (2017) states that the informal context, on the other hand, exists outside of school and
is based on recreation (p. 477). Veblen (2012) notes that music, and the accompanying skills
and knowledge, in the informal context happens largely through self-imposed experimenting
(p. 250). An example of music in an informal context is band activity: This is based on learning
together with peers without the presence of a teacher. The last context, nonformal, Hallam
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(2017) depicts as an educational setting that incorporates informal aspects (p. 477). Veblen
(2012) adds that the aims of practices in the nonformal context are to be deliberate and systematic yet less standardized than in the formal context (p. 248). Music lessons that take place
outside of school and its curriculum, such as piano lessons, are considered nonformal because
they are structured and teacher-directed, yet voluntary.
Tarrant, North, and Hargreaves (2002) highlight that, in the context of formal education, students are able to explore significant identity issues with the support and guidance of an adult
(p. 144). In the informal musical context, the presence of an adult may be missing, and therefore, students are only left with the support of their peers. It is important to realize that not all
of the students’ needs can be, according to Tarrant et al. (2002), entirely fulfilled in the context
of school (p. 144). As the timely resources for music education are limited, it is the teachers’
duty to select the most significant and meaningful topics that they think will have the most
impact on the majority of students, to cover during lessons. It is inevitable that some topics,
despite being highly valuable and notable, are left out. According to Tarrant et al. (2002), it is
the musical activities that take place in the informal context that typically allow students to
more comprehensively explore issues with their identities (p. 144).
We argue that it is also vital to note that music can be included in teaching not only as a subject
but also as an integrated part to support the learning of diverse topics within other subjects as
well. When using enjoyable music as a tool to teach a new topic or skill, learning can also
become more pleasurable. Compared to teaching music only as a subject, it is considerably
smoother to incorporate students’ and teachers’ musical preferences when utilizing integration.
Lamont, Hargreaves, Marshall, and Tarrant (2003) note that a remarkable portion of school
music, especially in junior high school, is unimaginatively taught and not in line with students’
interests (p. 229). Similarly, Upitis (2012) brings forth a disconnect between teachers’ and students’ personal musical preferences and the school music curriculum and highlights that ignoring students’ personal connections to music leads to them missing an opportunity to widen their
musical knowledge to encompass music forms that are not yet a part of their lives (pp. 691–
692). However, taking each student’s individual connections to music into consideration may
be extremely difficult and time-consuming as class sizes keep increasing. Upitis (2012) adds
that expanding our musical knowledge can help us experience music more deeply (p. 692). This
idea can also be applied to our musical habits: When familiarizing ourselves with several kinds
of music, we simultaneously expand our view of the world and music itself.
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According to Lamont (2002), music has the power to aid us in defining ourselves in relation to
our peers (p. 56). As mentioned before, this comparison is typical in our identity development
processes. Lamont (2002) adds that peer group comparisons are important aspects that guide
the development of students’ musical identities in earlier years, whereas adolescents’ musical
identities are dictated by their feelings and attitudes towards music (p. 43). When we are
younger, we may have pressure to conform with the preferences of our peers, but as we get
older, we form our own opinions and act in a way that we deem most appropriate. In addition,
Lamont (2002) notes that school music can help students in developing a sense of togetherness
and group identity, however, leading some to experience group differences (p. 56).
Next, we will discuss how identity is taken into consideration in the educational context. According to Opetushallitus (2014), in school, students construct their concepts of humanity, identities, ideologies, and worldviews as well as their place in the surrounding world while simultaneously relating with other people and cultures, society, nature, and themselves (p. 15). We
argue that school offers students various opportunities for identity work as it takes into account
these external factors that influence the development of identities. Different identities, languages, religions, and ideologies interact and function, according to Opetushallitus (2014), concurrently in the context of school (p. 28). This context is rich with diversity, and hence ideal for
both promoting tolerance and identification by trying on different roles. Opetushallitus (2014)
outlines the cultural task of education as furthering diverse cultural knowledge and appreciation
of cultural heritage as well as supporting the development of students’ cultural identities and
capital (p. 18). It appears that, in addition to personal identity, the meaning of cultural identity
is especially highlighted in the Finnish education system as it is brought up several times
throughout the national curriculum.
Although the aim of schooling is to support the identity development of students, it would seem
that this endeavor is not completely nonproblematic. Westerlund et al. (2017) point out that the
identities approved by school may conflict with the students’ personal identification processes
(p. 495). For students who identify with conceptions that are alternative and deviate from mainstream ones, the frames for identity favored by school may feel extremely restrictive. As a result
of this, students may have feelings of inferiority based on their difference and, in the worst case,
this can lead to an identity crisis.
As future teachers, there are multiple aspects we should take into consideration in order to be
able to support students’ identity developmental processes. Westerlund et al. (2017) state that
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in the school context and music education, students’ identity development processes happen
through (1) their understanding of themselves, (2) evaluation of their skills and proficiency, and
(3) figuring out who they want to become (p. 493). Throughout this process, students need
support and encouragement from their teachers. It is also important that teachers create situations in which students can succeed and gain feelings of proficiency.
As the respondents considered music an important part of their identities in the study conducted
by Campbell et al. (2007), it became evident that music teachers should listen and take notice
of these values expressed by students (p. 235). For a teacher to be able to support students’
development, being present and hearing what students have to say is vital. According to Campbell et al. (2007) teachers should forward students’ stances to the school administrators in order
to secure and advance the position of music in schools (p. 235). In addition, Kovanen (2019)
notes that the societal connections of education, especially music education, should be made
more visible (p. 148). Next, we will move on to the empirical part of our thesis.
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3. Empirical Research
In this section, we will describe our research design and approach as well as the practicalities
of our study, such as participants, methods, and analysis. The data gathering process of our
empirical research was conducted in Finland between the 5th of March and the 28th of May
2021. The study was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, which did not affect the first
phase of data collection, the questionnaire, but limited our interview prospects, forcing us to
organize the interviews online via Zoom instead of face-to-face. As the nature of our research
problem led us to choose qualitative research as our research design, we will next describe the
methodology we have utilized.
3.1.

Qualitative Research Design

Even though the distinction between qualitative and quantitative research does not accurately
correspond, according to Alasuutari (2011), with reality, it is a necessary division so that we
may understand the differences between research designs (p. 32). Both have their own methodologies that need to be followed and different approaches to analysis. Alasuutari (2011) adds
that a mixed methods design, which incorporates both quantitative and qualitative data can also
be utilized (p. 32). These two research designs are hence not completely separate, yet it is useful
for us to determine which approach will be applied when planning our study. Alasuutari (2011)
supports this statement by noting that it is important to choose a research design and method
that are harmonious (pp. 83–84). According to Puusa and Juuti (2020), it is usual that qualitative
research is construed by comparing it to quantitative research even though they are not simply
opposites or exclusive of one another (p. 73). For this thesis, we have chosen the qualitative
research design as a basis for our study.
When discussing qualitative research, Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002) bring forth its relation to
theory and the theoretical (p. 17). We argue that theory is always present in research of all
kinds: Research can be used to either generate or validate it. Hence, Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002)
state that qualitative research is always theoretical (p. 17). The theory we delve into in this
thesis is constructed with the aid of previous research. Our theory is that there is a strong connection between music and the identity formation process that takes place in the life cycle. We
will test and evaluate this theory by combining theoretical and empirical findings.
In the field of qualitative research, Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002) note that there does not exist
knowledge that is purely objective, but rather always subjective as we make decisions about the
research setting based on our own understanding as researchers (p. 19). Puusa and Juuti (2020)
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elucidate that qualitative research emphasizes the subjective nature of reality and knowledge
gained from it (p. 74). The aim of our study is to explore teachers’ personal experiences that
are always subjective. Therefore, this study cannot be completely objective, even though as
researchers we aspire to analyze these experiences through an objective lens. According to
Puusa and Juuti (2020), phenomena that are engaged with human consciousness, interaction,
and the language that explains them, are suitable to be studied with the qualitative research
design (p. 74).
Alasuutari (2011) states that it is natural for qualitative research to gather data that enables the
use of multiple forms of analysis and to examine the data from a multitude of different viewpoints (pp. 83–84). When we gather data from interviews, it can be analyzed through various
approaches, such as narrative research, conversation analysis, and discourse analysis. It is common to use the same set of data in different studies, only changing the approach for analysis
based on the aims and needs of the researcher. For our study, we have chosen narrative research
as our approach to data analysis, more of which will be said in the next chapter.
The data primarily used in qualitative research consists, according to Puusa and Juuti (2020),
of different texts (p. 73). These texts can be, for example, essays, diaries, chat logs, or transcripts. As pertaining to our study, we will transcribe the interview data, and use this transcript
as the basis for our analysis. We will interview participants individually, with the transcripts
thus being separate, singular texts. Puusa and Juuti (2020) state that qualitative research focuses
on examining singular cases, and it is relevant for the research to consider the points of view of
the participants and the interaction between the researcher and a singular observation (p. 74).
The entire goal of our study is to examine the participants’ standpoints on music and identity.
Moreover, when making observations, we need to consider that our personal experiences and
insights may affect the way in which we analyze what the participants are saying. Even here,
we can see the conflict between objective and subjective knowledge. No matter how tightly we
try to hold onto our objective lens, these factors may play a role in how, and how objectively,
we perceive the data. This is a topic that we will come back to in the discussion part of our
thesis.
3.2.

Narrative Research as Methodology

As the methodology of our study is narrative research, it is vital to first define the term narrative
and how it relates to research. According to Spector-Mersel (2010), the concept of narrative is
used in various contexts, and it seems to be common knowledge that everyone has their own
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narrative (p. 205). Polkinghorne (1991) defines narrative as a cognitive process that identifies
events as smaller parts of a larger plot by granting them meaning (p. 136). Karlsson (2013)
explains that we construct our lives with the help of narratives (p. 194). The participants relaying singular, previous events from their lives, and by doing so, forming a unique plot that constructs their personal histories is central in our study. Through this process, they can give meaning to experiences that may by themselves seem insignificant. This statement is supported by
Huttunen (2013), who argues that we can pick up material throughout our lives yet be unaware
of how it relates to ourselves or where it stems from (p. 147). Polkinghorne (1991) notes that
we can utilize the narrative structure in order to arrange events into different stories that can be
public or private and personal, connecting life events into meaningful and comprehensive
wholes (p. 136).
The term narrative is a vital concept in narrative research. According to Heikkinen (2018), narrative research is research that focuses on narratives and narration as a means to convey and
construct knowledge (p. 146). Our study relies on narratives as told from the perspective of the
participants. We use these narratives as a means to gain insights into the experiences that make
them who they are and how they came to be. Heikkinen (2018) adds that narration is understood
as a way for us to realize reality and ourselves, as well as gather and construct information
about our surrounding reality and its events (p. 150). One way this can manifest in interviews
is by participants recalling events from their lives, and thus, reconstructing these events through
narration.
According to Ricoeur (1994), narratives bring together two dimensions in differing proportions:
chronological and non-chronological (p. 106). Different narratives can include these dimensions in different amounts according to the narrator and their way of storytelling. Ricoeur
(1994) adds that the chronological dimension is also known as the episodic dimension which
defines story as put together from events (p. 106). In other words, the narrative is formed by
relaying events in the order they happened. This is opposed to the non-chronological dimension
that Ricoeur (1994) defines as the configurational dimension in which scattered events construct significant wholes in the form of plots (p. 106). In this way, the narrative is formed by
retelling events not in the order they happened but in the way they come to mind and still form
a comprehensive story. These non-chronologically told narratives may give a misconstrued idea
of our way of being. Ricoeur (1994) argues that narrative activity plays a role in misrepresentation of temporality, which is our way of being, and its more authentic levels (p. 108). If we,
for example, choose to only focus our narration on positive events, leaving out the negative that
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has also occurred, we can distort the image we give of ourselves and our lives, leading to misrepresentation of temporality.
Polkinghorne (1991) brings forth the challenge in achieving and maintaining coherence while
we narrate actions and events that have taken place in our lives (p. 145). This pertains to the
chronological and non-chronological nature of narration. Polkinghorne (1991) highlights that
this task, while sometimes being a struggle, is ongoing and succeeding in it is an achievement
(p. 145). When we recall events from our past, it is challenging to make the story coherent if
the events come to mind non-chronologically, thus making it an accomplishment in a cognitive
and narrative manner if we can both rearrange them into a chronological order in our minds and
also narrate them as such. According to Polkinghorne (1991), our struggle stems from aspects
that make narrative integration difficult, such as confusion, temporal disorder, and incoherence
(p. 145).
Narrative research is a tool with which we can explore narratives and their meanings, and which
helps us understand people’s experiences. Heikkinen (2018) elaborates that narrative research
is not, in fact, a research method but rather an approach or a background philosophy (p. 150).
When planning our study, we were particularly interested in narratives which led us to choose
narrative research as our approach. Because interviews utilize narratives, we considered this
method to be appropriate for our approach. According to Huttunen (2013), narratives create
context, time, and place (p. 149), which are central in the recall process in interviews and for
the interviewer in order for them to understand the narrative as a whole.
Our narrative approach leans on Ricoeur’s (1994) theory of narrativity as a mode of discourse
which brings temporality into language (p. 99). Ricoeur (1984) defines his theory of narrative
identity through a triphasic mimesis which brings forth the idea of the narrative as a sphere (pp.
52–87). Simply put, we can see narrative as having a starting point from which it gradually
develops by going through different phases. The three phases in Ricoeur’s (1984) theory are
mimesis1, which is constructed by our preliminary understanding of the action referred to by
narrative, mimesis2 that views narrative as text with plot that is used to convey action, thus
emplotting events that are significantly related, and mimesis3 in which we have a possibility to
gain new understanding of action through narratives (pp. 52–87). These three phases are important as they build the structure for the plot when we examine identity through narration.
With his theory, Ricoeur (1994) attempts to answer problems arising from narrative inquiry
into identity, such as the relation between how humans experience time and how it is usually
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represented, and the paradox of time and our experiences of it (pp. 100, 101). We experience
and interpret time in a linear way, but when we narrate the stories of our lives, it is possible for
us to recall events in a non-linear and non-chronological manner as well. Sometimes how we
experience time as a linear force is relative and not necessarily absolute on every occasion.
Ricoeur (1994) states that we understand time as a cluster of abstract “nows” (p. 100). The
moment we live in is considered “now”, and as time goes on, we come across new “nows” that
are different from the previous ones, but still “now”. Viewed in this way, time has endless
“nows” that we go through in our life cycles. Time is an important aspect of the identity development process as our identities develop through it. The relation between the current “now”
and a past one is something we can examine through narration and there can be a clear link
between the two, whereas it may be difficult to imagine the connection between the current
“now” and a future one.
There are some advantages to examining identity through the theory outlined by Ricoeur. According to Ricoeur (1994), the first advantage is that narrative as a plot offers structure that can
be used for both fictional and historical narratives (p. 105). An important aspect of coherent
and intelligible narration is structure. Structure provides us with a frame through which narratives can be viewed and recalled as wholes. The second advantage outlined by Ricoeur (1994)
is that we can see plot as distinct from its narrative composition (p. 105). How we perceive our
experiences can be changed by narration, yet the plot stays the same. By speaking about past
events, they become conscious, and we can see them in a different light.
Lastly, Ricoeur (1994) defines the third advantage as pertaining to plot as a structure that can
aid us in filling in the gap between inquiry into temporality and inquiry into narrativity (p. 106).
In other words, when we are provided a structure for narration, it is more straightforward for us
to discuss temporality. Ricoeur (1994) elaborates that there exists a parallelism between levels
of narrativity and temporality, which helps us understand that narratives are discourses about
our experiences of time, and simultaneously, these experiences are a central aspect of the nature
of narratives (p. 107). The concept of time cannot be fully taken out of narration since it is
constantly present in our actions. In order for us to understand who we are, and how we came
to be, it is fundamental that we grasp the concept of time in a way that allows us to narrate our
experiences in the correct, linear order. Through this process, we can understand the relation
between the events and how they have molded our individual identities.
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Polkinghorne (1991) has created a theory of narrative structuring based on Ricoeur’s theory
that we have outlined above. In his theory, Ricoeur (1984) states that the process of narrative
structuring is made possible through emplotment. Emplotment is according to Polkinghorne
(1991) a process in which temporal elements are bound together to reach a conclusion and unify
separate, scattered events into a coherent, meaningful story (p. 141). Simply put, when emplotting, we narrate separate events from our lives and rearrange them in order to form a whole that
has meaning to us. Emplotting thus helps us depict our experiences in an accurate way. According to Polkinghorne (1991), emplotment makes it possible for us to unfold the plot of what has
been narrated (p. 141). As stated above, Ricoeur (1994) emphasizes the role of plot in narration
as giving it structure (p. 106), thus finding it in a story is crucial for understanding narration.
Through the operation of emplotment, Polkinghorne (1991) argues that the context of narrated
events, be it historical or social, influences the way we understand the story (p. 141). The context of experiences is highly important in our study as it gives us a frame through which we
look at and analyze these experiences. The most relevant contexts in this thesis are school and
leisure.
According to Polkinghorne (1991), narrative structuring is linked to the human consciousness
as it is a characteristic of it, drawing actions and experiences into combined wholes (p. 142).
Because our minds function through narratives, it is beneficial to examine our experiences and
memories through narration. Narrative structure is an element that Polkinghorne (1991) states
provides narration with units of experience that have varying lengths, such as individual accounts of events and our life cycles (p. 143). In our study, the individual events consist of
teachers’ different experiences with music that are combined through the process of emplotment and narrative structuring to form a bigger picture, which we call the life cycle. We can
tell stories in varying formats, and Polkinghorne (1991) argues that one function of narrative
structuring is to use these formats to give stories meaning: Regardless of narrative being oral
or written, they utilize the cognitive aspect of narrative structuring (p. 143). When analyzing
our data, we make conclusions based on the comparison between written and spoken narratives
in forms of a questionnaire and interviews.
Narrative structure is used, according to Polkinghorne (1991), to make interaction meaningful
and understand past events in our lives, while planning our future actions to reach a desired
outcome (p. 143). We as individuals have the power to make a conscious decision about the
direction in which we want our identities to develop. Moreover, Polkinghorne (1991) states that
we can give our lives meaning with narratives, and examine them in the past, present, and future
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(p. 143). A central aspect in our study is the participants’ ability to reflect on their identities and
make sense of how their past identities have affected and constructed their present ones.
Polkinghorne (1991) adds that self-identity benefits from structuring that gives it coherence and
unity, providing us with our personal identities (p. 143). Therefore, this approach to researching
identity is central in order to gather information about personal views and experiences regarding
our identities. According to Polkinghorne (1991), our self-stories offer a context through which
the essence of our character, individual identities, and existence become evident (p. 143). This
supports the claim that we can consider identity as a story delivered by narratives.
Here, the aforementioned question of self-concept, which is our way of describing ourselves in
comparison to others (see Hargreaves et al., 2002), becomes relevant. The self-concept,
Polkinghorne (1991) argues, is made up of a number of qualities (p. 143). These qualities are
aspects that we choose to adopt as a part of ourselves, such as kindness or musicality. The selfconcept demands, according to Polkinghorne (1991), structuring with which temporal events
integrate, forming a unification (p. 144). In other words, because self-concept builds up on
temporal events, we can state that self-identity is also temporally constructed. Polkinghorne
(1991) notes that a narrative structure is required when we view self-identity as advancing
through time (p. 144). This relates to the previously mentioned idea about identity having a past
(see Kroger, 1997). Indeed, Polkinghorne (1991) states that our past does not necessarily determine our future identities as we have the opportunity to choose by our actions what we take as
a part of ourselves and what we want to suppress (p. 144). By doing this, we move towards our
desired outcome. According to Polkinghorne (1991), when identity is recalled from the past, it
becomes a profound dimension of self-identity that holds within itself our character (p. 144).
Even though we have the freedom to choose what we adopt as a part of our identities, the past
cannot be entirely wiped away as the identity formed then is the basis of our cumulative identity
formation process and will always have an underlying effect on it.
Polkinghorne (1991) states that our personal identities and self-understanding are constructed
upon our private and personal stories, in other words, stories about the self (p. 136). Therefore,
the concept of self-identity is highly verbal. To elaborate, our stories are made up and expressed
through words, linking together our understanding of self-identity and the verbal medium.
Polkinghorne (1991) adds that these stories about the self are similar to other stories in the sense
that they share the narrative structure, yet different as their plots are not yet finished (p. 136).
This incompleteness of the plot stems from the fact that when we narrate stories about the self,
these stories have not yet reached a conclusion, and therefore they are works in progress. Our
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life stories are only complete once we no longer exist. Until then, we have the time and opportunities to forward our stories in any way we see fit. According to Polkinghorne (1991), we can
understand our self-identities as a whole through narrative structuring, which acquires meaning
for individual events and actions by how they relate to our entire lives (p. 137). This supports
the idea expressed before that even the most trivial events can come across as significant when
we look at the bigger picture.
We cannot achieve self-understanding, according to Polkinghorne (1991), by trying to find out
what we are like, but by emplotting our experiences (p. 149). Due to the fact that our actions
and experiences are important aspects in our identity formation processes, we must emplot and
put them into words in order to achieve a narrative identity. Polkinghorne (1991) argues that
we can see our self-concept as a story that we unfold through our identities (p. 149). Our identities build up on our past experiences and actions that have influenced us as individuals. When
researching identity through narrative research, the self-concept becomes significant as it can
convert the sense of self into a description that may take a verbal form.
We argue that it is not always simple to construct and uphold a plot that supports our identities.
Polkinghorne (1991) raises an important issue regarding this: If the currently functioning plot
comes apart, it can have a detrimental effect on our identities (p. 149). If this happens, we lose
the supportive element of our identities, leaving it structureless. Without structure, our life consists of disconnected events and separate experiences, making the reformation of identity a laborious task. According to Polkinghorne (1991), stressful conditions and major developmental
events, such as the transition between adolescence and adulthood, as well as times of severe
stress may lead to the crumbling of the plot, self-narrative, and thus, identity, causing feelings
of anxiety and meaninglessness (pp. 135, 149). We can link this idea to Erikson’s theory of
identity crises that often manifest in transitional phases. If the plot disintegrates, the constructed
identity as a whole becomes uncertain, and it can take time for it to be coherent again.
3.3.

Participants

The participants in our study consisted of 62 teachers (n=62) from around Finland. From this,
subject teachers made up 35 %, primary teachers 31 %, teachers with qualifications for both 31
%, and teachers who teach in a nonformal context 3 %. 54 % of subject teachers, including
teachers with qualifications for both, were music teachers, whereas 39 % of the whole sample
were teachers who had specified in teaching music. The distribution between subject and pri-
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mary teachers was incidentally extremely even. It is relevant to take into consideration the percentage of teachers who teach music, as it is likely that music has played a larger role in their
lives compared to other teachers as they have engaged with music so much that it has become
their occupation. Because this percentage in our study is 39 %, there is a high probability that
there are other points of view in the mix as well, making it less biased towards the benefits of
music. We will return to this topic when we discuss credibility and generalization in chapter 5
of our thesis.
In the questionnaire, we asked our participants to fill in their age. This was due to us wanting
to know what stages of the life cycle they have gone through and where they are now. However,
we do not consider age a significant factor in our study because it is irrelevant from the point
of view of our research problem. Another factor we deemed irrelevant is sex, as we wanted to
look at teachers in general and not specific traits that we feel have no effect on their experiences
regarding this topic.
The process of recruiting the participants went as follows: First, we distributed an online questionnaire via social media, on three closed groups that were meant for teachers only, with a
foreword expressing our request that only teachers would participate. Those willing, participated. At the end of the questionnaire, we asked for willingness to participate in a follow up
interview in which we went deeper into details about identity development and music. Eventually, 11 of the initial participants took part in the interviews. According to Estola, Uitto and
Syrjälä (2017), participants can be chosen into an interview based on either the criteria set by
the researcher, or they may volunteer to tell about their lives (p. 130). In the case of our study,
the participants were volunteers.
All in all, subject teachers made up the largest portion of the interviewees, 36 %, whereas primary teachers made up 27 % of the sample. From the participants, 27 % were teachers with
qualification for both primary and subject teaching. Teachers teaching in a nonformal contexts
made up 9 % of the participants. Overall, 45 % of the interviewees were teachers who had
specified in teaching music. This smaller sample of 11 participants reflects our larger sample:
The distribution between primary and subject teachers is incredibly even. We argue that our
study and its’ credibility benefits from the even distribution and not having music teachers as
the majority of our sample, if we follow the same rationalization as above.
As our data would suggest, the sampling technique we chose to deploy is volunteer sampling.
According to Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2011), volunteer sampling is typically used when
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researchers have difficulties in accessing populations and must thus rely on volunteers (p. 160).
We had to rely on volunteers, firstly, because of the prevailing pandemic, and secondly, because
we lack the necessary contacts to gather a sufficient sample from different schools around Finland. Cohen et al. (2011) specify that sometimes the only possible sampling technique is volunteer sampling, and regarding research, it is preferable to have this sample than none at all (p.
160). As we utilized volunteer sampling, the entirety of data collection could be done remotely
online, which enabled us to conduct our study in these trying times.
Our aim for this study is not to generalize the findings, but to depict how certain teachers experience music as a part of their identity. Therefore, we will not make an attempt to generalize
from the sample or results. This is also evident in our sampling technique: Cohen et al. (2011)
state that when using volunteer sampling, we need to be careful not to generalize the results as
it is possible that the participants have differing motives and agendas that affect their participation, and they may not fully represent the broader population (p. 160). In addition, our sample
is too small for it to be generalized upon the whole teacher population of Finland. This is another
topic that we will discuss in more detail in chapter 5 of our thesis. From this point onwards,
when we discuss participants, we refer to the ones who participated in the interview, unless
otherwise stated.
3.4.

Methods

To gather data for this thesis, we used a questionnaire and interviews. The data gathered was in
Finnish, as we felt that it would encourage more participants to take part and more accurately
depict their experiences in their native language. The questionnaire was conducted online, and
it was divided into two sections. The first section pertained to the topic of music and identity.
The aim of the questions was to guide participants to specify their identity formation process
and the role music has played in it by asking questions such as: “Do you feel that music has had
an effect on your identity development?”, “How strongly do you feel music has affected your
identity development?”, “In which stages of your life cycle do you think the music has had the
greatest effect on your identity development?”, and “What qualities of yours do you feel music
has had the greatest effect on?” (see appendix 1, questions 4–8).
The second section focused more on uncovering the role of music in the occupation of teaching
and their lives. We were interested in finding out how teachers view music as a tool in education
and their perceived competence in supporting students’ identity development processes through
music. In addition, a question about their thoughts about the resources for music in education
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was of particular interest to us because we, as future teachers, are concerned about budget cuts
affecting music in primary schools as well as in teacher education. Some research has been
conducted on this topic in order to voice the concern of teachers, principals and students (see
for example Korkeakoski, 2010; Laine, 2010; Sulonen, 2010). The questionnaire was conducted
on Webropol and shared on the social media platform Facebook in different closed groups.
These groups comprised of teachers from different backgrounds and educational contexts. We
shared the questionnaire on the 5th of March 2021 and closed it on the 31st of the same month.
This gave participants enough time to answer the brief questionnaire.
A questionnaire is an effortless way to gather relatively large amounts of data and reach a wider
population from different locations. For this reason, we decided to utilize the questionnaire as
a means for data collection. We were able to gather a sufficient amount of data that was narrowed down for the interview part of the study. According to Cohen et al. (2011), a questionnaire is a private way to gather information as it does not require the presence of the researcher:
Participants may take as much time as they need to complete the questionnaire without any
pressure from the researcher (p. 404). If some participants had difficult or traumatic experiences
connected to the research topic, they were given an opportunity to share them privately, anonymously, and in a safe environment, such as their home. For example, some participants wrote
about their experiences with bullying.
Gass and Mackey (2007) state that questionnaires can utilize different kinds of questions, such
as close-item and open-ended questions as well as those requiring ranking and rating (p. 148).
In our study, we saw it fit to include all different types of questions mentioned above as our
research problem requires both closed and open-ended responses, with some ranking of the
participants’ experiences. In addition, our questionnaire included close-item questions that participants could follow up on by answering an open-ended question on the same topic narratively. According to Gass and Mackey (2007), we can gather three types of data with questionnaires: (1) factual, which contains facts such as age or gender, (2) behavioral, which regards
people’s actions, habits, or lifestyles, and (3) attitudinal, which includes interests, values, attitudes, beliefs, and opinions of people (p. 149). Our study utilizes all of these types of data.
In order to contact the potential participants for the interviews, we requested that they leave us
their contact information. After we had closed the questionnaire, we contacted the potential
participants via email providing them with an invitation to take part in the interview and a consent form (see appendix 2). The consent form included our contact information, information
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about the research and policies of privacy, as well as methods used to gather data. By signing
the consent form, the participants agreed to the terms and conditions presented. We provided
the participants with a link to a Zoom room after they had expressed their interest in participating in the interview and submitted the signed consent form.
Our aim was to conduct the interviews as biographical, in which participants could freely describe their experiences about the connection between music and their identity development
processes throughout their life cycles. The interview questions (see appendix 3) were meant to
function as guide questions, however, we ended up going through them all with each participant
in order to get all the information we needed from all of them. As Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2002)
state, the most important aspect of an interview is to gather as much data as possible on the
chosen topic (p. 75).
Estola et al. (2017) note that in an interview, the participant produces a narrative by choosing,
in interaction with the interviewer, what, how, and in what order they wish to present it (p. 128).
By doing this, the interviewees are able to tell their stories in a way they see fit. Estola et al.
(2017) add that the narrative is constructed by the interviewee recalling their past experiences
and deciding which of them they want the researcher to know about (p. 128). Researchers cannot force the interviewees to talk about topics that they are not comfortable discussing, and thus
giving the interviewee the option to choose what they bring forth is crucial not only for the
rapport but the wellbeing of the interviewees. According to Estola et al. (2017), narratives offer
researchers an opportunity to comprehensively examine people’s lives and their way of experiencing and giving it meaning (p. 126). One of the main advantages of interviews is their flexibility (Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2002, p. 75; Cohen et al., 2011, p. 409). For example, in our interviews, we did not follow a set structure, rather we went forward based on what the participants
brought up. By doing this, the interviews became more interactional, and they proceeded logically. Sometimes we commented on what the participant had said, showed empathy, and discussed topics unrelated to our study.
We could describe our approach to interviewing as biographical. Estola et al. (2017) note that
we can utilize biographical interviews when we want to learn and understand other people’s
experiences and when we are interested in how people structure and grant meaning to their
experiences in relation to their whole life cycle (p. 129), which was our aim. According to
Cohen et al. (2011), biographies typically proceed chronologically, reporting important events
throughout the participant’s life thus establishing causality (p. 553). We find it interesting to
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see how participants view the causality in their lives: how certain events have affected their
identities today. Furthermore, Cohen et al. (2011) note that biographies do not necessarily always follow a chronology as they may be logically or psychologically reasoned (p. 553).
Biographical interviews can, according to Estola et al. (2017), sometimes be divided into two
categories: comprehensive and thematic (p. 129). The interviews we conducted were largely
based on the thematic approach, with the theme being music and identity. However, as Estola
et al. (2017) note, the comprehensive and thematic approaches often overlap in the actual interview because people’s lives are holistic and do not divide strictly into different parts (p. 129).
This phenomenon occurred in our interviews as the participants shared other aspects of their
life stories as well. We believe this stems from the way we established a connection with the
participants, by for example asking about their day, while simultaneously creating an accepting
and open environment. Related to this, Estola et al. (2017) bring forth the idea that, in an interview situation, it is central to create a trusting atmosphere, actively listen, and be in the moment
without rushing (p. 132). As we have stated before, we tried to be genuinely present, show our
interest, and make the interview situation comfortable despite the artificial nature of it.
However, when discussing our methods, we must also point out their possible weak spots. There
are indeed several limitations for the use of a questionnaire as a data elicitation method. According to Gass and Mackey (2007), the data gathered with a questionnaire, especially the responses by the participants, may not be accurate and complete as describing phenomena such
as attitudes and perceptions may pose difficulties (p. 162). As our questionnaire aimed at gathering data about the participants’ perceptions of their own identities, it may have been difficult
for them to shortly yet exhaustively answer questions related to it. Cohen et al. (2011) concur,
stating that the responses may be of limited and unsophisticated nature (p. 377). Because a
questionnaire does not require direct interaction, the participants may feel less motivated to
invest in their answers. Another limitation that Cohen et al. (2011) highlight is the fact that the
participants can interpret the questions in a way that was not intended by the researcher, leading
to inaccurate responses, which is why the wording of the questions is extremely important (pp.
402, 404).
Regarding interviews, in turn, Cohen et al. (2011) state that they produce information about
individuals and are concerned with interpersonal interaction, and thus, taking into consideration
the ethical dimensions of interviews is vital (p. 442). We will discuss the ethics of our study in
chapter 5, taking into account three main areas for ethical considerations presented by Cohen
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et al. (2011): confidentiality, the consequences of the interview, and informed consent (p. 442).
Before we can move on to this, we must first present our analysis process and the findings of
it. Hence, in the next chapters we will present them in detail.
3.5.

Analysis

As we conduct analysis, it is important to pay attention to the following aspects arising from
the theories by Ricoeur (1984, 1994) and Polkinghorne (1991) presented previously: the (non)chronology of the narrative, the triphasic mimesis, temporality, and emplotment. Based on
these theories, we argue that these aspects are essential because they can be utilized to construct
understanding of the narrated identities and how they have developed throughout our participants life cycles.
Our aim is to describe our analysis process on a practical level as well. Next, we will look into
how we analyzed the questionnaire data, followed by the data gathered from the interviews. In
addition, some basic information gained through this analysis will be presented in the form of
examples in order to clarify the practical application and the basics of our study before going
into the results in more detail.
As implied before, the questionnaire data was both written and numeric. Our approach to this
data reflected its type: By taking notes, we gathered both quotations and percentages that represent the data comprehensively. The quotations consist of statements made by the participants
that we consider relevant to bring forth in our study. For example, the quotations describe the
role of music in the participants’ lives. The percentages, in turn, represent the numeric data by
showing, for instance, how many of the participants are primary teachers or how they perceive
their proficiency in supporting students’ identity development processes by musical means.
The process of analyzing the interview data began by transcribing the relevant parts of the recorded interviews. According to McLellan, Macqueen, and Neidig (2003), the chosen transcription method must reflect the analytical needs of the research (p. 67). In our study, the focus is
on what is being said rather than how it is being said, and therefore, we omitted paralinguistic
details such as intonation or pauses from the transcripts. McLellan et al. (2003) add what we
choose to transcribe should stem from our research questions (p. 67). For this reason, only the
parts that could be used to answer our research questions were transcribed, leaving out narration
unrelated to them. For example, when narrating answers to some questions, at times the participants got off track, following their streams of consciousness. This in turn led to us having a
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great amount of information irrelevant for the purposes of our study, hence it was omitted in
the transcription process.
We transcribed the first interview together so that we could agree on basic ground rules for the
transcription. This left us with 10 interviews which we divided so that each of us transcribed
five. We used Litti, which is an online transcription tool, as an aid in the transcription process.
This process took us four business days after which we started to read the transcriptions through
meticulously. Then, we began gathering key elements from each transcript into a table on Microsoft Word. From each transcript, we wrote down and categorized information into the following categories: the dimensions of identity music has affected, the role of music in different
life stages, the participants’ experienced proficiency in supporting students’ identity development through music, and what teachers think about the resources devoted to music in education.
This is information we used to answer each research question. In addition, we added elements
to the table that only came up in the participants’ questionnaire answers, thus complementing
each of their narratives.
Next, we will describe our data and the analysis process. Firstly, we looked at the chronological
nature of the interviews. When analyzing the transcripts, we encountered a minor inconvenience: Not all of the questions we had come up with beforehand supported the construction of
a fully chronological narration. Moreover, the intuitive order in which we presented the questions may have had an effect on the chronological nature of the interviews. Therefore, we decided to apply this analysis only to questions in which chronological narration can come naturally, such as questions like “Freely discuss how music has been present in your life.” and
“Have your musical preferences and customs changed throughout your life?” (see appendix 3,
for example, questions 1 and 2a). The formatting and tense of these questions enabled the participants to decide in which order they wanted to present their experiences because the questions
did not specify certain stages of life. After thorough examination of the data, we discovered
that the distribution between chronological and nonchronological narratives was extremely
even: Five participants narrated chronologically, whereas six presented the information in the
order it came to mind, as in, non-chronologically.
Secondly, our application of Ricoeur’s (1984, 1994) mimesis theory goes as follows: Narrative
identity is constructed as a sphere through narration, having its starting point, also known as
mimesis1, only in the minds of the participants, whereas mimesis2 is the actual emplotment of
their past experiences that the participants narrate, and mimesis3 represents the comprehensive
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understanding of their identity. As implied above, mimesis1 in our study is an area that we
cannot examine because it represents the participants’ preliminary understanding of their identities before they are being narrated. Our analysis then begins with mimesis2, which is examined through interviews when the participants discuss their identities and their past experiences
that have affected them. Finally, we can view mimesis3 from two different perspectives: how
the participants’ understanding of their identities developed through narration and how, and to
what extent, our perception of their identities formed through narration. In our study, the focus
is more on our perceptions of the participants’ identities, as it may be difficult, if not impossible,
for us to evaluate how their own understanding of themselves developed. Moreover, the aim of
our study is not to examine whether narration has an effect on the participants’ perceptions of
their identities, but rather narratively inquire how music has affected their identity development
processes.
In practice, bearing in mind the analysis process explained above, we close-read the transcripts,
and wrote down relevant observations and findings into the aforementioned table we had created. For each transcript, we classified note-worthy information below titles “mimesis2” and
“mimesis3” in order to perceive and analyze them separately. For mimesis2, we gathered singular significant experiences that the participants narrated regarding how music has affected
their identity development, whereas for mimesis3, we wrote down our observations about (1)
whether the participants’ communicated perceptions of their identities change during the narration and (2) our narration-based interpretations of their identity in the context of music.
To clarify how we utilized the mimesis theory in our analysis, we would like to provide a concrete example of it. A participant narrated music connecting their musical and professional
identities: “I may not be the most typical teacher”, emplotting how these two have intertwined
throughout their life. This participant felt that their distinct musical identity manifests in their
appearance, and hence, they do not consider themselves to be the most typical teacher. This is
an example of how mimesis2 is represented in our findings: We can grasp the participants’
identities through their narrations.
Mimesis3, on the other hand, emerges when the participant’s perspective of themselves and
their identity changes as a result of narration. For example, when narrating, one participant
realized that they actually define themselves through music even though they initially thought
that they do not. They narrated, “I don’t believe I do [define myself through music]. – – I don’t
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define myself – – other than that I’m a damn good music teacher.” Indeed, if they define themselves through the occupation of music teacher, they are defining themselves through music
(see Hargreaves et al., 2002). Another way for us to apply mimesis3 is through our interpretations as researchers based on the participants’ narrations. From this particular participant’s narration, we could interpret that music is a fundamental constituent of their professional identity
as they define themselves and their skills through the occupation of teaching music. This is the
type of analysis we have done throughout our empirical study and will present in the findings.
As to not make the text too complex and heavy, we will refrain from pointing out every instance
where mimesis2 or 3 are applied. From the examples above, the instances should be evident for
the reader, and we expect them to be able to detect these autonomously based on our theory.
Moving on, we can see temporality, in turn, through chronology. What this means is that, as
implied before, we analyze the narration based on whether it proceeds chronologically or not.
Hence, we can look at how identities develop through time. From our data, we can also observe
how the participants’ past identities affect their current ones. These are presented through a few
examples, such as one participant still defining themselves as a player of a certain instrument
although it was in a major role only in their childhood and now other aspects are more central
for their identity.
Polkinghorne (1991) views the term self-concept through temporality. This presents itself in
our study as follows: When describing themselves and the qualities that make up their identities,
the participants compared themselves to other people. These qualities may become constant or
be present only as a phase. Nevertheless, they inevitably influence our future identities in one
way or another as they, or their impact, do not simply disappear. One highly descriptive example of this phenomenon from our data is a music teacher who felt that music teachers as a
collective are more empathetic than other subject teachers. In this instance, the teacher’s selfconcept manifests as a comparison between themselves and other subject teachers through the
quality of empathy. When we view this from the perspective of temporality, it insinuates that
the development of empathy has happened more strongly in the process of becoming a music
teacher rather than a teacher of any other subject. This difference, of course, happens with time
as teachers educate themselves.
From the analysis process, we can now continue on to describe our findings. First, we will
discuss general discoveries from our data that do not fit under any specific research question,
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but we deem important for the purposes of this study. These discoveries include music as humanly important throughout history, music and teachers, and music and identity in the curriculum. Following this, the subchapters are designed to answer each research question in the corresponding order we have presented them in chapter 1. Our approach to presenting our findings
is bottom-up: We will start off by specifically discussing music and identity (RQ1), and from
there, we will broaden our scope to cover the role of music in life as a whole (RQ2), concluding
with examining teachers’ experienced proficiency and the resource available for music in education (RQ3). We chose this approach simply because our research problem, and thus our main
research question (RQ1), explicitly focus on the connection between music and identity. Each
subchapter begins with a short numeric description of the data before moving on to bridge the
gap between theoretical and empirical knowledge which we will dive even deeper into in chapter 5.
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4. Findings
In this chapter, we will be addressing the participants by pseudonyms we have assigned. Even
though we do not feel sex is a relevant variable for the purposes of our study, these pseudonyms
reflect the gender distribution of our data. For transparency, we did not feel that we needed to
obscure the participants’ sex by using gender neutral pseudonyms as the reader is welcome to
make their own interpretations of the relevancy of sex and its linkage to the results. Despite the
Finnish context, we deliberately chose English names as they blend seamlessly into the text and
support the fluency of reading our thesis. However, these names are ones that can also be found
in Finland, so in this sense they also link to the context of our study. The names chosen are Leo,
Maria, Tina, Camilla, Joel, Anna, Nico, Harry, Vera, Tony, and Marcus. Moreover, while presenting the results, we have made an indent when a used quotation has been three or more rows
long. We feel that this aids in the fluent reading of our thesis, and thus, this stylistic choice is
justifiable.
To start off, we will raise some ideas from our data that fundamentally link together music and
human life. It was brought forth by some participants that music helps us understand humanity.
They pointed out that music involves stories and through these stories we can understand and
take into consideration other people’s perspectives and what it means to be human. In this regard, Nico noted that music can be used as a means to discuss society. One way for us to understand humanity happens exactly by discussing society through music as it can be used to
address injustices or other issues that afflict humanity. This also arises from our data as Tina
reflects on how she has used, for example, contemporary music when teaching and discussing
certain historical periods, such as the Middle Ages. She elaborated that introducing the soundscape to the students can help them alter their perceptions of a given time period and its society.
When we think about music and its potential retrospectively, in addition to history, our data
suggests that our individual memories can also be relived through music. Hence, Anna elaborated that, “Every time I hear this one song, it takes me back to my childhood and how nice it
was.” These kinds of narrations are exactly what we set out to obtain as the participants narrated
events from different points throughout their life cycles. Anna also noted that music connects
generations. This can be seen from Vera’s experience as well as she narrated having gotten to
know people of different ages through music. It is known that music represents its time, and
therefore, it is an ideal tool for different generations to understand each other. In addition, some
participants, such as Maria, Marcus, and Leo brought forth today’s technological advancements
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and how they enable us to engage with music effortlessly. We can link these ideas to the prospect of temporality as they discuss music through time, in the past, present, and the future.
Humanity and its growth are areas of interest to teachers whose aim is to support that growth
through different means. In this thesis, our interest lies especially in the supportive element of
music. When studying to become teachers ourselves, we have learned that teachers carry out
their occupations based on their personalities. Therefore, there is a multitude of different kinds
of teachers. An idea stemmed from our data that the teacher functions as a role model for the
students. For example, Tony stated that, “The example the teacher shows plays a big role [in
school]”, and Tina concurred that,
“Of course, I know, as a teacher, what kind of role model I am, and I take that
and what is expected of me into consideration. – – I have to be exemplary no
matter what I am like during my free time.”
We all know that teachers, like any other people, have differing musical preferences. It seems,
however, that some of them are more socially acceptable than others. For example, our data
insinuates that heavy metal or religious music is not appreciated as much in the school context
as, for example, pop music. This seems to us quite contradicting as school is a context in which
students should be exposed to and offered music as diversely as possible. Referring to this, Joel
brough forth the idea that,
“Of course what you like yourself, you use that [in teaching], but basically what
is most important is that [students] learn musical genres – that you [as a teacher]
do not unilaterally teach only some specific [genre].”
We will elaborate more on this matter in chapter 4.1. where we discuss professional identity.
Of course, from the perspective of future teachers, teaching itself is particularly interesting. It
could be observed in our participants’ answers that the way in which music is being taught and
who teaches it matters. We found that the more excited the teachers are about music themselves,
the more they inspire students as well. This excitement, in turn, leads to students participating
more actively during music lessons. Tony agrees with this idea by stating that the role of the
teacher in music education, how they utilize the given resources, has a great influence on how
students perceive music. In addition, Tina brought up, what she calls a positive cycle of music:
When a student gets excited and succeeds in musical endeavors, they get even more excited,
and the cycle continues. She also noted that,
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“Sometimes, students, who have said that they don’t know how or don’t have the
courage, eventually have the courage and try and they get the encouragement, I
can see them grow and take it with them to other subjects.”
Consequently, Vera narrated that, “A teacher can open up the whole personality of a student.”
This happens when the relationship between the student and the teacher is unique. We also
found out that it is vital for the teachers to involve students in musical activities and teaching.
This can be done, as few participants mentioned, by encouraging students to bring the music
they like to school. Moreover, Tony proposed that by asking students about their musical preferences, they feel that someone appreciates what they are doing musically, and this boosts their
self-esteem.
Unfortunately, our data insinuates that school music is not seen to fully support musical selfexpression. When looking into this matter, we found out that it is an issue that is tightly linked
to the Finnish National Core Curriculum. As we explored the curriculum, we noticed that identity is not specifically mentioned in the music section, even though it is mentioned in the arts
and under other subjects, such as, Religious Education, History, and languages. We decided to
ask our participants for opinions about the reasons behind this shortcoming. Joel, for example,
pondered that it could stem from the lack of respect and appreciation towards music. Vera, in
turn, argued, “If it is mentioned in other subjects, this [music] is the one subject in which it
should actually be mentioned in.” Agreeing with Vera, Maria stated that, in her opinion, identity
is more connected to music than it is to the arts. Moreover, Vera added that, “Music is one of
the most important school subjects – – Music, Math, Finnish, and English, in this order.” Marcus pondered the reason by stating that, “I believe and hope that the reason isn’t that they
deliberately left it out, but rather that they thought of it from a different angle.” However, Marcus did not elaborate what this other angle could perhaps be. We will return to this topic in
chapter 4.3. as we discuss the resources available for music in education. Next, we will move
on to answering our research questions.

4.1.

The Role of Music in Teachers’ Identity Processes

We have already seen, up to this point, some evidence of how music has affected our participants’ lives in a multitude of ways. This subchapter focuses on the participants’ individual
identity development processes based on their narrations. As intended, we begin this subchapter
by presenting a short numeric description of the data gathered from the questionnaires, followed
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by an exploration of self-identity, which is the foundation of our identities. From this, we will
move through the dimensions in the same order they have been presented previously: social
identity, cultural and national identity, musical identity, and professional identity, making connections between them as we go.
To begin, we justify the use of numeric data from all our participants as follows: Firstly, we
argue that numeric data concretizes and summarizes the experiences of our participants, secondly, we wanted to provide a larger frame of reference, and thirdly, we do not feel as though
11 participants is statistically significant enough to draw conclusions on. From our pool of
overall participants (n=62), including those who only answered the questionnaire, 92 % felt that
music has had an effect on their identities, whereas 8 % felt that it has not. As we asked the
participants to rate how strongly music has affected their identities on a scale from 1 to 6, with
1 representing no effect, and 6 very strong effect, the median was 5 with the average being 4,6.
In our questionnaire, we asked the participants to identify qualities they feel music has had an
effect on. The reason for presenting them numerically lies in the accessibility of the data: It is
easier to comprehend which qualities and thus dimensions of identity are emphasized by the
participants. Qualities that were only mentioned by a handful of participants were, for example,
emotional control and empathy. Self-confidence was mentioned by 21 participants and the social aspect of music by 25. These two qualities were mentioned directly in the wording of the
question which poses a threat to the credibility of the responses (see appendix 1, question 7).
We will return to this topic in chapter 5. Creativity, in turn, was brought up by 12 participants,
whereas self-esteem together with self-image by 15. We will start off by discussing self-esteem
as it is a central part of our self-identities.
Self-esteem, which is the evaluative aspect of our self-identities (Hargreaves et al., 2002, p. 8),
is crucial when examining how we see and describe ourselves. With respect to this, Leo narrated
that his self-esteem and self-efficacy have developed through music in childhood and adolescence: “– it [music] was a way for me to think that I’m also good at something.” Likewise,
Camilla noted that music has been a tool for constructing her self-esteem and self-efficacy: “–
when you feel you are able to succeed better than average in music, it surely is empowering.”
Consequently, Joel considered himself extremely shy as a child, but his self-confidence has
developed with the help of music. Similarly, Vera narrated music being a supportive element
in her self-esteem: She said that music has caused, “– the opening up of my personality, you
see, I have been very shy at some point”, and that music is empowering. According to Anna,
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music and especially dancing, has had a positive effect on her body image and self-esteem.
Anna was the only one to bring forth the idea of body image and how it can be related to musical
activities. As we can see, there is no singular route through which music can influence our selfesteem. In Anna’s case, the impact relates to her physical features.
In Harry’s situation, in turn, music has both indirectly weakened and promoted his self-esteem:
In primary school brass music and music as a hobby were not popular and this caused Harry to
be restricted into a marginal and led to bullying, however, in upper secondary school, he got
friends that were musically involved, and this led to him becoming able to open himself up to
other people. It makes sense that these experiences have influenced Harry’s self-concept, which
relates to self-esteem, as we form them by comparing our own behavior to that of others (Hargreaves et al., 2002, p. 8). We can also see the construction of self-concept through comparison
in Anna’s narration: Her self-esteem has suffered because of singing exams in front of the whole
class in primary school. Even now, she lacks the courage to perform in front of other adults.
These negative experiences on her proficiency might have negatively affected her identity development process in the context of music education (see Westerlund et al., 2017, p. 493).
Moreover, Tony’s comparison between himself and others can be seen through his narration as
he noted that his self-confidence had improved as he had had the courage to represent his musically guided look outwardly and, hence, look different than others.
Our self-identities are not only about us knowing who we are, but they also reflect our ways of
viewing the world around us and what our values are. According to Maria, music has had an
effect on her worldview and ideology. She stated that, “[Through punk music] we can see that
society is full of all kinds of problems and they possibly stem from the injustice that we have in
this world.” Tina also felt that music has influenced her worldview, and in Anna’s case, her
worldview has broadened: “– it [music] has maybe expanded my view of the global world so
that, in a way, we are all alike.” As music aids us in understanding the world and others in it,
it is possible that we become more accepting as well. It has, according to Tony, helped him in
becoming more tolerant. Anna also noted that music has helped her to become more accepting,
whereas Vera, Nico, and Marcus highlighted empathy as a feature that has been improved
through music. As Campbell et al. (2007) note, we can understand how people around the world
act, behave, and what their beliefs are through music (p. 277). This view also comes across
from our data as the participants share their experiences on getting to know and understand the
world with the help of music.
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All in all, many participants stated that music is an important part of the person they are today.
Tina’s notion pertaining to this culminates this idea. She said, “Without music, I would not be
me.” Camilla shared similar experiences by narrating that music has played a central role in
guiding her life: “I probably would not be where I am today without the coincidences that were
made possible by music.” The same theme can be found in Harry’s narration as he stated that,
“I don’t see that I would be anyone without music.” Thus, music has not only supported his
identity development, rather it has been the constructive element in it. According to Nico, who
he is in every way has been highly influenced by music. He was one of the participants who
emphasized the comprehensive role of music in his life and personality.
In Tony’s case the impact of music seems concrete as he narrated having been invested in a
specific musical genre from an early age, and thus it has influenced, for example, his hobbies
and the way he looks. As Hargreaves et al. (2002) note, our self-concepts not only contain our
inner, psychic qualities, but external, outwardly visible aspects, such as appearance and style
as well (pp. 8, 11). Vera, in turn, noted that finding her own singing voice has helped her to get
to know who she is. This kind of self-exploration and self-expression through music, is according to Kontturi (2017) supportive in our identity development processes (pp. 4, 6). Understanding and getting to know who we are as individuals is a central part of our identity development
processes and it enables us to outwardly express who we are.
Anna brought forth a different perspective as she pointed out that music affects who she wants
to be as a person. This means that the ways in which music affects her self-identity can be seen
as conscious. It is easy to think that the only way we make music a part of our identities is to
somehow directly “absorb” it, but as Anna noted, we can also get inspired by music and make
a conscious decision about what to take as a part of ourselves. This is supported by Polkinghorne’s (1991) theory about our possibilities to choose what we want to include in our identities
(p. 144). Tony, who has made the decision of investing in a certain musical genre, once again
gave a concrete example regarding the effects of music on his personality:
“As a teenager, I felt that the majority of music was very melancholy – –, whereas
[the music I listen to] is mainly played in major key – – I believe it has had an
effect on the joyfulness that is naturally a part of my personality.”
As we can see, there is a multitude of ways in which music can affect our self-identities and
their varying aspects, such as the ones discussed above. Maria concluded that, overall, music
has had an effect on who she is rather than it has not.
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As our self-identities and self-concepts include a strong social aspect (Jackson, 2010, p. 666),
the transition from them to examining social identity feels natural. Excluding Marcus and Maria, all of our participants narrated having formed relationships through music. Social identity
was frequently mentioned in our data and thus it seems to be highlighted in the participants’
experiences. This can be linked to Lamont’s (2002) notion that social identity seems to be more
influential than personal identity (p. 42). Anna and Joel stated that music is absolutely a connective element in groups. Emphasizing this, Nico noted that the very thing that makes music
important is its ability to connect people as it promotes a sense of community and functions as
a bond. Music indeed has the power to unify people and groups or separate them, as von Helden
(2017) states (p. 20). Regarding this, Tony described that a Finnish punk band called “Klamydia” had unified friends and friend groups beyond musical preferences in his adolescence.
This is supported by the theory by Selfhout et al. (2009) about building out friendships around
music in adolescence (p. 97). Tony’s experience is specifically tied to a certain artist, but likewise, similar experiences can relate to music in a broader sense. Many participants, such as
Vera, Harry, Camilla, Leo, and Tina have formed relationships through musical hobbies or education. Moreover, Joel, Nico, and Harry highlighted that most people they are in contact with
have some connection to music and these contacts would probably not exist without it.
Leo brought forth the experience of utilizing music as a way to stand out and find peer groups
in adolescence. This is connected to Lamont’s (2002) theory about group comparison in adolescence and how it helps us understand who we are (p. 42). Regarding this, Tina noted that
music has helped her identify the groups in which she wants to belong. Some participants narrated music being an integral part of their social lives. According to Anna, “Music is almost
always present in every meeting we have with my friends, and my best friends [and I] are dancers.” Harry, in turn, sees the potential of music in maintaining relationships.
Despite not recalling having formed friendships directly through music, Marcus recognizes how
it affects the collective mood in groups and narrated that he usually listens to music with other
people. When narrating this, Marcus acknowledged belonging to certain groups. As we have
discussed earlier, groups may assist us in forming group identities, which Oksenberg and Wong
(1993) state can influence our actions and habits (p. 23). In Marcus’ case, this manifests so that
listening to music is a part of the collective, natural everyday behavior of a group he belongs
to.
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As we know, groups and social occasions involve differing roles, which signal us our relation
to the other participants of the group. We may take on these roles depending on the needs of
the group, and it is vital, for the sake of group cohesion, that we have sufficient interactional
skills so that we can get along with different individuals. In relation to this, Joel was the only
one to bring forth the experience of music affecting his co-operation and leadership skills. He
narrated that he has been acting as a leading figure of a band for decades. He also noted that it
is easy, amongst musicians, to communicate and negotiate over varying affairs. Could it be that
the impact of music is so powerful that it can increase compliance, and thus affect our negotiation skills? Anna acknowledges the potential of music as a means of communication as she
pointed out that people who are not able to speak may be able to express themselves and communicate through music. Indeed, as Hargreaves et al. (2002) note, music can be used as a means
of communication by individuals who cannot express themselves in conventional ways (p. 1).
As it was presented in our theoretical part, the group identity formed through music can be
either inclusive or exclusive (Hodges, 2005, p. 113). We can link Maria’s divergent experience
to this theory as she narrated that she has not made friends through music and opened up about
having envied others who have used music to enhance their social lives. She described having
felt like an outsider. She narrated,
“[In school], I was jealous – – of the choristers because they always got to travel,
and they had an incredibly good team spirit. It could be sensed that they have this
common hobby and a tight circle. – – You can somehow sense how wonderfully
music connects people, and then you can feel like an outsider, that you have never
gotten to experience that –.”
This can be seen as an instance where music has created an experience of group differences
rather than a sense of togetherness (Lamont, 2002, p. 56). We can draw a conclusion based on
Maria’s previous narrations about her not having the skills to play any instruments and how
singing in front of the entire class had negatively affected her self-esteem: She has seen how
musically skilled people form a connection with the help of music and having never experienced
this herself because of her feelings of incompetence, feels jealous. In other words, she has not
experienced the musically established bond that, according to Woodward (1997), is how social
cohesion is understood by members of a group (p. 302). We can apply this idea to musical
identity as well: According to Green (2011), our musical identities are also constructed based
on social influences (p. 1). If Maria’s social musical experiences are mostly negative, we can
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argue that the collective aspect of her musical identity lacks development or has developed to
be fairly negative in nature.
From social identity, we can fluently transition to discussing cultural and national identities as
they all relate to interaction between people. Slightly separate from cultural identity, national
identity seems to be the one having most divergence in experiences between the participants.
In what follows, we present how the participants narrated music connecting them to culture and
nationality separately. According to Camilla, music is an important building element of both
national identity and Finnish culture: It connects people to nationality, which is also pointed
out by Folkestad (2002, p. 155). Camilla considered Finnish songs, in addition to literary works
such as Kalevala, as national wealth: They are a part of Finnish culture. Likewise, Tony
acknowledged music connecting him to culture. Anna concurred by noting that music is a good
way to get to know culture, both own and foreign. From this, we can form a seamless connection
to the notion presented by Campbell et al. (2007) of music as a way to explore cultures (p. 277).
From a teacher’s point of view, Vera introduced an important notion regarding this: At the
school she teaches, music is used to convey cultural heritage. She felt that this functions as a
strongly unifying practice.
While Anna felt that music connects her to being a Finn, she brought forth the idea that even
though music can be used to get to know other cultures, it does not necessarily bring her closer
to other nationalities. She described music as more a personal experience rather than a cultural
one. Contrastingly, Marcus, being a language teacher, described having become closer not only
to Finnish nationality through music but Swedish and German nationalities as well. Maria also
noted that music has connected her to both her own nationality and other nations.
Tina elaborated that music connects her to nationality because through national music, she has
gotten to know where she comes from and where her roots are. Many other participants, such
as Joel, Harry, and Vera, narrated music having connected them directly to the Finnish nationality. Some of the answers were not so straightforward as Tony, for example, noted that he did
not think national music is for him but, however, understands how it can be important to others.
He also admits that certain songs are a part of Finnish culture and nationality and through these
he is a part of them. It is evident that not every aspect of a certain culture is relevant for us, as,
according to Gilbert (2010), our cultural identities encompass our own mix of cultural characteristics (p. 3).
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According to Anna, her attitudes towards Finnish music have changed over the years: First, she
did not like Finnish music because it was so melancholy, and she could not grasp it. After
listening to other people’s experiences about it, however, Finnish music has become interesting,
and her experiences have been mostly positive since. Marcus’ experiences are quite similar as
he described his “narrow perspective” on what it means to be a Finn having broadened with the
help of music. He narrated that the spiritual landscape present in Finnish songs is different from
his own, and it has educated him. He stated that, “– it [Finnish music and its message] has
illuminated that things can be this way for someone even though they are not like that for me.”
Likewise, Nico brought forth the Finnish spiritual landscape and how it has become present
through music, making him feel that “– this is a part of me.” He noted that, over time, the vision
of him being a folk musician has strengthened.
Leo, on the other hand, provided us with a completely different experience. He felt that Finnish
music does not connect him to nationality, but rather, described national music as repulsive and
causing differentiation. We can conclude that Leo’s musical preferences may not be in line with
the musical style of Finnish national music, which may lead to him not identifying with it. This
is one example that music does not necessarily connect every one of us to nationality and,
therefore does not help us in developing our national identities in this sense, however, it may
still connect us to our society (see Woodward, 1997, pp. 16, 21).
When moving on to discuss musical identity, we will start off by discussing identities in music,
which manifests through describing ourselves based on musical actions (Hargreaves et al.,
2002, p. 12). Identities in music can be observed optimally from Tony’s narration. He defines
himself strongly as a member of a certain musical subculture. It is visible in their appearance
and, as mentioned before, his hobbies are also related to it. He plays the drums and has been a
member of multiple bands. Tony’s musical identity seems to be highly specific and distinct. He
narrated that, “It became a significant part of my identity, the music, musical genre, rockabilly,
and overall, the whole subculture.” We can view Tony’s musical identity in the light of the
theory presented by Dys et al. (2017): The conceptualization of our musical identities can be
significantly defined by our musical preferences (p. 261). In Tony’s case, this is extremely
accurate as he strongly defines himself through his musical preferences (see Hallam, 2017, p.
472).
Joel, on the other hand, described himself greatly as a performing musician: He plays in concerts and identifies himself as an arranger and a “strong background figure of music”. From
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Joel’s narration, we interpreted this as meaning that Joel may not be the leading performer but
has an important role behind the scenes. This role can be anything from arranging to rhythm
guitarist. Tina also defines herself as a musician, though not professional. When narrating
whether she defines herself through music, her perception of her musical identity became
clearer. Musician is also among the varying roles Leo used to describe himself: “Of course,
music teacher – that identity is one of a kind, and these [identities] represent differing roles,
however, nowadays [I identify myself more through] composing and artistry.” Likewise, Nico
narrated being a musician and music teacher, these being central in his self-concept.
Harry’s musical identity, in turn, relates to a specific instrument. When he was an adolescent,
his dream was to be a professional musician and he even designed his signature to include his
chosen instrument, and through the years, he has contemplated redesigning it, but has decided
against it. He narrated, “It would surely feel bad if I would give up my instrument as a part of
my signature. I won’t do that as this way it is a part of my personality as well.” Although Harry
was an adolescent when he took his instrument as a central part of his musical identity and came
up with the unique signature, the instrument is still, to this day, a vital part of his musical identity even if his aspirations with music have changed. Leo also brought up how his musical
identity has developed through the years as he narrated going through personal growth and
finding the courage to listen to the music he likes. This relates to his perception of what it means
to be a musician changing throughout the years. He narrated,
“But on the other hand, for a professional musician, it [self-esteem] is ups and
downs – – I feel that I compare myself to others a lot, and then at times I have
good self-esteem – – Nowadays, I’m more at peace with myself, I am what I am.”
From this, we can interpret that Leo’s musical identity has grown stronger as he has learned to
accept himself the way he is as a musician.
Nico and Harry were the only participants who did not feel they can fully represent their musical
identities in school. However, as Nico narrated further, he realized that he can actually get quite
close to representing it, though he did not feel he needs to emphasize it. Harry, on the other
hand, told that the reason for not being able to represent his musical identity in school relates
to corona: “– I have brought brass instruments to school. But now, because I have to wear a
mask during lessons, I cannot do it–.” Bringing the instruments to school is quite a concrete
way for Harry to represent his musical identity, and it is a shame that due to corona, he cannot
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fully realize his musical identity. However, is there a possibility that these changing circumstances could allow Harry to reflect upon his identity and discover other ways of representing
it, even slightly? As we have seen throughout the history of researching identity, it is essential
for the development of identity that everyone is able to represent their identities in some way.
Regarding representing one’s musical identity in school, Vera narrated, “I have been there [the
school she teaches at] for so long that I am who I am no matter what anyone else says.” Camilla
concurred, “– it [representing her musical identity] has not been limited in any way”, whereas
Anna stated that, “Yes [I can represent my musical identity in school], because a teacher is a
human being. When you discuss everything enough, everyone can bring forth their own identities, including teachers.” As future teachers, we find Anna’s statement salient and wish it would
be implemented in schools’ everyday conventions. Tony clarified this being a matter of individual decision-making as he made a point about bringing forth his musical identity and how it
is a conscious choice he has made:
“– I made the conscious decision, when I went to the job interviews. I had the
option to go in mainstream clothes or the option to go in a leather jacket with
grease in my hair. I figured I am what I am, and I explicitly don’t want the job to
define me, but rather I want to define who I am and let music define who I am in
that sense as well.”
Our musical identities are, indeed, based on choices as well as agency, and we can represent
and express them in multiple ways (Lamont, 2017, p. 185).
It is also useful to notice that the school’s atmosphere and attitudes can affect the ways in which
teachers as well as students feel comfortable expressing their musical identities. School is seen
as a social context in which attitudes towards music are transmitted, highlighting its value (Lamont, 2002, p. 56). Regarding this, Tony narrated,
“I think if the work community has even a few people who have the courage to be
themselves, also outwardly, it creates an atmosphere where there is no room for
pressure from the outside in this matter.”
Moreover, linking together musical and professional identities, Nico noted that teachers convey
certain kinds of attitudes towards music, and it shows, for example, in how we speak about it.
He brought forth the importance of the following pedagogical idea “I don’t personally like it,
but I’m very happy for you.” We argue that both of these notions should be internalized by
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teachers as they further the development of an accepting and inclusive atmosphere for everyone
in school.
Now we move on to examining the other aspect of musical identity: music in identities, in which
we use music in developing other aspects and dimensions of our identities (Hargreaves et al.,
2002, pp. 14–15). Camilla noted that music is a central part of who she is, yet she did not define
herself directly through it. This is the fundamental distinction in whether Camilla should be
categorized into identities in music or music in identities. Because she did not identify herself
through musical activities, she falls into the latter category, and so do the following participants.
Even though all of these participants considered music highly important, they did not view it as
a defining element of their identities. As noted earlier, the level with which we engage in music
varies based on individual preferences, thus making it a defining characteristic of some people’s
identities, but not everyone’s (Hargreaves et al., 2002, p. 15). When considering Camilla’s experiences, exactly the same standpoint can be observed in Anna’s narration as she noted, “– I
think it is not something that defines [me]. It is a part of me.”
As Vera narrated the way in which she does or does not define herself through music, she raised
some interesting points:
“Well, it [music] is a part of me. I have sometimes pondered what I would answer
if I was asked who I am, would I say that I am a grandma, or a teacher, or the
person who drank coffee this morning. Yes, it is a part of my personality, and it
empowers me – – But I don’t know how good or bad of a person I am – – Music
does give me a lot of self-confidence.”
There is a multitude of ways in which we can define ourselves, and what we found interesting
in Vera’s narration is the way in which she reflects on who she is: The ways in which we define
ourselves can vary daily and even the smallest matters can influence the construction of our
self-concepts, and thus, identities. Contrastingly, Marcus’ self-concepts are independent from
music as he felt that it does not define him in any way. Regardless of music being important
and the participants enjoying it, the level of commitment and thus identification with it seems
to be, in these cases, minor. Maria even made a clear distinction between herself and a musician,
as she cannot play any instruments. However, despite not describing herself through musical
activities or roles, she thinks of herself as a “music-lover” or a listener of music. Can it really
be so that our level of musical expertise determines how we are allowed or expected to define
ourselves through music?
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The last dimension of identity we are presenting is professional identity, and of course, specifically that of teachers. Up to this point, we have discussed who our participants consider themselves to be overall as individuals, in other words, their personal identities, and now we will
look into how they express themselves as teachers, namely, their professional identities (Stenberg, 2016, p. 17). In what follows, we divide professional identity into two categories: (1) how
teachers display music as a part of their work selves and (2) how they utilize music in teaching.
Marcus noted that music had guided him in his career choices through positively affecting his
attitudes towards the languages he teaches. Nico, in turn, stated that music has influenced his
professional identity: “I can happily say that the things I do at my job, whether it be as a musician or teacher, it is precisely because of music I’m good at my professional aspects.” We can
interpret Nico’s narration as relating to his competence as a teacher. Likewise, Camilla felt that
she is a competent music teacher and so did Tina as she noted that, “I am a damn good music
teacher.”
Harry narrated music being a significant part of him as a teacher. In his teaching, he tries to
convey the joy of music to his students. Tina, in turn, narrated that she loves to teach music and
see how it can carry people. She narrated,
“It [teaching music] is a very important thing for me as I can see all the wonderful
things that can happen around it and how music can carry someone. Without music, I would not be in this profession.”
It would seem that music is a profound element of Tina’s professional identity. Camilla, in turn,
described music as an element that is mostly connected to her professional identity: “– do I
define myself through music in my everyday life, not really – – right now, music is more related
to my ‘work self’ –.” She continued that music determines not only her job but the role she has
in school as well. Camilla elaborated that she is mostly responsible for all the musical activities
of their school.
According to Marcus, he has constructed his professional identity in a way that there are some
things that are private and some things that are accessible to students, one of them being music.
We see this as a way to create a connection with students through music. Maria’s view of her
professional identity relates to her view of teachers as multitalented individuals. She compares
herself to others and sees herself as ‘the odd one out’ because she cannot play any instruments
as well as others. It seems that she underestimates her musical abilities and thus her professional
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identity. We view Leo’s professional identity, on the other hand, as being strongly defined by
music as he narrated, “Well, it [music] is in a big role indeed. I teach in a music-oriented upper
secondary school, more or less everything I do relates to it.” In this sense, the impact of music
is, once again, total.
As Stenberg (2016) notes, our personal values and beliefs affect how we conduct ourselves as
teachers and our pedagogical choices (p. 11). Tony brought forth a heart-warming sentiment
about presenting himself as a secure and understanding adult. He mentioned that,
“– I value performers a lot and this can be seen in my profession. In a way, I stand
up for those who have the courage to be in the spotlight and perform on stage. –
– Somehow, I understand what it takes and the sacrifices the person makes, – –
and exposes themselves to the criticism that can follow.”
In this instance, three dimensions of identity, self-, musical, and professional, come together
establishing who Tony is in the context of school.
When considering music as a school subject, Vera noted that it is the best one for creating a
sense of community, which is also acknowledged by Lamont (see 2002, p. 56). However, when
examining the concrete ways in which teachers take music as a part of their teaching, and thus
professional identities, we found out that many participants mentioned specifically integrating
music into other subjects and teaching outside the music classroom. For example, Nico presented a highly creative way of integrating his musical expertise into other subjects he teaches:
“I also teach some woodwork – – in subjects outside music, it [music] can be
present so that if a student says, ‘I want to build a speaker case for a guitar amplifier’, I have some substance, know-how or some sort of knowledge that we can
begin to concretize upon.”
In addition, Tina, Maria, Anna, Vera, Tony, Camilla, and Marcus have a habit of integrating
music into other subjects. For instance, Marcus and Tony, who are both language teachers, link
the music they bring to class to the theme of the lesson. Marcus narrated,
“Either it [music] is connected to it [lesson] vocabulary wise so that we will go
through a similar theme as is present in the song or the song can have a structure
that is related to grammar or sometimes it can include a cultural aspect.”
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Marcus also emphasized the use of music in language teaching and how central it is. If it is
indeed central, why is it not included in the language teacher education as Marcus and Tony
pointed out?
The way Maria uses music in teaching is to provoke students, to make them move, think, and
discuss. Tina stresses that she utilizes music greatly in teaching, especially making use of musical soundscapes. She also acknowledges the relaxing element of music. Vera noted that, “I
use music in other lessons as well. It is a part of my personality.” She gives an example of how
she uses Bach during Religious Education to discuss the meaning of religion and how it is, and
has been, present in people’s lives. Based on what Vera described, we can conclude that music
is central in her professional identity. Camilla, in turn, described using music as a supporting
element in teaching, for example, multiplication by singing the calculations out loud.
Some participants, such as Marcus, Tony, and Anna narrated involving music listening during
lessons. They noted that sometimes students can bring their own music to class, and sometimes
the music is chosen by the teacher. It is evident that this listening to music can be implemented
in various ways: Marcus puts on music during breaks, making it comfortable for students to
come to class while creating feelings of psychological safety and to orientate students to the
lesson at hand, whereas Anna uses musical breaks with exercise in between teaching. Marcus
justified that the reason for his habit is to try and create positive memories of the subject and
awaken these through music at the beginning of every lesson. We argue that by doing so, Marcus has the possibility to support students’ learning as it is more enjoyable for them.
As supported by Hargreaves et al. (2002), music can be used as a means to communicate (p. 1),
and this is precisely what Anna described doing: She uses music as an interactional tool. She
gave concrete examples of how she does this in practice: She tries to explain things through
music and uses her voice musically to get her students’ attention. Anna also noted that music is
a way to create a contact with even the most challenging students (see Hargreaves et al., 2002,
p. 1). When reflecting upon his professional identity, Joel hopes that he is able to teach in a way
that he gives students sufficient competence to work with music later in life even if they have
periods when they do not do anything with music. We feel that Joel is not the only teacher with
this aspiration in mind as it is what we as teachers hope to accomplish.
Lastly, we would like to raise a point made by Tony as he argued that the greatest challenge he
has faced is in integrating music in a way that it is enjoyable for students. This struggle is
genuine as the musical preferences of students may conflict with the musical contents of the
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curriculum (see Upitis, 2012, pp. 691–692). We believe Tony is not alone with this challenge
because it requires additional work from the teacher in order for music to be utilized in its full
potential. Moreover, to do this, the teacher should be able to keep up with the developing musical trends. Consequently, Tony noted that, “It seems that music is in the minds of many teachers, but it is a different question of how many have the energy to take it with them to practice.”
To summarize, music has been a significant part of the identity development processes of our
participants. When examining self-identity, music was generally seen as a booster of self-esteem, influencing worldview and a tool for self-exploration. Relating to social identity, music
was described as a way to communicate and form relationships; however, it also had the capability to create feelings of exclusion. Regarding cultural and national identity, music was seen
as a means to explore culture and what it means to be a Finn. There were some differences
between whether music connects us to only our own nationality or to others as well. Moreover,
national music was also seen as causing differentiation rather than identification. There are
various differing ways in which we can describe ourselves using music and this relates to our
musical identities. Lastly, music has had the power to guide some of our participants to become
teachers. In addition, it is central for our participants’ professional identities to integrate music
into the teaching of other subjects.

4.2.

The Significance of Music in Teachers’ Lives

In the previous subchapter, we explicitly discussed the impact of music on identity development, whereas this subchapter focuses on the comprehensive influence of music on teachers’
lives. We will approach this topic from the perspective and theory of the life cycle (see Erikson
& Erikson, 1998) and Ricoeur’s (1984) triphasic mimesis, with mimesis2 at the center of exploring the data with RQ2 in mind. The narrations and findings that follow are all based on the
concept of mimesis2 in which narratives are constructed through emplotting (see Ricoeur,
1984) and which is represented by the participants narrating and emplotting their experiences
on the significance of music in their lives.
Based on our findings in our bachelor’s thesis (see Ryökäs & Toivanen, 2020), we could already
foresee the importance of music in adolescence. In this study, our findings are in line with this
assumption: The majority of the overall participants (77 %) considered adolescence the life
stage in which music has been the most influential for their identity development. Other im-
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portant life stages were middle childhood (53 %) and early adulthood (50 %). In this questionnaire question, the participants were allowed to choose more than one option (see appendix 1,
question 6). When asked about the contexts for music learning, in turn, the participants reported
the most relevant one having been informal (45 %). The least relevant was, according to our
data, formal (26 %), with nonformal landing in between (29 %). Now that we have presented
this information numerically and shortly introduced the quantifiable dimension of our data, we
will return to these discoveries later on in this chapter.
Before moving on to discuss our main participants, we decided to pick out and present the
following quotes from the questionnaire data as we believe they represent the differing perspectives teachers have on music and its significance in their lives. First, we will present the examples that illustrate a positive stance towards music, followed by those that are negatively inclined. The latter was not as prominent, but we felt it is useful to report them as they provide
some contrast and transparency. These perhaps negative experiences and connotations are
equally valid, and we feel it is justifiable to present them as well.
As we examined our questionnaire data, we observed one participant describing the role of
music in their life as follows, “Music is strongly present in my occupation and free time. Music
has been very important to me ever since I was little”, emphasizing the comprehensive impact
and intrinsic value of music. Another one noted,
“Music is a big part of my life; a counterbalance for work comes from differing
musical hobbies. They offer [me] unique experiences, a sense of community,
friends… I would not have experienced the many things I have without music.”
We interpret this as an instance of realizing the instrumental value of music: Music is described
to function as a tool for achieving positive aspects in our lives (see, for example, Campbell et
al., 2007; Dissanayake, 1988; Häyry & Häyry, 1989). Consequently, one description went as
follows, “I live in music and because of it. I teach music. However, I also immensely enjoy
silence, which is like music in my ears. Music relaxes. It brings joy. Revitalizes and makes me
do things more actively.” Even though this participant greatly enjoys music, they also brought
forth the contrast of silence and how they need it instead of listening to music. We will return
to this topic later in this subchapter. The last example summarizes the overall gravity of music,
“I could not imagine life without music.”
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Contrastingly, some participants described music as less relevant or even annoying. One stated,
“I do not listen to music. I do not play any instruments”, whereas another brought forth a surprising view, “Music does not currently play a large role in my life. As a matter of fact, music
irritates [me] more than entertains.” We found this view surprising due to its opposition on the
prevailing stance towards music: It is typically categorized as enjoyable and promoting positive
feelings either directly or indirectly by using it to overcome unpleasant emotions. Normally,
this is how we think of music, but, however, another participant sees it differently: “Nowadays
I feel sad that I cannot connect with music in the same way many of my friends do.” In this
instance, the participant does not insinuate getting sad directly because of music, but rather
because they do not seem to fully take pleasure from music, leading to feelings of exasperation.
The possibility of unpleasant emotions stemming from music were evident in our interview data
as well, as, for example Maria, had experiences of incompetence and envy relating to music.
As we transition to presenting our findings based on the narrations of our main participants, we
will proceed from how music is described overall in life to how it is, and has been, present in
different stages of life, from childhood to early and middle adulthood. All in all, our topic seems
to be highly thought provoking and awakened differing feelings in our participants. Based on
the participants’ narrations, we can see that they appreciate music in itself and as a tool that can
be utilized in many contexts and instances. When considering music as an intrinsic value, Leo
noted that the role of music has been, “– total – – in a way it has influenced pretty much everything [in my life].” Nico, in turn, regarded music as a subject that provides general knowledge.
When viewing music through the lens of these participants, we can regard music as valuable in
itself. Next, we will concentrate more on the instrumental value of music.
Relating to this, one major link we can form between our theoretical background and empirical
data is the use of music as a fundamental tool for expressing, communicating, and dealing with
emotions (see, for example, Dissanayake, 1988). This culminates in a comment made by Vera:
“Music can affect our emotional lives a lot.” It is evident that music has played a significant
role in the participants emotional experiences throughout their lives. For example, music has
been a powerful force throughout difficult emotions and delicate experiences as Nico considered it a tool for processing feelings: He has used heavy metal music as a tool for venting and
relaxation. He elaborated, “Someone else is venting my aggression for me, I can just relax.”
Moreover, Harry narrated that, “Music gave me my life back after being bullied at school”,
whereas Maria noted, “Certain songs have kept me alive”, both putting into words the gravity
of music.
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As we move on from the instrumental value of music and more into how music is, and has been,
present in the participants’ lives, it is evident from our data that music is strongly connected to
different stages of life. Many participants described music through different phases, such as a
punk phase during adolescence, as Maria put it. Harry, on the other hand, deviates from the
general consensus of the phase-specific development of musical preferences: He narrated,
“Above all, they [musical preferences] have surely been a bit periodic, but they
have been constantly broadening. First, in childhood, there were hymns and religious music, and then in the early years of primary school, I listened to chart
music – – In junior high school, Juice Leskinen made a great impact.”
In his narration Harry stated that, throughout the years, he has not left anything out of his musical repertoire but has continued to listen to and enjoy different genres of music. Contrastingly,
Anna, Marcus, and Camilla narrated that their musical preferences have not undergone these
kinds of changes or shifts but have remained unchanged. Tina, on the other hand, narrated that
her musical preferences are not immutable, but a lot of aspects of her life, such as emotions and
certain periods, affect what she enjoys listening to. She also noted that she does not limit her
musical preferences to specific genres, but rather she wants to explore the musical world and
learn about different styles and people through it.
In addition to the participants narrating the significance of music throughout their lives from
the perspective of musical preferences, they also narrated the contextual significance of music.
As we asked the participants what the most significant context for learning music in their identity development processes has been, we found out that the majority (7 out of 11) of them
viewed the informal context as the most relevant. The least significant was nonformal (1 out of
11) with some participants (3 out of 11) viewing the formal context as the most significant.
Why is it that the formal context is not as influential as the informal one? We will come back
to this in chapter 5.
We have constructed the following content so that we will begin by examining what our participants narrated about their childhood engagement with music, followed by adolescence, early
adulthood, and lastly middle adulthood. These four life stages rose up constantly from the narrations and hence they are the only ones we will discuss in detail, deviating from the theory on
the life cycle where we outlined eight different stages of the life cycle (see Sigelman, 1999).
We found out that the environment and people that our participants grew up surrounded by has
had an influence on the role of music in childhood. This was present in Anna, Nico, Harry,
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Vera, and Tony’s narrations. According to Anna, music was strongly present in her family, and
it was a part of family trips, easing her motion sickness. She also told that the music she listened
to as a child was chosen for her. In the light of the theory about the impact of music on identity
development, we argue that choosing music for a child is not necessarily ideal as the child
cannot develop and discover their own preferences and thus musical identity.
Relating to other people influencing our engagement with music, Nico narrated that his older
siblings had musical hobbies when he was a child which has influenced his decision to work
with music: “I have always followed what they [siblings] did [in a music-oriented upper secondary school] and because of that I started to take piano lessons at home when I was five
years old.” Ever since, music has been present in his life as a hobby. In Nico’s case, music was
not forced upon him but rather he made the choice to follow in his siblings’ footsteps. Even
though the idea to pursue music did not originate from Nico himself, it has formed into a meaningful aspect of his life, continuing as such. Harry’s experience on this matter included his
grandmother singing for him when he was a child, familiarizing him with religious music and
hymns. Up to this day, this kind of music is significant in his life, and he emphasized it in his
narration as a part of his identity.
For Tina as well, music has been an enormous force in her life, starting from childhood. She
gives her parents credit for the role they have played in her enthusiasm towards music. Likewise, Vera stated that she comes from a musically active family: Her parents played instruments
for fun, and they listened to music together. However, she narrated that, “– we did not have a
cultural household by any means. It was more folk music – – That is the type of music I heard
at home –“, which does not correspond with her background with classical music as she did not
become accustomed with it at home, but rather through education. Although music has been
present in Vera’s life since childhood, it does not mean that the music she prefers now is in line
with what she heard growing up.
In contrast to other participants’ experiences, Tony grew up in a family where his father was a
professional in the field of music and thus did not tolerate children playing instruments or singing as he considered it being of poor quality. Elaborating on this matter, Tony narrated that, “–
we did not sing and were not allowed to play instruments at home because listening to mediocre
music was more than troublesome, actually impossible, for my dad”, and hence musical activi-
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ties were not consciously present in his childhood. However, Tony has voluntarily begun musical hobbies and they continue to be a significant part of his life as we have discussed previously.
Now, we will move from specifically discussing the environment surrounding our participants
to examining childhood music in general. Nico narrated having been involved in a religious,
musically inclined community since childhood and music having generated a lot of happiness:
“It [music] was a feel-good activity [for me].” Additionally, Harry described his childhood
music through activities which he loved, such as singing and playing the recorder. For both
Nico and Harry, music has clearly been an aspect of life that had generated positive experiences
in childhood. Marcus also has a history of playing instruments but, on the other hand, pondered
“– whether school has killed [my] creativity –“ as his involvement with music has been limited
to strictly listening at some point. On the contrary, Joel narrated not having engaged in musical
activities voluntarily before primary school. From Joel’s narration, we could argue that perhaps
school has fostered his creativity, leading him to voluntarily participate in musical activities.
From many participants’ narrations, it is evident that they have experienced musical growth.
For instance, Camilla described the role of music having fluctuated during her life, broadening
from singing in childhood through the playing of various instruments to band activities in junior
high school. Vera’s progression of musical involvement follows a similar line as Camilla’s:
singing, playing an instrument, and eventually band activity. We consider this progression logical because it goes hand in hand with (1) childhood development, and (2) available resources:
We all start by learning how to use and control our voices, after which we develop our musical
skills by gaining access to instruments, and finally, once we have learned the necessary skills,
we come together as individuals to play together as a group. This is also the scheme that the
curriculum follows (see Opetushallitus, 2014). Anna’s musical journey also shows signs of
progression but is slightly different. She narrated, “– I started to come up with new lyrics [to
existing songs] for my younger siblings – – it has progressed to me writing some music myself.”
As can be seen from the instances presented above, music is an intriguing area as we can always
expand our knowledge, skills, and scope of it. Therefore, when considering music in relation to
the life cycle, we can view it as a sort of continuum.
Moreover, Leo’s enthusiasm towards music seems to have continued throughout his life as he
stated that music has always been present in all his choices, starting from musical hobbies in
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childhood. Music guiding his choices is still evident in his life as he defines himself as a musician and music teacher. In Tony’s case, music had, so to speak, guided him in childhood but
during adolescence, he decided to guide his musical life instead. According to him, somewhere
between his childhood and adolescence, he noticed that the music he listened to was different
from his peers: As stated before, Tony’s musical preferences lean more towards rockabilly than
mainstream music. At first, he engaged in mainstream music, but in adolescence, his focus
shifted towards listening to music that represents his own preferences, starting to refuse listening to mainstream music. We can link Tony’s experiences to Berger’s (2011) idea about adolescent psychosocial development and how its main focus is to create a thorough awareness of
ourselves (p. 434). Clearly, during adolescence, Tony had discovered his own preferences
through self-exploration.
Conveniently, Tony’s narration functions as a seamless link between childhood and adolescence, which we will discuss next. Adolescence is a stage where we begin to orientate ourselves
to the future and our future occupation, and as Lerner and Hultsch (1983) state, we begin to
choose roles for ourselves (p. 8). The following narrations depict how the participants have
chosen music as their guiding force, which supports the conclusion about music as a guiding
force in adolescence (see Campbell et al., 2007, p. 233). From our participants, everyone but
Maria and Tina described having voluntarily engaged in music in their free time in adolescence,
this is to say, their musical activities happened in the informal context. However, there is a
difference between Maria and Tina: Maria did not narrate having been involved with music in
the informal context at all, whereas from Tina’s narration it is unclear whether she had been or
not.
The musical activities in the informal context that emerged from our data were, for example,
learning to play an instrument independently, band activities, and singing for fun. For example,
Vera narrated, “My sibling played the accordion, and we were in a group and played all around
the district – – The first dance I played at was when I was fifteen.” In addition, Vera, Tina,
Harry, and Joel narrated having participated in musical hobbies in the nonformal contexts, such
as music lessons where they learned to play instruments. For instance, Joel narrated that he
joined a military band in adolescence, and Tina took piano lessons. Camilla and Nico, however,
narrated having studied in a music-oriented upper secondary school, in the formal context. Camilla also noted that due to the choice of school, the role of music in her life grew.
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What we found crucial for our research question (RQ2) is the fact that many of our participants
had engaged with music in a variety of ways in the informal and nonformal contexts: This
indicates that the significance of music in their lives is great as music in these contexts is entirely voluntary, requiring intrinsic motivation and interest. Our findings are supported by Tarrant et al. (2002) who state that music in the informal context allows us to explore issues with
our identities more in depth (p. 144). This could very well be the reason why most of our participants felt that the informal context has been the most meaningful for them and their identity
development which is an aspect that relates to the theme of our RQ1.
Although Maria narrated the role of music not being great in her life, it had, however, been
more significant during her adolescence. We can see a similar emphasis on the significance of
music in adolescence from Harry’s narration: During adolescence, he joined a brass band,
which became a very important peer and support group in his life while he was bullied in school.
The band offered him the support and hope he needed that he did not get from his own class
community. This relates to Tajfel’s (1981) idea about social groups and the value and thus,
emotional significance we attach to them (p. 255). For Harry, the emotional significance of
belonging to this group is highlighted as he talked about the support he had gained through it
and music. Tina, on the other hand, narrated using music as a tool for self-expression, dealing
with emotions, and relaxation, which was highlighted in her adolescence: “– I remember how,
as a teenager, music relaxed me when I, for example, went to sleep and put on my headphones.
It wasn’t necessarily ‘relaxation-music’, but I remember the significance –.”
Now we will briefly discuss a slightly different perspective on our topic: Instead of emphasizing
music as a constant necessity and some sort of ‘higher power’, the relevance of music in our
lives can vary and even if we consider it highly important, it does not mean our entire lives are
built around it. Regarding this, Camilla noted that after upper secondary school, her musical
activities were on pause for a while. As we have already seen, Camilla considers music as extremely meaningful, nevertheless, the role of music has fluctuated during her life, making it
sometimes more and sometimes less prevalent. Moreover, when asked about the possible restrictive impacts of music in his life, Joel narrated that, in his adolescence, music and work
together took up much of his free time and he felt that he had no time for anything else. Even
though Joel clearly enjoys music, he still has experiences with it that may not be as pleasant.
Nico also brought up a restrictive impact of music: Music has always been his primary hobby,
and hence, it has been difficult for him to try out different hobbies. Therefore, he pondered
whether he had missed out on diverse experiences. Tina, in turn, confessed that sometimes,
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other things, such as studying, had been more important than music. We argue that this is completely normal and can happen with any other interest or hobby, and it does not make it any less
meaningful.
When moving on from adolescence to the next stage, early adulthood, we need to clarify that
these two life stages seem to overlap in certain aspects in the participants’ narrations. For example, many participants used the relative term “young” when describing phases in their life.
In technical terms, this can be interpreted as belonging to either adolescence or early adulthood.
Indeed, as Kroger (1997) states, the stages of identity development overlap and hence we cannot
see them as entirely separate (p. 192). For this reason, we discuss these stages, in a way, as a
continuum and realize that the transition between the two is not definite. We admit that our
distinction may not be entirely precise, but it is not, however, arbitrary: The process of making
these distinctions relied heavily on interpreting individual transcripts in the contexts and narrated timelines where the concept of “young” appeared in the data. We will return to this issue
in chapter 5.
Our data and theory (see Lerner & Hultsch, 1983, p. 8) suggest that the responsibilities and
choices we make become more concrete and visible in early adulthood as we, for example,
begin our studies towards the occupation of our choosing. For Harry, music was an important
part in the transition into adulthood and taking responsibility, which actualizes the theory of
Campbell et al. (2007, p. 221) regarding this matter. Many participants who had positive and
enriching experiences with music growing up wanted to pursue music as either a hobby or
occupation in later stages of life. As Hallam (2017) notes, the level of our musical expertise is
linked to our level of commitment towards music (p. 478), and we can see this actualized in the
narrations we have presented above: The willingness to engage with music has translated into
musical expertise that is of a higher level. Therefore, music has become their occupation or a
significant part of it.
Indeed, we found out that the participants regarded music as having influenced their educational
and occupational choices. For example, some participants narrated that music has guided them
to become teachers. Tina noted that, “If I would not have been introduced to the world of music,
I would not have become a teacher in the first place.” Likewise, Camilla narrated that she ended
up in a band consisting of teachers and because of it wanted to become a teacher herself. Vera,
in turn, while studying to become a teacher, wanted to specialize in music, and hence, teach it.
As we can see, there are many paths to becoming a teacher who has music integrated in their
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pedagogical repertoire: In Tina and Camilla’s cases, music has been the starting point and inspiration for becoming a teacher, whereas Vera was already studying at teacher education when
she realized that she wanted to pursue music as well. Moreover, Nico narrated, “– what my
hobbies are and what I do [as my occupation] has always been music”, as he has studied music
pedagogy and education, which has led him to pursue a career in music, both as a teacher and
musician. Tony also admitted that music had directly impacted his career choice as he wanted
an occupation that does not define him but rather, he defines it. Tony’s view on a teacher defining their occupation is rarely heard as there still exists the stigma of a particular teacher
personality. However, it is a fact that there does not exist a consistent definition of an ideal
professional identity for teachers (see Huhtinen-Hildén, 2012, pp. 54, 56). We will examine this
issue more in chapter 5. All in all, it is evident that music has clearly been significant in the
participants’ lives and the choices they have made.
What we will address here is the current life stage, it being early adulthood, of Marcus, Nico,
Harry, Leo, and Anna as they have not yet entered middle adulthood. Marcus described using
music as a means of relaxation and distancing himself from matters that burden him, while also
giving him fighting spirit when he needs it. We can link Marcus’ use of music as a way to
distance himself from certain matters to Nico’s narration as he described that he is nowadays
used to listening to music by himself, making it a central part of his “me time”. In both of these
cases, music functions as an enjoyable escape or sanctuary.
Harry, in turn, has his own band where he described being able to hone and demonstrate his
musical skills. He added that music offers him empowerment, encouragement, and a tool for
self-expression and regulating emotions as he now focuses more on the messages of songs: He
utilizes certain songs to alleviate sadness and certain songs as a tool for empowerment when he
needs psychological elevation. We can observe that many participants linked music strongly to
emotions and empowerment. As mentioned before, Leo narrated the role of music being total
in his life: It affects and is present in every aspect of it. He especially emphasized the strengthening dimension of music on his self-esteem, which is also evident from the narrations of multiple participants. In Anna’s current life stage, music is valued through its stories and listening
to music actively is characteristic for her. She also loves to use her voice, which we interpret as
a form of musical self-expression (see Kontturi, 2017, p. 4, 6).
As the last stage of the life cycle, we are going to discuss in this thesis, we will present the stage
of middle adulthood, and thus the experiences of the participants who have reached this stage:
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Maria, Tina, Joel, Vera, Camilla, and Tony. Maria described music as empowering and moving
aspect of her life: She thinks that certain songs exist for comfort. All in all, we argue that Maria
does not only value music in itself but she also accentuates that music typically has some predetermined purpose, such as taking a stance or helping us emotionally. According to Tina, music gives us positive experiences. She also noted that, on the other hand, she sometimes yearns
for silence. This is completely understandable as silence is highly important for self-exploration
and winding down, especially when one’s job includes constant auditive stimuli.
When elaborating on the role of music in their current life stages, Joel narrated being an active
member of his own band, whereas Vera takes singing lessons and has been a member of a choir
for more than twenty years. In contrast, Camilla narrated that her voluntary musical activities
are almost completely on pause, because music, through her profession, takes up a lot of her
time and resources. She narrated,
“– When I ended up as a teacher, I have had teaching music and arranging music
for different school celebrations and such. Then, my voluntary involvement with
music has stopped entirely or almost entirely. I get to engage with music so much
in school that it is more than enough.”
Once again, the idea becomes clear to us that even though we consider music extremely vital,
it is not necessary to include it in every aspect of our lives so that we can call it meaningful.
However, as we have seen, there are differences between us, and some people, indeed, regard
music as a fundamental part of their entire lives. For example, the following quote culminates
Tony’s view of music as a highly significant dimension of his life “– [music] determines how
you live your life.”
In summary, there seems to be both positively and negatively inclined experiences with music.
Both music’s intrinsic and instrumental value were addressed by the participants, giving it differing meanings in various contexts. Music was also described through phases that are connected to different stages of life. Pertaining to this, there were differences between the participants answers about whether their musical preferences have changed during their lives. It is
also evident that the environment has been an influential factor in how the participants viewed
the role of music in their childhood, which may have had an effect on the later stages of their
lives. From the contexts for music learning, the informal turned out to be the most significant
in our participants narrations, and positive encounters with music had led many participants to
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pursue music in terms of an occupation or hobby later in life. In addition, the empowering and
emotional nature of music was highlighted by our participants.

4.3.

Teachers’ Experienced Proficiency and Available Resources for Music in Education

We argue that in order for us to examine the outcome of education, it is important for us to take
into consideration teachers’ proficiency. For our research problem, it is necessary to address
how teachers experience their proficiency in musically supporting students’ identity development processes. When we asked the overall participants to rate this proficiency on a scale from
1 to 6, with 1 representing no proficiency, and 6 high proficiency, the median was 4 with the
average being 3,9. The answers were divided as follows with the percentage representing the
quantity of the participants choosing a certain value for their experienced proficiency and the
latter number in parenthesis the level of it: 11% (1), 15% (2), 6% (3), 21% (4), 37% (5), 10%
(6).
In addition to teachers’ proficiency, available resources in education impact the quality of teaching because it defines what tools teachers are able to utilize in their work. Regarding the available resources for music in primary school, 76 % of the participants answered that they are not
enough, whereas 24 % considered them being enough. In teacher education, in turn, 44 % of
the participants did not feel there are enough resources for neither music didactics nor learning
musical skills, with 29 % stating the opposite. 16 % of the participants thought that the resources
are sufficient only for music didactics, whereas 11 % considered them being enough only for
learning musical skills. In fact, we have examined earlier the resources for music in education
in our bachelor’s thesis, concluding that achieving high level of expertise in music in teacher
education is challenging if not impossible as the amount of contact teaching has been dramatically reduced in the curriculum (see Ryökäs & Toivanen, 2020), meaning that the resources
have been cut.
Now, we will look into what our main participants had to say about this matter. As we expected,
they pointed out some challenges regarding music in education, such as proficiency issues and
the nature of school music. Leo summarized the general fear teachers have: He is worried about
the direction in which music and other cultural subjects are going in the curriculum. This is a
rational fear when taking into consideration that Hyvönen (2006) argues that, in education, the
status of music has suffered (p. 46). First, we will discuss teachers’ experienced proficiency,
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starting with the participants who think that they do not have sufficient proficiency in supporting students’ identity development through music: Maria, Anna, and Marcus. Maria noted that
she could not have passed the entrance examination for teacher education if there would have
been a mandatory test of musical skills. She was pleased that this practice had been abolished
the year before she applied. According to Maria, she does not have the proficiency. Likewise,
both Anna and Marcus reasoned not having the proficiency by stating that their musical competences are not enough. Marcus narrated, “But I don’t feel I am any professional in music. My
musical competence is not enough.” However, Anna felt that she can help students discover
their own skills and use music to express them. Although Marcus and Anna both felt that they
lack musical competence, they recognize being able to utilize different routes in order to musically support students’ development.
Camilla, on the other hand, seemed unsure whether she possessed the proficiency. She stated,
“But would I have proficiency, probably, if I would have some idea or time to
orientate myself with it [ways to support students’ identity development musically], but I don’t know about it being anything extensive.”
However, she noted that she is able to support students’ musical development and utilizes music
occasionally in other subjects as well. In Camilla’s case, musical competence is not an issue as
she described herself as musically talented. Despite narrating and trying to explain the vision
she has of herself and her proficiency, there were still aspects that seemed unclear to even her.
The following participants, in turn, narrated being unsure but leaning more towards having rather than not having proficiency: Leo, Joel, and Nico. Leo stated, “I hope so [having proficiency]. It is hard to say. – – but sometimes I question whether I succeed in it [supporting
students identity development musically].” Leo added that he felt there is a contradiction between him wanting to support students’ development musically and the conventions and expectations of certain instruments. What he means by this is that students need to learn the techniques and sometimes this eclipses supporting identity development: Some instruments have
highly specific techniques and they need to be learned in order to play said instrument in the
first place. Joel, who is an instrument teacher, believes that his teaching positively affects the
development of students’ identities. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the lessons Joel teaches
are one-on-one which enables him to focus more on the student’s needs compared to teaching
in larger groups. On one hand, Nico stated hesitantly that he hopes he has the necessary proficiency, and on the other hand, he later narrated having experienced his proficiency firsthand.
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Through his narration, Nico realized actually having proficiency even though he had initially
doubted it.
The rest of the participants, Tina, Harry, Vera, and Tony are all certain they have excellent
proficiency. We could see this manifesting in a certain kind of confidence when they discussed
music and how they concretely utilize it in their work. Both Tina and Harry narrated having
experienced their proficiency in practice and seen the results. Harry stated, “I have managed to
create moments of success and ‘wow-experiences’ for the children.” We argue that these positive experiences and feelings of accomplishment feed students’ motivation to engage in musical
activities, which in turn enables self-exploration through music. Vera gave a concrete example
of how she typically supports students’ development through music: She gives her students
opportunities to perform and be involved in musical activities. We see music as being able to
support identity development only if we actually engage with it. Tony, in turn, noted that supporting students’ identity development through music is something that can be achieved during
any lesson. This relates to the integration of music to other subjects, which we have discussed
previously. Regarding the proficiency issue, Vera narrated, “If you have tendencies and skills,
then of course teaching music is enjoyable and you get good results”, summarizing well the
connection between proficiency and the results teachers are able to achieve. However, the views
on what this proficiency means seem to be quite rigid as the role of musical skills in it tend to
become emphasized. Nonetheless, Tony summarized an opposing view as follows:
“– [supporting students’ development] musically always reminds me of how,
when I was studying, my classmate took his guitar out during one lesson and began to play and sing. I don’t think that this is perhaps the way to build anything
[students’ identities].”
Now that we have discussed teachers’ proficiency, we will move on to discussing the context
in which the teaching happens: primary school. When asked about the available resources for
music education, Anna, Tony, and Marcus felt that the overall resources in schools were not
sufficient, whereas Leo, who teaches at a music-oriented upper secondary school, felt that their
resources are sufficient. It was brought forth that school music is not enough for truly expressing ourselves through music. Regarding this, Anna narrated that, “What is learned in school is
not enough so that [we] can express ourselves freely through music.” Leo concurred, noting
that teaching music is too old-fashioned for it to be able to fully support the identity development of students. This is supported by Lamont et al. (2003) as they noted that school music
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tends to be unimaginatively taught (p. 229), which may make it difficult for teachers to utilize
the full potential of it in supporting students’ growth. To make a point, Maria narrated thinking
that it is wrong that in the recent curriculum, hours dedicated to music were reduced as it is a
subject that helps students grow as individuals. This narration by Maria conveniently leads us
into discussing our next topic: the timely resources dedicated for music in education.
It so happens that music is among the subjects that have few hours dedicated for it (see
Hyvönen, 2006, p. 50). According to Tina, Camilla, Harry, and Vera an hour a week is not
enough for musical accomplishments. Anna shared a similar view, stating that the lessons reserved for music have been reduced so much that students do not have a possibility to learn
anything: They cannot play an instrument or learn how music varies in the world and through
history. Camilla narrated, “If we have the time to begin something and then practice a little bit,
and then the lesson is over and we continue next week, it’s likely that they [the students] forget
[what we did last week]–.“ Likewise, Joel stated that there may not be enough time for everyone
to practice playing everything that is intended during one lesson. Harry pointed out that in the
time that is reserved for music, teachers do not only need to provide students with meaningful
experiences but also conduct evaluation. On the other hand, Camilla noted that the amount of
hours music is taught a week depends on the school’s policies.
Contrastingly, Nico argued that one hour of music a week is rational if it is taught by someone
competent. A competent music teacher has the means to plan and conduct the lessons so that
the students are able to learn effectively even in a shorter period of time. Tony agreed with Nico
by stating that the timely resources are sufficient as music can also be studied as an optional
subject in junior high school. On the contrary, Nico believes that there should be more music
lessons in junior high school because it is typically at this age that students’ own musical interests awaken. Referring back to Tony’s statement about sufficient timely resources, he noted
that they are only enough if teachers are able to inspire students. He proposed that it depends
on the teacher and their competence, what level of engagement in music the students have.
From these narrations, we can conclude that the timely resources are only enough, if the teacher
teaching music is proficient.
In addition to timely resources, the participants narrated about the sufficiency of material resources. When discussing material resources, Harry noted that they have developed a lot in the
past 30 years: “– the resources have strengthened a lot. There are also a lot of separate music
classrooms. When I studied in primary school, we didn’t have a separate music classroom.” He
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added that nowadays schools have a wide variety of instruments which was not common when
he was young. In addition, Camilla pointed out that resource equality does not exist in Finland.
Regarding this, Nico stated that municipal schools have better resources than private ones. It is
evident that when discussing resources, we cannot generalize as it is highly dependent on the
school what the available resources are. Many participants, including Camilla, Maria, Leo, and
Tina, reflected on the material resources available in their schools rather than contemplating
the situation on a national scale. All of the participants who discussed the material resources in
their schools felt they were sufficient. The element that was raised the most was the fact that
the schools have a lot of quality instruments. Tina noted that “It [having quality equipment for
music] surely motivates students immensely.” It seems that the available resources affect students’ attitudes and enthusiasm towards music.
Tina made a valid point about resources and their effect on teachers as well: She noted that “If
there are not enough resources, teachers can’t be bothered to put in effort because everything
would be so laborious.” On the other hand, this seems to be the case with every subject. According to Anna, they have qualified music teachers in her school but felt that this is not the
case in many schools as they lack proficient teachers. Is it possible that the lack of resources
leads to schools not hiring proficient music teachers? From Nico’s point of view, the teachers
who teach music from grades 3 to 4 onwards should have a pedagogical basis in music education, such as minor subject studies. This relates to the view that basic primary teacher education
does not seem to provide teachers with the necessary proficiency for teaching music, which
relates to the topic of available resources at the university level, discussed later in this chapter.
Tina brought up that spatial resources in her school are lacking: “– we have about 500 students
in our school and only one music classroom with a recording studio and practice room next to
it.” It is evident that spatial resources are a significant part of material resources and in order
for teaching to be appropriate they need to be adequate. According to Vera, group sizes in music
are too large: “If we had smaller group sizes, we would be able to play [instruments] in a way
that they [students] actually learn.” Nico rationalizes the lack of available resources from the
point of view of the position music holds in schools: It is not the first priority on the resource
list as the resources are based on necessities. However, he did not feel concerned about the
amount of resources that are available for music education. Maria, on the other hand, did not
think that there is such a thing as too much resources for music. Marcus concurred that, despite
having sufficient resources in their school, there could still be more. We believe that this applies
to any other subject as well because teachers reflect the quality of education to the amount of
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available resources. As a conclusion to resources in primary education, Vera summarizes the
importance of having the required resources for music: ”If music had proper resources, smaller
group sizes and motivated teachers, we could make the world a better place.”
Lastly, we will discuss the resources at the university level, in teacher education. Leo, Tina,
Nico, and Vera all felt that the resources for music in teacher education were adequate when
they were studying. However, it was brought forth that basic teacher education does not provide
sufficient proficiency for teaching music. Anna noted that music is a subject that cannot be
taught by primary teachers even though they have gotten a basic education in it, and hence,
many primary teachers refuse to teach music. We find this concerning as primary teachers
should have the capability to teach every subject in primary school, music included. As Harry
noted, providing a provocative point of view, with the resources available in university, no one
is being made into a musician or music teacher as it requires recreational investment in order
for teachers to competently teach music.
Anna, Tony, and Marcus, in turn, felt that the resources for music education on the university
level are not nearly sufficient. Anna noted that the instruments were not taken good care of,
there was not enough contact teaching, and the teachers were cynical and had negative attitudes,
which affected her stance towards the provided teaching. Indeed, students’ attitudes towards
music can be influenced by teachers and the values they transmit during lessons (Lamont, 2002,
p. 56). Being language teachers, Tony and Marcus reported that music was barely mentioned
during their studies. Marcus narrated,
“– but I remember when a teacher of didactics said at some point, as a side note,
that ‘Why couldn’t every lesson be started with music?’. But I think that was all
the resources that were used for it [music] when I was studying to become a
teacher. Those brief seconds.”
Tony, in turn, stated that “When I was studying, I don’t recall that there was any mention of
using music in teaching.” We interpreted that Marcus and Tony both felt that they would have
benefitted from having more discussions about how music can be utilized in language teaching.
In response to the discussion about resource cuts, we want to present Nico’s speculation: He
did not know if budget cuts have been a negative thing or if the resources have been directed at
pedagogically smarter aspects. This left us to ponder, what these pedagogically smarter aspects
are that the resources are aimed towards. When taking into consideration the bigger picture,
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however, Nico made a point about not supporting the shutting down of musical institutions.
Hence, the resource cuts may be problematic if they escalate to a point where institutions that
provide music pedagogy education are being shut down, which Nico noted having been a threat
in the past.
All in all, the experienced proficiency was distributed between excellent proficiency (4 out of
11), hesitant about own proficiency (4 out of 11), and no proficiency (3 out of 11). Pertaining
to the available resources for music, the consensus was that there are not enough timely resources in primary school, especially if the teacher is not competent. Material resources, in turn,
vary significantly between schools. When narrating about the available resources in teacher
education, the opinions varied between two extremities: With the available resources, no one is
made into a musician and perhaps the resources have been aimed at pedagogically smarter aspects. The narrated resources for music in education reflect the status that music holds in the
education system and how meaningful it is perceived as (see Hyvönen, 2006, p. 48).
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5. Conclusions and Discussion
Now that we have presented our findings and significant discoveries, we will delve deeper into
them, making conclusions and discussing the outcomes. As we have implied before, the aim of
our study is not to generalize our results to the larger population of teachers because the size
and the technique used to obtain our sample make it impossible. Rather, the purpose of our
study is to examine teachers’ individual experiences based on their narrations. When discussing
these experiences, we will proceed in correspondence with the overall structure of our thesis,
starting with the discoveries found in relation to our main research question (RQ1).
Overall, we can infer that music has had a meaningful impact on the different dimensions of
our participants’ identities. Regarding self-identity, music has seemed to have an important role
for our participants in general. One extremity was that a few participants felt that without music,
they would not be who they are today. Additionally, many described it as an element that supports or enhances their self-esteem and self-confidence. Hence, it seems to be a central part of
their self-concepts. This, however, is not the case for Maria as music has indirectly had a more
detrimental effect on her self-esteem. The experiences this stems from have had long-term influences on her life and confidence. For this reason, we argue that it is necessary for teachers
to acknowledge the effects music can have and try to ensure that every student has positive and
enriching experiences relating to music in school and feels involved.
In addition, music was considered, by our participants, as a relevant means to explore themselves and, figuratively, the world. In our increasingly globalizing world, this exploration becomes vital for functional human interaction. Music can aid in this process, bringing us closer
to one another than ever before. From this, we can move on to social identity and how music
was narratively linked to it: It became evident that many participants value music and see it as
a remarkable promoter of social relationships and communication within them. Joel brought up
that music is a context in which negotiation with other people is more effortless. We were left
to ponder, could the impact of music on people be so powerful that it can increase compliance,
and thus, affect our negotiation skills. This could be linked to the fact that music has the capability to bring like-minded individuals together, perhaps for this reason negotiation is easier.
On the other hand, an opposing view to the social benefits of music was brought forth, marking
that even though she acknowledged the unifying aspect of music, it was not seen by Maria as a
way to form social relationships. In this case, contrastingly, music created feelings of exclusion.
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This was a striking yet somber finding because we personally deem music a joyful and unifying
force.
As we examined cultural and national identity, in turn, we discovered that, according to our
participants, music is a way to explore culture, both own and foreign. Therefore, it connects
them to culture and opens up their perspectives of the world and people. In addition, it became
evident that especially national music and its ability to connect our participants to nationality,
and thus, support their national identities, majorly divided opinions. Some of our participants
described that, through music, it has become clearer to them what it means to be a Finn, whereas
Leo considered national music as dislikable, and thus, thought that it actually causes differentiation rather than identification. Despite not feeling a connection with Finnish national music
and its message, we conclude that it does not mean Leo is in any way less of a Finn. We argue
that being one is an individual experience, and thus no one can precisely determine what it
means to be a Finn. If this repulsiveness of national music stems from Leo’s musical identity,
as we assume, it would mean that these two dimensions of his identity contradict with one
another. Because identity is a multidimensional construct, it is stated that different dimensions
can indeed contradict (see Woodward, 1997, pp. 23, 35).
Moreover, there were some differences in experiences regarding whether our participants felt
that music connects them to only their own nationality or those of other nations as well. When
discussing music connecting them to Finnish nationality, most of our participants specifically
mentioned Finnish national music but when they discussed music connecting them to other
nationalities, they broadly referred to music produced in a specific language in general and not
its categorization. However, we would like to lightly question this finding as it is possible that
our participants have used the terms nationality and culture interchangeably, which could lead
to them falsely referring to nationality when in fact, they meant culture. We started to wonder
if it would have been reasonable, considering our research problem, to separate cultural and
national identities in the questions we asked the participants (see appendix 3, question 3e). This
could have prevented the possible confusion between these two terms and produced more
straightforward narratives, and thus, results.
As it could be anticipated, when studying music, musical identity becomes emphasized. We
could draw links between every other dimension of identity and musical identity, which highlights that it is at the forefront when discussing music and identity. For example, for Tony,
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whose musical identity seems to be dominant, music has functioned as a tool in forming meaningful relationships. When he has formed these relationships, he has simultaneously developed
his social identity, and thus, we can form a tight link between these two dimensions. From our
data, we could see a division between identities in music and music in identities. Our participants described themselves both directly and indirectly through music as, for example, musicians, music teachers, music-lovers, and listeners of music. The ways in which our participants
narrated expressing their musical identities vary: Some participants’ musical identities manifest
in more outwardly aspects, such as appearance, others are linked to more concrete aspects, such
as bringing their preferred instruments to the context of education, or to their musical actions
and preferences.
However, there were differing experiences on whether the participants felt that they can express
their musical identities in a way they see fit in school. In Harry’s case, his way of expressing
his musical identity was extremely concrete as he thought that corona has restricted the expression of his musical identity because he cannot bring his brass instrument with him. This made
us wonder if one’s own instrument is so defining and significant for their musical identity that
it is almost impossible for them to imagine other ways in which they could pleasantly express
it. We sincerely hope that Harry will find an alternative, satisfactory way for himself to express
his musical identity even in the times of corona.
Other reasons for not being able to fully represent their musical identities in school were, according to our participants, the expectations school and our society has of teachers. It became
evident that some musical preferences are valued and appreciated more than others. For example, heavy metal music was seen as being lower on the musical hierarchy of music that is acceptable in school. This is, unfortunately, a well-known stigma that we had already anticipated
to come across with when discussing this topic. We, as “metalheads” ourselves, have encountered prejudice relating to heavy metal music in the form of questioning whether it should be a
part of what teachers bring to school. Other aspects that should not be included in teachers’
musical identities in school are, according to our participants, for example, music that encourages violence, swearing, the use of alcohol, or emphasizes spirituality. Listening to these narrations was deeply insightful because it opened our eyes to the abundance of restrictions that
teachers face in their work environment on a daily basis. This issue is problematic as we as
researchers and future teachers have conflicting feelings on it: We feel that teachers should be
able to express their musical identities fully without restrictions from the outside. However,
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they need to take into consideration what is appropriate in the school context as there are children of varying ages present. Regarding this, we would like to pose a question: Who decides
what is appropriate for teachers to express in school?
What we found surprising was that not every one of our participants considered their musical
identity as positively inclined: Some of them had had negative and even humiliating experiences with music, leading them to experience feelings of inferiority in it, and thus, form a musical identity that is more negatively inclined. Regarding this, some participants narrated that
they cannot define themselves through music as they lack the musical expertise. Can it really
be so that our level of musical expertise determines how we are allowed or expected to define
ourselves through music? We see this as unfair as it creates a hierarchy between individuals
within the musical context. This hierarchy may generate restrictions on how we define ourselves
and what we take as a part of our musical identities. This only increases the feelings of inferiority in music. Other restrictions that may occur are based on musical genres and subcultures
as they may have the power to determine, for example, what type of music is appropriate for
members of the given group to listen to or how they should dress.
Lastly, although the connection between music and teachers’ professional identities has not
been widely studied, we came across some intriguing findings. It seems that music has, indeed,
played a major role in some of our participants’ professional identities as it has had the power
to guide them onto the path of becoming teachers in the first place. Some participants gained
the spark for teaching through music, when they were already engaging with it, whereas others
were studying to become teachers when they realized they would like to pursue a career in
teaching music as well. Moreover, our participants narrated concrete ways in which music is
visible in their professional identities, and thus, their pedagogical actions: The most frequently
mentioned way was the integration of music into other subjects, acknowledging its potential in
supporting learning in other areas of knowledge as well.
When studying to become teachers ourselves, we have encountered a perception that many
possess: There exists some type of particular teacher personality. How we interpret this is that
all teachers are alike and share qualities and common ideals and values. This, however, is not
the case as every teacher is a unique individual and teaches utilizing their own strengths and
interests. Questioning this stigma, Tony described that when pursuing an occupation, he wanted
one that does not define him but rather, he defines it, and for this reason, he chose to become a
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teacher. We find this point of view refreshing and would like to encourage all teachers, whether
studying or practicing, to internalize it.
Next, we will transition to discuss our second research question (RQ2), which turned out to be
remarkably broad: Our participants shared with us a multitude of various experiences regarding
music and its significance in their lives. As we have already discussed, for our participants,
there have been both positively and negatively inclined experiences with music that have affected them in many ways. For instance, music has functioned as escapism and brought joy. It
was also seen by our participants as empowering and tightly connected to emotions as they
narrated having dealt with difficult emotions through music. In these cases, the power of music
has been enormous as it has helped the participants to move forward in their lives, giving them
strength. In addition, those who had positive and enriching experiences with music wanted to
pursue it as a hobby or occupation. We can infer that the willingness to engage with music has
translated into musical expertise that is of a higher level. Contrastingly, when interpreting Maria’s narration in its entirety, we deduce it being possible that her musical competence has not
developed to the same level because she has not been musically active possibly due to the negative experiences. This could explain why she feels that she lacks necessary skills to teach music, and thus, refuses to do so.
When assessing the value of music, our participants brought it forth in two ways: as an intrinsic
and instrumental value. We propose that this division might reflect the two categories of musical identity. When emphasizing the intrinsic value of music, it is likely that the corresponding
musical identity would be identities in music as music is seen as valuable in itself and the identification process happens directly through it. On the other hand, music as an instrumental value
corresponds with music in identities as, with both of these, music is used as a tool in achieving
another goal, which may not be directly linked to it. This would be an interesting area for further
research.
From our participants’ narrations, we can see that the environment they grew up in has had an
effect on their musical preferences, on one hand, and on the other hand, their investment in
music. However, there does not seem to exist a consensus on what impact the environment has
had. For example, Vera lived her childhood in a musically active home yet her musical preferences differ from what she became accustomed with listening to as a child. This proves that our
musical preferences are not constructed only based on outside influences, but the aspect of
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choice is involved in it as well. Regarding musical preferences, a few of the participants described music as phases that were connected to different stages of the life cycle. This seems to
be highly individual as, in contrast, some of our participants felt that their musical preferences
have not changed at all throughout their lives.
As we implied in our findings, the most relevant context for music learning was, according to
our participants, informal. Only a few participants found the formal context having been the
most significant overall in their lives or for their identity development. This highlights our concern about the status of music in education. Why is it that the formal context cannot appropriately meet the needs of students? We can think of multiple factors that could partially answer
this question, such as teachers’ proficiency and attitudes towards music, the available space and
equipment for music teaching and learning, and other students. When we say students, we mean
the number of them, their behavior, and the atmosphere they have, in their part, created in the
class society. In contrast, as Joel narrated, nonformal music education succeeds in supporting
students’ identity development because they involve smaller group sizes and even one-on-one
teaching. For this reason, the teacher has more time to engage with one student, thus more
opportunities to support their development. Unfortunately, due to the chargeable nature of nonformal education, not everyone has the possibility to take music lessons. Therefore, we argue
that, in order for the full potential of music to reach everyone equally, more effort and resources
should be put into the formal education of music. As implied before, school should be a safe
context for students to work on their identities and this should apply to all subjects. We would
like to finish the discussion of this topic with an open-ended question: What could be done to
improve the capability school music has to support students’ growth as individuals?
Referring to the aforementioned issue, we find it relevant to discuss the perspective of teachers
and the aspects that affect how they are able to practice their occupation. For this reason, we
will now dive deeper into our RQ3. From our participants, only a few felt that they have excellent proficiency in musically supporting students’ identity formation, whereas the rest of them
felt they either have no proficiency or were hesitant. We deem this a surprising discovery that
provokes a lot of thought as, especially primary and music teachers, should possess the necessary proficiency as it is their job to teach music. We were left to speculate where this lack of
experienced proficiency stems from and would like to suggest one substantial reason for this:
the lack of resources, especially in teacher education. If this is already the case with our participants, what would it mean for the newer generation of teachers when, up to this day, the timely
resources have been drastically cut from what they were when our participants were studying?
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On the other hand, we as educators should also bear in mind that music may not be a strong
constituent of every student’s identity (see Hallam, 2017, p. 488). The importance of this lies
in the fact that teachers should respect students’ choices, preferences, and boundaries, and not
try to force music on the students for whom it does not seem relevant. The sensitive nature of
teachers’ occupation becomes evident in this view, and although we cannot force music, or any
other subject for that matter, to be a part of students’ identities, we can, and should, still create
opportunities for them to engage with it in a way they see fit. We deem this another area that
warrants further research.
What we found useful was that our participants narrated concrete means for supporting students’ identities. For instance, the importance of involving students in musical actions and discussion was emphasized. One way to involve students musically is, according to our participants, to encourage them to bring their own music to school and show genuine interest towards
their musical preferences. This is a fundamental idea as, throughout our studies in university,
we have understood that involvement and showing interest are the underlying practices of caring pedagogy, increasing the interactional aspect of teaching, which, in turn, can motivate students and generate meaningful encounters where the students feel they are being valued as individuals. When it comes to discussing music, in turn, it was noted that the teacher can show
students examples of how music can, and should, be discussed, simultaneously highlighting the
social and interactional aspect of music. We feel that these concrete ways are excellent as they
take into consideration the idea by Hallam presented above. Discussion and involvement are in
no way forcing music upon the students, but on the contrary, are what is expected of them when
taking into consideration the fact that education provides general knowledge. Utilizing these
ways also enables students to choose the level of their own engagement in these practices, making it possible for them to consider their own experiences, abilities, and preferences when making this decision.
The various narrated reasons for not having sufficient proficiency, such as the lack of time and
musical competence, that emerged from our participants’ narrations were intriguing. We would
like to seize this opportunity to discuss a quite common thought that emerged from our data: If
a teacher cannot play any instruments, they are not able to support students’ identity development musically. Fortunately, Tony brought forth an opposing view we would also like to emphasize. According to him, playing instruments in class may not be the most optimal way to
support this development. We agree with Tony, and thus, underline that teachers should free
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themselves of the idea that playing an instrument is the only, or the best, way to support students’ development as it is not everything. Music is such a versatile matter, including various
practices, that only our imagination is the limit for how we can support students’ identities
through it even without any musical competence. Because the inability to play instruments was
only one explanation as to why our participants felt they do not have the required proficiency,
we wonder what other reasons there might be. It would be beneficial to study this topic further
as it can provide insight into teachers’ experienced proficiency, and thus, perhaps, come up
with ways to improve it.
As we have already implied, teachers’ proficiency and available resources in education are connected as the resources broaden teachers’ pedagogical repertoire. In relation to this, it was
brought forth by our participants that the timely resources in primary school do not suffice.
However, it was also noted by Nico that the resources are rational and sufficient only if the
teacher can competently teach music in a way that it is enjoyable for the students, and they have
multiple opportunities for multifaceted learning. If the teacher is indeed competent, they are
able to apply their teaching methods in situations where the resources are scarce because they
understand the deeper pedagogical meaning and focus on that rather than the resources. This
applies to the material resources as well which, according to our participants, vary between
schools. Most thought that the school they work at has adequate material resources. This is a
reassuring discovery as we were not concerned about the material resources for music to begin
with because, as discussed above, teaching music and supporting students’ identity through it
can be done in a number of ways. In addition, based on our understanding, there is an adequate
number of different instruments in schools in general. Tina did, however, bring up the lack of
space for teaching music as an aspect that warrants change. It is obvious that as the group sizes
keep on growing, the need for space required for teaching should be re-evaluated.
In our previous discussion, we speculated that there may be a connection between the lack of
proficiency and available resources in teacher education. Pertaining to the issue of resources,
our participants shared varying opinions. From these opinions, we could see two extremities:
(1) The resources are not nearly enough, and (2) they might be optimized to fulfil exactly what
they are supposed to. All the answers were situated between these two ideas. The situation may
not be as dire as we anticipated, as positive experiences could also be found in our data. However, if many feel the resources in teacher education are adequate, why do primary teachers
refuse to teach music as implied in our data?
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As is necessary with empirical research, next we will move on to discuss, first, the credibility
of our study, followed by its ethics. There are several aspects that may raise issues for the credibility, such as our sample, the methods used, translating data, the level of ambiguity of the used
terms, and the replicability of our study. Pertaining to our sample, we wondered if it is possible
that only the teachers who deem music significant in their lives and identities participated in
our study, overemphasizing the role of music in it. However, as we presented in chapter 3.3.,
the distribution between subject and primary teachers was even, ensuring that the role of music
teachers in the data was not overemphasized. As our participants volunteered for the study, it
could be that they perhaps have an agenda, either conscious or subconscious, relating to improving the conditions of music and music education. For this reason, we consider it beneficial
for our study that music teachers did not make up the majority of the participants. The idea of
having an agenda also arose from our data as it was insinuated that every subject teacher tends
to defend their subject and its interests. We wonder if the objective perspective of this matter
would benefit more from random sampling. However, the implementation of it could pose challenges as it can be difficult to reach participants who are as motivated to take part in the study
as in the case when they volunteer.
This issue of motivation also links to the first point we would like to make about the credibility
of our used methods: Most of the answers to our questionnaire were quite short. For this reason,
it is beneficial that we conducted follow up interviews, which we have used as our primary data,
as it gave the participants more freedom to naturally narrate their experiences. When considering our questionnaire, it is also vital to bring forth the fact that one of our questions turned out
to be quite leading (see Cohen et al., 2011, p. 402) as it included examples in the wording that
the participants might have used in their answers (see appendix 1, question 7). Could this wording have influenced the emphasis of social identity and self-confidence in our questionnaire
data?
Regarding our interview data, in turn, we would like to point out that when translating it from
Finnish to English, as we did, some issues might occur. Our aim was to translate the data as
rigorously as possible, but we need to admit and acknowledge that the process of translation is
not fully straightforward. It is essential to consider, whether we have succeeded in perceiving
and conveying all the important nuances of the presented narratives. To avoid this issue, we
could have done the following: (1) conducting the interviews in English or (2) writing our thesis
in Finnish. However, we feel that gathering the data in English would have eliminated too many
participants from our sample because narrating in a foreign language may not come naturally
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and it would have taken the focus off the content of narration and placed it more on the execution of it. Regarding writing our thesis in Finnish, we already discussed and reasoned our language choice in chapter 1, finding that Finnish would not have suited our purposes.
Moreover, as we mentioned earlier, the terms our participants used to determine certain life
stages were ambiguous, such as the term “young”. This could lead to misinterpretation of the
narratives, and thus, to us reporting certain events having taken place in a stage of our participant’s life that is different from what they implied. We would also like to propose that the age
groupings within the stages of the life cycle are directional rather than absolute. The line in
between them is not definite, as we all develop as individuals. In hindsight, we could have asked
the participants to clarify numerically what they meant when they used certain terms to describe
the stages of life. This would have also made the chronological nature of the events much clearer
to us, and thus, helped with the analysis process.
When evaluating the credibility of our study, we also need to clarify that the study itself is not
replicable. Surely, one could use the same questionnaire form, interview questions, and broadly,
a similar target group: teachers. However, the results would never be exactly the same because
we have specifically discussed individuals’ unique experiences. Of course, similar major discoveries could be found pertaining to the relation between music and identity, but nevertheless,
the entire data would be different as it would be impossible to (1) reach exactly the same participants due to their anonymity, and (2) even if one could, the narratives they would produce,
being natural talk and dependent on the participant’s motives and memory, would be different
every time.
The last issue to the credibility of the study presented here is the fact that our own agenda and
experiences with music in relation to identity may have had an effect on the way we interpret
and report the data. If someone without experiences of music influencing their identities conducted a similar study, they might make different findings and arguments, bringing forth deviating perspectives and experiences. However, we aimed to analyze and report our findings
through a neutral lens.
When considering the ethics of our study, in turn, we would like to raise some factors that,
indeed, support it: the use of pseudonyms for anonymity, informed consent, the way in which
we stored and managed the data, and the fact that we intend to send the finalized thesis for our
participants to go through. As we used pseudonyms for our participants and omitted any infor-
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mation that could help identify them, they remain anonymous, securing their privacy and identities. Moreover, because we asked our participants for informed consent, we made sure that
they knew precisely what they signed up for when participating in our study. Before conducting
the interviews, we asked each participant to send us the consent form with their signature as
this indicated to us that they have read and agree with it.
We stored the data gathered on the hard drive of Toivanen’s laptop as well as on a separate
USB flash drive. Hence, it was not possible for a third party to access the data. No cloud storages were used for raw data, only for our anonymized analysis. After finalizing the thesis, we
destroyed the data. In addition, we deem it ethical that our participants get a chance to read our
study and see what we used the information we received from them for. To improve the ethics
of our study, we could have also sent the raw analysis to our participants in order for them to
give feedback on it. However, the schedule for finishing our thesis was limited, and thus, we
decided to leave this step out.
There is also a fundamental aspect we need to take into consideration when evaluating the ethical point of view: the nature of our study. Because the goal of our study was to acquire individuals’ unique experiences, it is apparent that they might include vulnerable and even hurtful
memories. For example, the themes of bullying and serious illness were brought up by some of
our participants and we cannot help but wonder whether we were able to react to those narrations in an appropriate and sensitive manner in the interviews. It is, after all, our responsibility
as researchers to ensure that our participants would not need to go through any unnecessary
psychological distress. We would like to note, however, that all our participants seemed to leave
the interview situation in what we deemed a peaceful and comfortable state. This to us indicates
that they were not left with apparent trauma.
Now we will move on to evaluating the significance of our study and posing ideas for future
research. Based on the careful conduct and analysis of our study, and the central discoveries we
have made, we would like to suggest that our study is highly significant as it brings new information to the field of the connection between music and identity. This new information relates
to the actual impacts of music as well as our participants. Firstly, when we reviewed literature
for our bachelor’s thesis, we did not find any negative impacts on identity relating to music (see
Ryökäs & Toivanen, 2020), but now, in our empirical research, our participants brought some
forth. Regarding this, we were shocked to find out that some experiences of exclusion were
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present in our data. Music is commonly recognized as a strongly unifying element, so it is extremely surprising to encounter an experience such as this. In addition, one of the participants
who participated only in the questionnaire stated that music irritates them more than it entertains. This is a point of view that is not commonly discussed, and therefore, an excellent subject
to study further.
Secondly, when creating our theoretical background for this thesis, we noticed that even though
the connection between music and identity is already a widely studied topic, there is hardly any
knowledge about how music can influence professional identities, and especially those of teachers. Indeed, pertaining to this, we came across solid evidence showing that music can be a strong
constituent of teachers’ professional identities. This to us seemed logical as music can affect
multiple dimensions of our identities, so why not professional identity as well. Perhaps researchers in the field of identity could take this into consideration in the future and delve deeper
into it.
Throughout this chapter, we have addressed some issues that could benefit from further research. Next, we will add to that. In our study, we did not take sex or age, as a definite number,
into consideration as we did not deem them important for the purposes of our study because we
aspired to only look at the narrated experiences from the perspective of individuals, regardless
of those variables. However, we suggest that taking those variables into consideration could
give a new viewpoint for further research, possibly changing the results. In addition, as our pool
of participants consisted of both primary and subject teachers, and their education as well as
the nature of their occupation is slightly different, it could be fruitful to further study whether
their experiences regarding this matter differ from one another. In our study, however, we did
not find any significant differences that would have been relevant for our research problem.
We would also like to note that we have named some musical genres in our study, yet we decided to narrow them out of the scope of our study and theorization. This was done because (1)
they were not directly relevant for our research problem and (2) including them would have
extended our study more than is necessary. The genres are only mentioned if they were imperative for our participants’ self-concepts. Choosing a specific genre and studying it in relation to
identity could in itself be a prolific research topic. For example, as we already implied in chapter
1, we ourselves would be interested in reading more research on the metal community and its
members’ identity development in relation to music as this topic lacks comprehensive research.
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As we utilized the theory of triphasic mimesis, we discovered a new intriguing focus for narratively researching this topic: mimesis3. It would be insightful to study how the participants
construct their identities as they narrate and how their identity perceptions develop through
narration. This could be done, for example, through in-depth interviews that would, in addition
to narrated experiences, focus on profound reflection of self and metacognition.
To conclude, this thesis is a contribution to the field of the connection between music and identity. It seems that music is a fundamental aspect of many teachers’ identities, and thus, with this
thesis, we would like to encourage teachers and teacher students to do self-exploration as well
as utilize music in their profession. Because identity is a vast multidimensional construct, there
are several dimensions, such as linguistic or sexual identity, and many more, we have not taken
into consideration in our study. Indeed, there are many areas of further research that emerged
while conducting our study and writing this thesis, and we have tried to point them out throughout it according to what we have found relevant or personally intriguing. All in all, we as future
teachers benefitted greatly from our study and its findings and hope to utilize music in our
occupation ourselves, inspired by this theme.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Questionnaire (in Finnish)

Musiikki ja identiteetti
Tämä kysely toimii osana pro gradu -tutkimusaineistoamme Oulun yliopiston kasvatustieteiden
tiedekunnassa. Tutkielmamme käsittelee opettajien kokemuksia musiikin vaikutuksesta heidän
identiteettiensä kehitykseen elämänsä aikana. Kysely on muuten anonyymi, mutta lopussa kysymme halukkuuttasi osallistua jatkohaastatteluun. Tämän yhteydessä pyydämme ilmoittamaan
jonkin yhteystiedon, jolla otamme sinuun yhteyttä.
Kiitos panostuksestasi ja ajastasi!
Ystävällisin terveisin, Inna Ryökäs ja Anna-Maija Toivanen

1. Minkä ikäinen olet? *

2. Oletko luokanopettaja vai aineenopettaja? (Jos sinulla on koulutus molempiin, voit valita
molemmat vaihtoehdot.) *
Luokanopettaja
Aineenopettaja

3. Jos valitsit aineenopettaja, minkä aineen tai aineiden opettaja olet?

4. Koetko, että musiikilla on ollut vaikutus identiteettisi kehittymiseen? *
Kyllä
Ei
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Kysymyksen säännöt
Koetko, että musiikilla on ollut vaikutus identiteettisi kehittymiseen?
Kyllä

Ei vaihtoehdon sääntöjä
Ei

Sääntö: Hyppää kysymykseen
Jos vaihtoehto on valittu Hyppää kysymykseen Kuvaile vapaasti musiikin roolia
tämänhetkisessä elämässäsi.

5. Kuinka voimakkaasti koet musiikin vaikuttaneen identiteettisi kehittymiseen? *
1

2

3

4

5

6

Ei lainkaan

6. Missä elämäsi vaiheessa koet musiikilla olleen suurin vaikutus identiteettisi kehitykseen?
*
Vauvaikä
Varhaislapsuus
Leikki-ikä
Kouluikä
Nuoruus
Varhaisaikuisuus
Aikuisuus
Seniori-ikä
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7. Minkä ominaisuuksiesi kehittymiseen koet musiikin vaikuttaneen?
(esimerkiksi kaverisuhteiden solmiminen, itseluottamus) *

8. Millaisen musiikin koet merkityksellisimmäksi sinulle ja identiteettisi kehitykselle? *
1
2

Koulumusiikki

3
1
2

Soitin- tai laulutunnit/kuoro

3
1
2

Vapaa-ajan omaehtoinen musiikki

3

9. Kuvaile vapaasti musiikin roolia tämänhetkisessä elämässäsi.
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Kysymyksen säännöt
Kuvaile vapaasti musiikin roolia tämänhetkisessä elämässäsi.
Ei vielä kysymyssääntöjä

Kysymys Koetko, että musiikilla on ollut vaikutus identiteettisi kehittymiseen?
kysymykseen sääntö tälle kysymykselle

on Hyppää

10. Millaiseksi koet pätevyytesi tukea oppilaiden identiteettien kehitystä musiikillisesti? *
1

2

3

Ei lainkaan pätevyyttä

4

5

6

Erinomainen pätevyys

11. Onko peruskoulussa mielestäsi riittävästi resursseja tukea oppilaan kasvua ja kehitystä musiikillisesti? *
Kyllä
Ei

12. Voit halutessasi täsmentää edellistä vastaustasi.
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13. Koetko opettajankoulutuksessa olevan riittävästi resursseja musiikillisten taitojen oppimiselle ja musiikin didaktiikalle? *
Kyllä, molemmille
Kyllä, mutta vain musiikillisille taidoille
Kyllä, mutta vain musiikin didaktiikalle
Ei kummallekaan

14. Voit halutessasi täsmentää edellistä vastaustasi.

15. Toivoisimme, että annat panoksesi tutkimuksellemme myös yksilöhaastattelun muodossa
(haastattelu toimii graduaineistona).
Haastattelu järjestetään Zoom-etäyhteydessä sovittuna ajankohtana.
Vastauksesi ei ole sitova, vaan sinulla on aina mahdollisuus perääntyä haastattelusta ja tutkimukseen osallistumisesta. *
Kyllä, haluan osallistua jatkohaastatteluun!
Ei, en ole halukas osallistumaan jatkohaastatteluun.
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Kysymyksen säännöt
Toivoisimme, että annat panoksesi tutkimuksellemme myös yksilöhaastattelun muodossa
(haastattelu toimii graduaineistona
).
Haastattelu järjestetään Zoom-etäyhteydessä sovittuna ajankohtana.
Vastauksesi ei ole sitova, vaan sinulla on aina mahdollisuus perääntyä haastattelusta ja
tutkimukseen osallistumisesta.
Kyllä, haluan osallistua jatkohaastatteluun!

Ei vaihtoehdon sääntöjä
Ei, en ole halukas osallistumaan jatkohaastatteluun.

Sääntö: Lopeta kysely
Jos vaihtoehto on valittu Lopeta kysely ja ohjaa vastaaja kiitossivulle.

16. Tähän kohtaan voit täyttää haluamasi yhteystiedot, jotka toimivat yhteydenottotapana
haastattelupyyntöä varten (esim. jos haluat yhteydenoton puhelimitse, täytä yhteystietoihin
puhelinnumerosi).
Nämä tiedot ovat näkyvissä vain tutkimuksen tekijöille ja heidän käytettävissään, eikä niitä
luovuteta kolmansille osapuolille.
Etunimi
Sukunimi
Matkapuhelin
Sähköposti
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Kysymyksen säännöt
Tähän kohtaan voit täyttää haluamasi yhteystiedot, jotka toimivat yhteydenottotapana
haastattelupyyntöä varten (esim. jos haluat yhteydenoton puhelimitse, täytä yhteystietoihin
puhelinnumerosi).
Nämä tiedot ovat näkyvissä vain tutkimuksen tekijöille ja heidän käytettävissään, eikä niitä
luovuteta kolmansille osapuolille.
Kysymyksen säännöt
Sääntö: Lopeta kysely
Lopeta kysely ja ohjaa vastaaja kiitossivulle.
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Appendix 2: Consent form (in Finnish)
SUOSTUMUS TUTKIMUKSEEN OSALLISTUMISEEN
Oulun yliopisto
Kasvatustieteiden tiedekunta

Pro Gradu -tutkimus: Opettajien kokemuksia musiikin merkityksestä heidän identiteettiensä
kehitykseen elämänsä aikana
Tutkimuksen toteuttaja: luokanopettajakoulutus, kasvatustieteiden tiedekunta, Oulun yliopisto
Yhteyshenkilö, jolta voi tarvittaessa pyytää lisätietoja tutkimuksesta: Inna Ryökäs,
0451367397, iryokas@student.oulu.fi ja Anna-Maija Toivanen, 0505692105, antoivan@student.oulu.fi

Tutkimukseen osallistujan koko nimi

________________________________

Suostun osallistumaan yllä mainittuun tutkimukseen ja siinä tarvittavien tietojen keräämiseen.
Minulle on ennen suostumustani annettu tietoa tutkimuksesta ja siihen liittyvästä henkilötietojen käsittelystä suostumuslomakkeen liitteenä olevalla tiedotteella. Ennen allekirjoittamista
olen tutustunut annettuun informaatioon. Informaatio sisältää selvityksen tutkimuksen tarkoituksesta ja tutkimuksessa kerättävien henkilötietojen käsittelystä.

______________________________

______________________________

Paikka ja aika

Suostumuksen antajan allekirjoitus
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Vakuutamme, että käytämme aineistoa henkilösuojalain ja tutkimusetiikan hyvien käytäntöjen
mukaisesti. Suostumuslomakkeesta toimitetaan suostumuksen antajalle kappale Pro Gradu tutkijoiden allekirjoituksilla varustettuna.

________________________________

______________________________

Paikka ja aika

Inna Ryökäs

_________________________________
Anna-Maija Toivanen

LIITTEET

Tutkimusta koskeva tiedote
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LIITE: TIEDOTE TUTKITTAVILLE

Pro Gradu -tutkimus: Opettajien kokemuksia musiikin merkityksestä heidän identiteettiensä
kehitykseen elämänsä aikana

Tutkimuksen taustatiedot
Tutkimuksen suorituspaikka: Oulun yliopisto, kasvatustieteiden tiedekunta
Tutkimuksen suoritusaika: Tutkimusaineisto kerätään keväällä 2021. Tutkimuksen pohjalta kirjoitettavaa Pro Gradu -tutkielmaa koskeva aikataulu sijoittuu pidemmälle aikavälille.
Yhteyshenkilöt: Inna Ryökäs, 0451367397, iryokas@student.oulu.fi
Anna-Maija Toivanen, 0505692105, antoivan@student.oulu.fi

Tutkimuksen tarkoitus, tavoite ja merkitys
Tämän Pro gradu -tutkielman aihe on minuuden ja identiteetin kehitys eri elämän vaiheissa ja
musiikin rooli tässä kehityksessä. Aihetta on lähdetty työstämään käytännön elämään, ihmisenä
kasvamiseen ja opettajan ammattiin liittyvien pohdintojen kautta. Tulevan opettajan näkökulmasta aiheeseen perehtyminen on keskiössä, sillä näin tuotetaan tietoa ja ymmärrystä siitä, miten identiteettien kehittymistä voidaan pedagogisesti ja kasvatuksellisesta näkökulmasta tukea
eri ikäkausina.
Tarkoituksena on kerätä tietoa identiteettien muovautuvuudesta koko elinkaaressa. Kokonaisvaltainen ymmärrys musiikin vaikutuksesta identiteettien rakentumiseen sekä siihen, miten tätä
prosessia voidaan tukea, on tärkeää. Erityisesti tällä hetkellä aihe on ajankohtainen, paitsi siksi
että elämme voimakkaan individualismin aikaa, jossa identiteetti on keskiössä, mutta myös
siksi, että taide- ja taitoaineiden resurssileikkaukset ja niiden vaikutukset huolestuttavat sekä
opettajia että oppilaita.

Tutkimuksessa kerättävät tiedot
Tutkimusaineisto kerätään kevään 2021 aikana. Tutkimukseen kerätään aineistoa kahdessa vaiheessa: 1) verkkokysely ja 2) haastattelut. Tutkimusaineisto koostuu opettajien kertomista kokemuksista siitä, miten musiikki on vaikuttanut heidän identiteettiensä kehitykseen elämänsä
aikana.
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Tutkimusaineiston käyttö, suojaaminen ja säilytys
Tutkimusaineistoa hyödynnetään yksinomaan yllä mainitussa tieteellisessä tutkimuksessa, eikä
sitä käytetä kaupallisiin tarkoituksiin. Aineistoa ei missään vaiheessa julkaista sellaisenaan millään alustalla. Pro Gradu -tutkielmassa aineistoa käsitellään osallistujien yksityisyyttä kunnioittaen siten, ettei tutkimukseen osallistujia voida aineiston pohjalta tunnistaa. Tutkimusaineistoa säilytetään salasanasuojatulla tietokoneella siihen asti, kunnes Pro Gradu -tutkielma on hyväksytysti suoritettu, minkä jälkeen aineisto tuhotaan. Aineistoa voivat käyttää vain Inna Ryökäs ja Anna-Maija Toivanen.

Lisätietoja tutkimuksesta antavat kohdassa ”Yhteystiedot” mainitut henkilöt.
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Appendix 3: Interview questions (in Finnish)
Haastattelukysymykset gradua varten
1. Kerro vapaasti, millainen rooli musiikilla on ollut elämässäsi.
a. Koetko musiikin rajoittaneen elämääsi, kehitystäsi tai toimintaasi jollain tapaa?
2. Millaisena koet musiikin näyttäytyneen elämässäsi eri ikäkausina?
a. Ovatko musiikilliset mieltymyksesi tai tottumuksesi muuttuneet elämäsi aikana?
3. Mihin ominaisuuksiisi koet musiikin eniten vaikuttaneen ja miten?
a. Oletko esimerkiksi solminut ystävyyssuhteita musiikin avulla?
b. Koetko, että musiikilla on ollut jotain tekemistä persoonasi kehitykseen?
i. Onko musiikki vaikuttanut jotenkin siihen, kuka sinä olet tänään?
Miten?
c. Määritteletkö itseäsi musiikin kautta, esimerkiksi musiikinopettajana tai
muusikkona?
d. Koetko musiikin toimineen yhdistävänä tekijänä erilaisissa ryhmissä, joihin
kuulut?
e. Koetko musiikin yhdistävän sinua kulttuuriin tai kansallisuuteen?
4. Miten musiikki näyttäytyy työssäsi opettajana?
a. Koetko, että sinulla on valmiuksia tukea oppilaiden yksilöllistä kasvua ja
kehitystä musiikin keinoin? Kerro käytännön esimerkkejä.
b. Koetko voivasi täysin edustaa musiikki-identiteettiäsi opettajana toimiessasi?
5. Kerro vapaasti kokemuksiasi musiikille varatuista resursseista koulutuksessa.
a. Mistä ajattelet sen johtuvan, ettei identiteettiä mainita musiikin alla perusopetuksenopetussuunnitelmassa, mutta muissa taito- ja taideaineissa mainitaan?
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